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FOREWORD
The

Home

researches and discussions of the President's Conference on

Building and

Home Ownership
from the

self-evident conclusions

The next

great

lift

disclose the following to be

facts

:

in elevating the living conditions of the

American family must come from a concerted and nationwide
movement to provide new and better homes.
Every thrifty family has an inherent right to own a home.
Architects, engineers, inventors and manufacturers have now
made possible beautiful homes incomparably superior to old types
in plan, convenience and healthf ulness, at no increase in cost.
Engineering practice applied to the arrangement of household
has made it possible to eliminate most of the drudgery of

facilities

housekeeping.
Beauty is a commercial asset to the
spiritual necessity to the

Financing the home owner
situation,

and

calls for

home

builder, because

it is

a

home owner.
is

the most

new methods

backward phase of the

of extending credit on the

part of banks and investment institutions operating in this field.
Zoning and city planning save waste, reduce ultimate costs, and

add attractiveness and other
values for

social

values to stable investment

home owners.

Slums have no excuse for being and should be eliminated by wise
concerted effort.

More industries should move to the country, where workers may
have better home surroundings.
Large scale housing has proved well worth-while, when wisely
planned, and should receive encouragement and support from
business groups.

Home ownership must not be taxed out of existence.
Rural homes can be made as beautiful and convenient as city
homes.
Old homes should be modernized for the sake of health and
convenience.

Laws

affecting city housing conditions and the ownership and
protection of homes need study and revision.

Women's special interest in homemaking should be recognized
in all planning of a national program,
particularly in the design,
xi

/
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arrangement of the house, and in all matters affecting the health and welfare of the family.
Research and the dissemination of its new knowledge through
decoration,

and

interior

organized channels should be encouraged.
The devoted work of the committees of the Conference and of
the

members who attended

which
which

the meetings in

Washington

is

a service

gratefully acknowledge on behalf of the country, and
I commend to all civic leaders and citizens as an inspiration
to further efforts in promoting the development and enrichment
I

of the foundation of our National

life,

the

American Home.
HERBERT HOOVER.

INTRODUCTION
Foundations for a new period in the providing of homes for the
American people were shaped at the President's Conference on
Home Building and Home Ownership. The Conference members,
drawn from all sections of the country, and embracing scores of
private and public groups, gathered together to exchange the results of their experiences in dealing with each and every phase of
this important problem, which ramifies into virtually every phase
of our economic and social structure. The Conference took up,
in group sessions, the preliminary reports of the thirty-one committees which had been assigned the task of capturing and settingdown in usable form the results of past experience, of outlining the directions in which the greatest progress can be made,
and of determining upon the next steps upon which we can unite to
the best advantage. The result was that all those who attended the
Conference came away with a broadened, clearer vision, and a
fuller, stronger equipment with which to attack their local problems.

The publication of the Conference reports will make generally
available a great and unique collection of information serving as a
reference guide to every citizen or organization that feels stirred
by the great challenge of our housing problem. Better direction

and guidance of the energies and skill of our people in lifting the
plane of living conditions, and elevating family life and the home
as builders of character and ideals, involve the development of
more neighborliness and mutual help, and the aid of schools
and colleges, research laboratories, and of business and civic
organizations.
This, the first

volume of the series containing the reports of the
deals
Conference,
primarily with the home surroundings. It serves
to show the extent to which progress in such matters depends not
only upon the application of a more enlightened and larger outupon the use of highly developed professional technique
and the cooperation of individuals with their local governments.
look, but

More than ever before, the dwelling is dependent on its surroundings for its usefulness and value to the family that lives in it.
Great advance has been made in the city planning and zoning
movement during

the past ten years. In these fields a technique,
a point of view, and methods of organization and of getting things
xiii
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done have been developed that can be turned to the greatest use in
The Conferproviding homes with the right kind of surroundings.
ence committees have shown how city planning and zoning com-

and other

missions,
citizens,

local officials,

with the cooperation of local
new districts along such

can assure the development of

lines that they

become more

attractive

and

livable,

and

at the

same

time no more costly, than the great majority laid out during the
past or present period. They discuss such matters as the providing of adequate space around houses, economy in the construction
of streets and sidewalks, savings in the installation of the utility
lines that have revolutionized modern housekeeping with a corre-

sponding reduction in drudgery, and the layout of streets that will
Of
serve not only present but future generations adequately.
idea
of
the
of
is
the
the
neighbordevelopment
special significance

hood

unit.

The permanency

that usually attaches to the laying out of

new

demands primary attention for the planning of newly
developed areas. However, rectification of past errors will continue to be an important part of planning, and the conservation of
the best that lies in existing neighborhoods has become possible
streets

The report on
those who strive

to a large extent through the application of zoning.

landscape planning

illustrates

the point that

homes the charm, the warmth, and the attractiveness
that only growing plants can lend, serve to build up neighborhood
standards.
It also shows that the planting on streets and other
public property, and the control of unsightly features, are public
responsibilities that must be more widely recognized.
to give their

JOHN M. CRIES,
JAMES FORD.
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CHAPTER

CITY PLANNING

I

AND ZONING

In the past most of our

cities have given little attention to
planfuture.
for
the
There
have been scattered instances of more
ning
or less scientific treatment from the earliest settlements of Phila-

delphia and Charleston, South Carolina, through the development
of Washington, D. C, but for the most part there was little of

community regulation and
bility

practically

no thought was given

to sta-

of use or of value.

The

principles of city planning are applicable to the problems of
communities, regardless of size. Many of the problems encountered in a large metropolitan area will not be present in comall

munities of lesser size as, for example, the problem of decentralization of industry and housing, and the problem of providing
facilities for rapid transit.
However, the necessity for a compre-

communities. Villages and towns will
as the proper location of the main artery
of communication with reference to other communities and suitable
hensive plan exists in
find

all

many problems such

disposition of business and industrial buildings with reference to
other land uses including housing, and the location of public build-

and public open spaces. In determining its problems and in
seeking a remedy therefor, a community of any size must necessarily have recourse to such of the principles of city planning as
are applicable to its condition.
ings

During recent years increasing attention has been given

to

com-

Too much

current practice in municipal
prehensive city planning.
is
based
however,
upon habit, insufficient vision, exdevelopment,
cessive speculation in land, and over-emphasis of new growth upon
the outskirts to the detriment of older sections, which too often
blighted. The natural desire for a home has in many instances been capitalized by the speculator.
Prospective buyers
have been approached through the appeal of increment in value

become

held out as possible through early purchase in new areas lying, or
represented to lie, in the path of natural development of the
municipality. The first cost of a lot which presumably could be
sold at a profit has been stressed out of all proportion to its true

weight as a factor in home building
paid to stability of values, to

inadequate attention has been

means of access through planning,
1

to
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matters of maintenance and repairs, depreciation and obsolescence,
to improvement costs, or the question of whether utilities can be

economically provided.
Individual action and individual decisions on matters of concern

whole community have been the rule in community development. Shanty-towns, houses off grade and askew with the street,
unsanitary conditions, and unsightly developments have resulted.
Suburban slum areas have been created. Areas about many cities
have been subdivided into lots decades in advance of any possi1
Subdivision practices and the contribution
bility of absorption.
to the

of municipalities to subdivision development are in need of review
and of regulation.
It is evident, from an examination of a number of reports of
2
city planning commissions that, in reports at least, housing, as
is

such,

treated only incidentally.

It

should be given a

much more

prominent place in city planning than these reports indicate or
than the committee believes to be current practice.

The Relation

of City Planning and Zoning to

Housing

City planning and zoning in relation to housing involve consideration of the location of residence districts with reference to
accessibility, coordination

with each other and with business and

industrial districts, the suitability of the site for residence pur1

In metropolitan Cleveland in 1920 there were 125,000 vacant lots and in
1929 this total had grown to 175,000 vacant lots. The total existing lots,
vacant and occupied, in 1929 amounted to 375,000. The vacancies, therefore,
amount to approximately 47 per cent of the total lots of the metropolitan
area and their absorption will be measured in generations, rather than in
years.
(From an unpublished study by the Division of Building and Housing, Bureau of Standards, U. S. Department of Commerce.)
At the present time there are approximately \y\ million lots platted in
Detroit and more than 31 per cent of the newly platted area is undeveloped.
This condition of more than 30 per cent in platting in excess of absorption
has continued for at least the past three decades.
(From figures furnished
by the City Planning Commission of Detroit.)
Similar conditions obtain in many American cities. They exist also in
Canada, as indicated by an article by Mr. A. G. Dalzell in the Journal of
the Canadian Town Planning Institute for April, 1930, Volume IX, Number 2, page 30.
2
Review by the staff of the Division of Building and Housing of the
United States Department of Commerce indicates that only one in five city
planning commissions mentions housing in its report and that comparatively
little space is devoted to it by those who do treat it.
Housing should be
comprehensively studied as a part of the city plan. See "The Housing Problem in St. Louis" by the St. Louis City Plan Commission, June, 1920, and
Regional Survey of New York and Its Environs, Volume 6.
.
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and amenities provided within these

dis-

make

for wholesome, healthy and satisfactory family and
life.
They have to do especially with physical environ-

community
ment which embraces the

relation of each dwelling to

its

munity instead of considering a dwelling as a separate and

com-

distinct

unit per se.

Essential to Most Effective
Individual Planning

Community Planning
The land
region,

in

comes

any community, such as a

city,

a town, county or

to be used for buildings or other structures

and open

The

buildings are residential, commercial, industrial, civic,
and recreational, and are publicly or privately owned. The open
spaces may be public open spaces, such as parks and streets; or
spaces.

private open spaces, such as unbuilt-upon portions of home
and privately owned recreation spaces such as golf clubs.

One

of the important questions of planning

that

is,

lots

the proper

distribution of buildings and open spaces
is before every man
who builds. When one buys a lot for building, he immediately
has that question to decide.
If a person were uncontrolled, he

would be able
example,

how

up any kind of building and to decide, for
should set back from the street. If these con-

to put

far

it

were continued in a community, unregulated, as they too
often are, the city would be a collection of the individual decisions
of all its inhabitants. The community designing of home areas and
ditions

the

uses, as distinguished from such
a large problem of city planning as it relates
degree of control is essential for desirable re-

community allotment of land

individual planning,
to housing.

Some

is

sults.

When

an individual decides to build or buy a home he must
recognize that his environment is largely fixed by planning and
He must decide this at the time he buys, not at some
zoning.

The building and owning of a home
should be considered and undertaken with the frank acceptance
of the fact that it is part of the community and not something

time in the indefinite future.

apart therefrom.

Whether

it

is

done by a company or by the individual, home

and consequently home ownership,

a very individual
of lack of
reason
Most of our difficulties come about by
thing.
full understanding of this inter-relationship.
Consider the trebuilding,

is
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mendous

illusions existing

can

mobile

live

now

on

the

people think that with an autoedge and have all the ad-

they
vantages on the one side, of the country, and on the other, of the
The result is that
city, and escape all the disadvantages of both.
they have been crawling over one another trying to find that edge,
failing to realize that it is a traveling rather than a static edge.

Direction of Municipal Growth by City Planning
Lack of stability of values caused by populations shifting from
a deterrent to home ownership. City planning
has
been
practice
predicated upon endless city growth.
Zoning
been
too liberal.
The need for city planning
have
regulations
and zoning is not based upon growth but upon a very definite
district to district is

They may be used to produce greater fixation
upon a balanced distribution of the probable
future population.
The study of the probable population
increase will comprehend such things as modern social factors,
immigration laws, and farm mechanization. The layout of the

scale of growth.

of urban areas based

then be based upon an endless expansion at the edges
with constant deterioration nearer the center, but will be so controlled that the more central areas will provide amenities sufficient
city will not

and deteriorating influences. Until this
idea of city planning in relation to housing is adopted, lack of
stability in values and in population pattern will continue with
consequent lack of invitation to many potential home owners.
to withstand blighting

The City Plan and

a Financial

Program

A

well-conceived city plan will take into account assessment
and taxation policies of the city as well as its general financial
situation.
There will be provided as an adjunct to the plan a
financial

program for

its

execution.

Within the

fiscal ability

of

the city elements of the plan will be carried out in the order of
their urgency.

The City Plan and Aesthetics
In the
tion.

product the city plan should be an artistic concepAesthetic factors should receive that measure of considera-

tion that

final

is

consistent with their importance in relation to other

factors in the plan, but should not be stressed to the extent that
other factors making for an efficient and livable city are sub-

ordinated.

CITY PLANNING AND ZONING
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Influence of Original Layout
Just as the quality of life in a home, the health, comfort, convenience, the moral atmosphere, are affected by the physical conditions of that home and its immediate surroundings, so the whole
quality of life of the community, whether it be a district, or a city,
or something larger than a city, is affected by the physical development of that community, as, for instance, by the adequacy of the

and

street

circulation system, the adequacy of

open spaces relative
which home districts are proinvasions of non-residential uses, and

to built-upon spaces, the extent to

tected against the debilitating
the like. In other words, the physical plan or pattern of the territory of the city or other community has an unescapable influence

upon the quality of life in every part of that
and particularly upon the residential parts.
Every owner of a

single lot can control

its

city or

community,

development, but he

one man or comcannot control development beyond that lot.
pany should own, say, a quarter of the territory of the city, he or
If

it

could control the development of that quarter, but

still

could

not control the development of the remainder. For the necessary
regulation of the physical development of the whole there must
repose in some person, group, or body, power territorially equal
to the whole, and of course this power should be located in the
official government of the whole unit.

Consequently

it

for instance, the
of the

follows that for the proper development as,
residential development of any part
there must be located in the government of the

home and

community
town or other public community, some degree of
power to plan and to regulate in accordance with the plan. The
mere accumulation of the individual powers of the individual landowners will not be adequate. There must be some power of
reasonable regulation in an organism which represents the whole
city,

county,

territory.

To

this end, state enabling acts should

municipalities

that

is,

be passed granting to

to counties, townships, cities, towns, vil-

boroughs within the state, the power to establish planThese
ning commissions and to practice modern city planning.
acts should follow an approved model and operation under them
should be in accordance with practices approved by experts and

lages, or
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by the courts, taking advantage of experience already gained over
a period of years. 3
It is essential to

bring about a public recognition of the fact that

city planning and zoning, by assigning definite uses to specific
plots of land, do not affect the aggregate land values of the com-

They

munity.

effect, rather,

The Relationship

a distribution of these land values.

of the Individual to

His Community

Many of our present methods of development and many of our
errors are based on the lack of realization by individuals of their
true relationship to the community.
Correction of most of our
errors in this respect lies in instilling in the mind of the individual,
the purchaser or the prospective purchaser of a home, the acceptance of his house as a unit of the community the advantages of
;

group planning whether of an individual community or otherwise.

Only then

will

he realize the

full significance of

home ownership.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD UNIT
The
ferent

relation of the

from

home owner

his relation to the

to a

whole

city or region is dif-

neighborhood in which he

lives.

Perhaps the neighborhood constitutes a few blocks, a subdivision,
or a whole town whatever area tends to constitute a distinct social and economic unit.
City planning, in relation to home building and home ownership, largely resolves itself into the relationship of the individual to such a neighborhood, the relationship
different kinds of neighborhoods, and the relationship of
each to the larger community.

among

The neighborhood is vitally important. The individual unit may
be good, of good design and construction, properly located upon
an adequate lot and oriented to the sun, but in an unsuitable neigh-

The importance of the
a vital question in city planning. The stabilization of the neighborhood through planning has the effect of stabilborhood

it

would be a bad investment.

neighborhood

is

home.
Permanence and stability are most essential in maintaining good
homes and home neighborhoods. It is necessary, therefore, as a
part of city planning, to encourage in all ways the design and deizing the individual

3

See standard City Planning Enabling Act by the Advisory Committee on
City Planning and Zoning of the U. S. Department of Commerce, 1928.
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velopment of each neighborhood so that it shall be a self-contained
This has come to be known as the

unit in the pattern of the city.
unit.

neighborhood

Examples of
in

many

cities.

division of areas into neighborhoods may be found
The only serious difficulty in the accomplishment

of such an objective is the frequent diversity of land ownership
and the temptation of one or more owners to profit unduly by
establishing standards or by building structures that are inconsistent with the prevailing standards.

City planning has

now

ad-

vanced to the stage where by zoning we attempt to minimize or
prevent such disharmony. The difficulty has not been overcome,

we have
minimum sizes of unit areas, and
knowing them, we cannot quickly readjust

however, because in some instances

not determined the

desirable

in other instances,

existing conditions

thereto.

The

Social Aspects of the Neighborhood Unit

The neighborhood unit type of city development has many adIn preparation of city and regional
vantages to recommend it.
the
from
social
need
the
plans,
standpoint of a neighborhood organization

is

already established.

ship and community pride and

unit, home ownerwould be more or less

In such a

civic spirit

Loyalty to a community of comprehensible size,
something between the family and the great metropolitan city, may
be fostered as an appropriate introduction to training in citizenconcomitant.

ship.

Community

activities of

a recreational, cultural, and

political

nature become a part of the plan, and a neighborhood homes association formed to promote the interest of the community is to be

commended.
These neighborhood units, if adapted to the thoroughfare plan
and to the general zoning scheme of a city, may be made to offer
those who live in them adequate light, air, and open spaces, with
comparative peace from the noise and dust of heavy through traffic arteries.
The health, safety and morals of people living in such
neighborhood units can be safeguarded as they can not be protected in over-crowded areas unprovided with proper facilities, or
in poorly planned units too large or too small to include convenient

location of needed services.
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Location of the Neighborhood Unit

With

the

official

acceptance of a well-conceived plan for the lo-

cation of major streets the spaces between
become logical neighborhood unit areas.

major

Two

streets generally

or

more

similar

types of neighborhoods might adjoin since the zoning plan would
probably bring like types of dwellings together in so far as prac-

and

streets are so

arranged in the average
city plan that they radiate from a center, the distances between
them varying from a block or two to as much as a mile, depending

tical

largely

possible.

upon

Major

their distance

from a dominant commercial and

in-

the pattern of the "centralized" form of
city growth, and, except in the largest cities, is quite logical and

This

dustrial center.

is

desirable.

The development of neighborhoods as here proposed is not
based upon some fanciful theory of reorganizing our processes of
urban growth but is merely a refinement of what has long been
form of

the natural
traffic

city

growth, opening territory between main

highways.

Size of the Neighborhood Unit

There are endless

varieties and kinds of neighborhoods, serving
and
providing different types of housing.
purposes
in
type, might consistently and profitably
Housing, homogeneous
be segregated into neighborhood units sufficiently large to maintain their character for long periods of time and hence to maintain

different

Relatively speaking, the smaller the neighborhood
can maintain a standard of development which is bet-

original values.

the less
ter

it

than

its

surroundings.

A

neighborhood so located that children need not cross a main
thoroughfare between home and school or between home and
playground will offer advantages that a small neighborhood surrounded or overshadowed by commerce or industry cannot offer.
Obviously the area should be

sufficiently large to withstand, in so
far as possible, the deteriorating effect of inharmonious influence

upon

its

boundaries.

4
by the Regional Plan of New York
indicate that a neighborhood may be planned in relation to certain

The

studies undertaken

*

Regional Survey of
Clarence A. Perry.

New

York and

Its Environs, Vol. 7,

Monograph

1,
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which are best arranged and equipped to serve a given
population. For instance, it has been found that the best modern
practice in school design and administration provides an elementary
5
school for service of from 1,000 to 1,200 pupils, whereas the
6
enrollment
in
and
1930
1929
average
per elementary school was
in
from
cities
of
from 426 pupils
30,000 to 100,000 to 666 in
facilities

cities

of over 100,000.

Assuming

7
that about one-sixth of the

population consists of children of elementary school age and that
somewhere between the ideal school units for 1,200 children and
the enrollment of 426 noted above will be found the bulk of
actual enrollments or, say, from 700 to 1,000 children, the neighborhood unit would consist of from 3,000 to 6,000 persons. This

means 750

to 1,500 families, occupying, in one-family houses, 150

300 net acres or an area with a radius of between one-fourth
and one-half of a mile. An area of such size in one-family
dwellings should be able to establish and maintain unity except

to

possibly

upon the border

streets.

Neighborhood Design
Each subdivision should be designed to fit the local conditions
of housing, topography and other features. One reason for lack
of stability and permanence of home districts has been the lack of
definite boundaries or the inability to terminate a particular type
of district because of the standardized type of rectangular street
It is
pattern which invites endless spread of urban expansion.
boundaries
natural
important that advantage be taken of existing
such as suitable park land, stream valleys, ridges, bluffs, and the

order to more nearly insure a controlled growth of the
neighborhood unit. In the absence of such natural boundaries,
With the adoption of a
artificial boundaries may be created.
like, in

street plan, including arterial highways, the spaces between
can be designed wholly for local convenience and protection.
planting strip of suitable width may serve as an artificial boundary,
but there is a tendency to encroach upon such a strip from either

major

A

side.

'"School Building Programs," Englehardt, American City,
p. 51.

Jan.,

1924,

Biennial Survey of Education 1928-30, Bulletin 1931, No. 20, Chapter on
School Systems, 1929-30.
'Unpublished 1930 Census data from U. S. Bureau of the Census.

'

Statistics of City
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Good environment is best achieved when there has been careful
and competent design of the neighborhood area. All plans for the
layout of streets should afford the opportunity for variety and
economy in types and sizes of streets, in shapes of lots, and in
designs of houses. The alignment in grades of streets and the
installation of utilities should be

particular area and in

adapted to the topography of the
harmony with requirements of contiguous

areas.

The proper

provision of playgrounds and other open spaces
for
healthful recreation serves to increase values by
necessary
adding usefulness and amenity, interest and charm, to neighbor-

hoods.

Other considerations include provision of adequate and properly located utilities for access to buildings and for services, and
for sanitation.
neighborhood unit should have for its focal

A

There, too, a
point the elementary school with its playground.
library, clubs, churches, and some other community buildings might
be concentrated. It would be the center of all local recreational

and

social activities.

These places that serve

as centers of the

being at the center of the area and well refrom the major traffic streets which form the boundaries

activities of children,

moved

of the unit, would provide a comparative freedom from the danger
and disturbances common to such arteries. This focal point of the

neighborhood might be conceived in the

by the

more

distinctive type

Southern "Court House."

of

New

spirit originally

achieved

England "Common"
stores

or

and commercial

Neighborhood
amusements would be found where they most naturally belong,
at major traffic street intersections.
Here also would be found
facilities for mass transportation.
On them, also, when they are
properly treated, as by giving them parking characteristics, and

when

the lots are sufficiently large, are possible sites for group

or apartment houses.
In new developments particularly, there would be ample oppor8
portunity for individuality of neighborhoods whether of detached

one-family houses, one-family houses in rows or multiple dwell8
For illustrations, see also Neighborhoods of Small Homes, by Robert
Whitten and Thomas Adams, Harvard City Planning Studies Vol. Ill,
Harvard University Press, 1931 and Regional Survey of New York and
Its Environsj Vol. 7.
See also diagrams in report of Committee on Sub;

division Layout.
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such types, depending upon the character

of the site and the ingenuity of the designer and developer. Garden suburbs, super-blocks or the more common forms of informal

design would be possible and should all be encouraged as long as
consistent with the comprehensive city plan and the pattern of
population density, but, through the city plan commission, there

should be a check upon bad practices in subdivision design. While
zoning regulations would generally control the type of develop-

ment, higher standards should be encouraged through supplerestrictions running with the land.

mentary

Applicability to Municipality of

Any

Size

The neighborhood unit type of city development is applicable to
a city or town or village regardless of size.
have postulated a
unit serving an elementary school population of from 700 to 1,000.

We

The

necessary to accommodate such a school building and its
accessories, such as playgrounds, is at least 5 acres but may well
site

be more.

Assume a community of from 500 to 1,000 persons. An adequate area may easily be set aside for a neighborhood park and
for school purposes, but a school building sufficient only for present and immediate future demands need be erected. If and as the

community grows, community

facilities

may

be expanded in ac-

cordance with sound planning practice, each added community
facility

vided.

taking its proper place in relation to those already pronucleus of the unit should be originally established on

The

a basis suitable for a complete unit. Should the community then
attain a population of from 3,000 to 6,000, accommodations for
complete family and community life may be made as readily avail-

when

community was smaller.
growth be greater, a second or third or fourth such
unit may be started at the proper time, always on a site adaptable
to the purpose and always coordinated with other such units and
with the main business and industrial districts of the community.
able as

Should

the

its

SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS
Influence of Original Layout

The decisive step in the transition of land from purely rural
or agricultural uses to urban uses is that of the subdivision of
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acreage land into urban building lots. The quality of life that
and decencies of life of the people
is, the general healthfulness

who will inhabit a subdivided tract of land
the way the subdivision is laid out and upon
utilities installed in it as

For

upon any other

is

as dependent

the sanitary

upon
and other

factor.

instance, the size of the lots has a very great influence

on

the extent and distribution of the open spaces around the houses,
and these open spaces have a large influence upon health and
quality of life within the houses. Experience shows, for instance,
that on an excessively deep lot a second house is apt to be built

sooner or

up

later,

and some of the worst conditions inevitably grow

in rear houses.

A

very shallow

lot

prevents a proper sized

rear yard. Examples could be multiplied of the beneficial or detrimental effects of the original lot layout on the later develop-

ments of the land, and, in consequence, upon the health, convenience, decencies and amenities of the lives of people who live,
play and work there.
not laid out exclusively in lots. Some of it is devoted to streets or other means of traffic or circulation. Obviously,
the extent of the land devoted to streets and the location of the

The land

is

streets has a

the

lots.

A

amount of

tremendous influence upon the
street

traffic

later development of
be so located as to attract an unnecessary
which would render the lots less beneficial for

may

An excessively narrow street where a wide one should
be will in time produce congestion which will have a detrimental
effect upon the comforts of life, and in turn, upon the values of
habitation.

the property. An excessively wide street imposes an unnecessary
cost on the lots and thus discourages investment and home building.

An

ill-adjusted street system,

one that has blind endings

where there should be connections with other
offsets where the street should be straight, will

streets,
all in

or

many

time result

which will be reflected in detrimental
on the quality of life in the neighborhood and on property
values, while, on the other hand, where through streets are not
needed by the community, opportunity is often afforded for forms
in traffic inconveniences
effects

of short streets which will tend to promote and protect healthful
types of home development.

These items are mentioned as a few illustrations of how the
original layout is a strong and unescapable factor in the later de-
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velopment of the tract for human habitation and work. The brevity of this report precludes further detail on this point; but our
cities teem with illustrations of the effects, good and bad, of the

on the

original subdivision plan

Method

stability

and quality of home

life.

of Control of Layout

Consequently, before the layout

is

considered as determined,

some method and some agency whereby the layout

there should be

or plan of the subdivision of land is regulated, the street portion
of the layout is made to fit into the general street scheme of the
community, the relative spaces devoted to streets or other public
uses and private property are made to attain reasonable standards.
The best method whereby this can be done is through public regulation of the subdivision of land, that

through some designated

is,

by having the

public,

agency, pass upon each plan of
subdivision before that plan can be treated as receiving public
approval or the property and buildings become entitled to public
official

services.

This passing upon or regulating the plans or plats of the subis an important feature of city
planning, for one

division of land

is that of fitting the plan of the layout of each tract
of land into and with the general plan of the whole city, town or
region. By means of this adjustment of the layout of each tract

of the objects

to the general plan

and general standards of the city, town or
community may be an ordered and

region, the development of the

harmonious development and one that makes healthful and decent
standards of living possible. Because this is a part of the process
of city planning, this passing upon plats is often legally reposed
in planning commissions, though sometimes this function or power
reposed in city or village councils acting upon the advice of the
planning commission. Probably the best organization is that of

is

having the subdivision plats passed upon by the planning commissions.

The

relationship of this to

certainly needs

of

home

building and

no further elaboration.

home development,

As

the stabilizing of

home ownership

already stated, the cost

home development and

the whole quality of life within the home development are irretrievably influenced and affected by the original layout of the tract.
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Facilities Necessary for Suitable

Development

Before human beings move into a bouse to live in it, that house
and the lot on which it is located should certainly have certain
minimum facilities for sanitation, convenience, and comfort; for
instance, a supply of healthful water, such drainage or sanitation
facilities as will make a healthful condition possible, and such a

degree of paving of the streets leading to the
for convenience and health.

Experience has shown

that, if subdivision

lots as is

necessary

development

is

per-

mitted to be uncontrolled, some developers will proceed to sell lots,
build houses, and permit people to move into them without these

minimum
the

facilities.

community

is

Experience has also demonstrated that, if
new slums in new de-

to succeed in preventing

velopments of the land, the time to do it is when the land is being
subdivided and developed, and the way to do it is to prevent the
sale of lots

from unrecorded

plats

and

to withhold building per-

mits unless satisfactory facilities are provided.

Standards of Services
Therefore, one of the features of necessary subdivision regulais provision whereby, in addition to the approval of the layout,

tion

there shall be no approval of a plan of subdivision of land and no
right to such public services unless the minimum paving, sanitation and water facilities be installed or assured. The standards or

requirements

will, of course,

vary in different communities or even

same community. For instance, the
paving requirements in the remoter suburban areas at the edges
of the urbanizing territory will not necessarily be the same or as
in different portions of the

permanent or costly as the paving

specifications for areas in the

midst of the developed districts or. nearer the business centers.
What the minimum standard requirements for paving, water and
sanitation should be

is

a matter for each community, through

its

engineering or other appropriate public departments, to specify;
for example, proper sanitary conditions may require grading of
the property to prevent the building of homes alternately above

and below the grade of the street.
That land which cannot bear the cost of minimum facilities
such as paving, water mains and sewers is not ready for urban
development would seem to be a self-evident proposition and both
;
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promote healthful

to

living conditions for its inhabitants and to
the
burden of costs which ought, in justice,
protect
against
to be borne by the property that is
being developed, the community
should exercise its legal and moral right to
prescribe the installaitself

tion or assurance of these facilities before

it

will

approve or fur-

nish public services to a proposed subdivision.

Procedure in Subdivision Control
not necessary to go into the details of the administrative
organization and procedure of subdivision control.
They are
It is

simple and effective, as experience has shown in those localities
which have accomplished these results. The usual procedure is as
follows
the planning commission (or other
regulatory body)
satisfies itself that the layout conforms to the
city plan and to
:

It then gives tentative
approval of
the layout, that is, the lot and street layout. This enables the developer to know that his layout will be approved and that he can

adopted planning standards.

make

safely

his

investment in further development.

The

city,

town or county, whichever the public governmental community
may be, has certain minimum paving, water and drainage specifications.

When

the installations have been made, the city engineer
makes the inspection, certifies that the

or other appropriate official

minimum

standards have been complied with, and thereupon the
approval is given to the plat of the subdivision and it can be
recorded and the lots can be sold with assurance that the public
final

services will be supplied.

Security as Alternative of Installation

As

the developer

may wish

to build

up gradually and not

get

immediate use, provision can be made
*for requiring deposit or giving bond to secure the installation of
facilities for that portion of the tract covered by the plat submitted.
his

whole

tract ready for

Another device sometimes used where the subdivider wishes
his plat approved, but to

to get

postpone the actual development of por-

tions of his tract, is that of the assessment petition or

similar

measure whereby the community is put into position to itself install the paving, water and sanitary facilities and assess the whole
cost

upon the subdivided property.
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Protection Against Surprise Assessments

Another advantage derived from requiring these installations
before the development be permitted to go forward, is that of the
protection of purchasers of the lots against unexpected burdensome costs. The uninformed purchaser does not always realize,
when he buys a lot, that later it may be assessed with and have
to pay for even the minimum paving or water or sewer connections or the like.

Many

a promising residential area has been

thrown back, sometimes permanently, by the fact that the residents
have not been able to meet these unexpected burdens. Anything,

make it necessary for the land to bear the
of satisfying minimum sanitary and convenience requirements before it becomes salable, or at least at a time and in a
therefore, that will
full cost

manner

that will inform the purchaser that the land

is

to bear

these costs, will lessen that sort of demoralization.

Details Covered by Regulations

No

further statement

minimum

tion of

is

needed to show
bears upon

facilities

occupancy and the quality of home

life.

how closely the installahome ownership, home
The regulations govern-

ing the subdivision of land should, therefore, deal with both the
matter of layout and the matter of these installations. Under the
class of regulations applicable to layouts will fall

such topics as

width, extent and location of streets

common open

;

public or

spaces other than streets, such as recreational spaces ; lot sizes
9
such as poles,
length and depth of blocks location of utilities
wires and conduits sidewalk widths and others of which special
;

;

;

detailed

;

mention would not be appropriate to a short, general

re-

port of this nature.
Public regulation of the subdivision of land has had a long
history in the United States and, in recent years, a very intensive
history

and

;

and out of

models

and

this experience has come a wealth of examples
considerable development toward acceptable

standards. 10

.

*

See report of Committee on Utilities for Houses.
See Model Subdivision Regulations by the Advisory Committee on City
See also
Planning and Zoning of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
report of Committee on Subdivision Layout.
10
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IN-TOWN NEIGHBORHOODS
It is

a simple matter to start with a

and trace

new or

small community

gradual growth under modern planning to a large
metropolis in which each part is properly related to each other
It is not so simple to take some of our existing cities and
part.
its

bring about such a metamorphosis; yet it is usually feasible,
though sometimes at great costs. Even within the more densely
populated sections of cities, minor changes such as the proper
location of a new school, and the suitable provision of traffic

ways, recreational, marketing, and other community facilities
through the zoning and allocation of enough, but not too much,
land at the right locations for each of these uses, may bring about
a satisfactory neighborhood development.
Such neighborhoods
may be fitted together in the city plan with, perhaps, a central

high school surrounded by adequate space for sports.
Could the public but be convinced of the wastes involved in
present

practices

the

wastes in taxes,

the

inconveniences

it

would require but little more to accomplish marked improvements
which would contribute, through this elimination of wastes, to
further improvements. For one thing, we might expect a modification of the present practice of seeking the

suburbs

in-town

residence neighborhoods would enjoy the same quiet atmosphere
away from their peripheries as is enjoyed today in outlying districts, travel

time and distance would both be reduced, and neigh-

borhoods would retain character for a longer period.

For

this

neighborhood unit type of

city

development

is

applic-

able as well to in-town districts as to suburban developments,
in
is

and

one of the chief hopes of future municipal economy. It
obvious that our cities cannot go on assisting, through the init lies

stallation of utilities

and paving, in the endless development of

outlying areas at the expense of these in-town districts. Tax burIt is
dens, even now crying for relief, must halt the process.
be
replanned
necessary that the blighted districts of our cities

This replanning must be in accordance
with a comprehensive zone plan under which all land will be assigned to its appropriate use. These uses should then be controlled

as large-scale operations.

and protected by the zoning regulations. The replanning scheme
must, as a matter of sound city planning and also as a matter of
economics, provide for adequate public open spaces as well as suf-
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This type of development will
ficient open space on private lots.
be found necessary by owners if they wish to compete with the
more open developments in the suburbs. It will be found to yield
a larger net long-time return on the capital investment.

Correction of Blighted Areas by Neighborhood Planning 11
city of from 50,000 population upwards but contains
one-time high grade residences which were first given
over to one or another type of lower use such as boarding or

Hardly a

districts of

lodging houses, later possibly to mixed business and residence
use, and sometimes entirely abandoned. It brings about a blighted
condition which through proper planning may be minimized and
which, when it overtakes a district that has been originally properly planned,

may

be comparatively easily remedied.

Causes of Blighted Districts
In reconditioning blighted areas the first step is to determine the
causes of blight. There are many factors that may bring about

In any particular case the blight may be due to
it may be due to a complex of causes.
The
of
determination
these causes is the most important initial step
the deterioration.

one principal cause, or
in rehabilitation.

We are

here considering only residence districts in a virile city.
cities, villages, and rural areas upon which

There are decadent

blight has fallen because they

for being.

This

may

or some such cause.

have no

vitality,

gous to a part of the body suffering from a
Also,

we

no

sufficient

reason

be traced to abandoned industries or mines,
But in a virile city a blighted area is analolocal infection.

are here considering only those factors that

fall

within

the field of city planning (including zoning). There are others,
economic and social, that will be dealt with by the Committee on
12
Blighted Areas and Slums.

factors in deterioration that

We

may

merely wish to point out those
be dealt with by city planning.

11
See "Rehabilitation of Blighted Areas The Part of City Planning,"
John Ihlder, City Planning, Vol. VI, No. 2, April, 1930; "Can Blighted
Areas Be Rehabilitated?" Harland Bartholomew, National Real Estate
Journal, Vol. 30, pp. 17-21, Sept. 1, 1930. See also report of Committee on
Blighted Areas and Slums.
18
See report of the Committee on Blighted Areas and Slums.
:
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the city planning point of view the chief causes of blight

to be

:

Land overcrowding.
Such an arrangement of

lots

and obsolete buildings as makes moderni-

zation impracticable.
3. Inaccessibility
primarily in terms of facilities or of habits of travel
rather than in terms of distance.

4.

Invasion by hostile uses or by the effects of hostile uses

as objection-

able influences of neighboring industries.
*

There are, of course, other causes, such as change of style in
architecture and neighborhoods, but they are secondary as they
can be dealt with comparatively readily.

Remedies for Blighted Areas
Accepting the four causes

listed as

the chief causes that

lie

of city planning (including zoning), the difficulty
in dealing with them increases from number 4 to number 1.
Elimination of hostile uses is primarily a zoning problem,

within the

field

though provision of
Accessibility

adequate

is

facilities

has

its

part.

primarily city planning; that

is,

provision of

facilities.

Lot and building re-arrangement involve troublesome legal diffiassembly of parcels under separate ownership. Fundamentally, however, the problem is one of site planning.
Land overcrowding, also fundamentally a problem in site planculties in the

plus zoning, also involves legal difficulties in assembling
parcels and in addition may involve very great losses in one-time
ning,

values due to the demolition of buildings that have produced an
income and in addition involves the problem of demolishing build-

This is a question the imings that are still income producing.
Open spaces
portance of which is just beginning to be eviden L
left on lots make renovation or replacement of obsolescent build.

ings comparatively easy of accomplishment.
Assuming a properly planned in-town residence district,
ever, that

is,

how-

one in which adequate open spaces both private and

public are set aside, in which the streets are suitable for residence
in
purposes and not of such character as to invite through traffic,

which land uses have been distributed as earlier suggested, and in
which these uses are protected through zoning and there is little
reason why the district should become blighted or prematurely
changed.
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DECENTRALIZATION AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD
UNIT
Again, the neighborhood unit type of community development
will assist in preventing the straggling building of residences

other buildings in

narrow corridors along

railroads,

main

and

traffic

and other avenues of transportation and will bring to that
portion of our population who must for one reason or another
move to the outskirts, a re-establishment in a complete community
instead of depositing them as isolated family units in such an
environment that the exercise of the normal desire to mingle with
arteries

their fellows will necessitate their transportation for long distances to the nearest city or town.
City planning is not only the means by which we may correct

past mistakes its greater function is the prevention of further
errors.
Decentralisation the moving out of industry and residences from crowded areas is one cure for congestion; recen-

proper re-location of the removed industry and
must not be understood, however, that problems of

tralization is the

residences.

It

decentralization occur in

all cities.

of the most significant results of the studies of the New
area 13 has been the rinding that decentralization of popula-

One
York

some decentralizing of industry does not solve
the problem of congestion as was once expected.
Twenty years
ago it was thought that the building of more transit lines to
tion alone without

permit people to live in the country and to transport them to and

from

work would

solve this problem in metropolitan areas.
has
created
more congestion than existed before,
This, however,
and this committee wishes to stress its belief in the importance of
distributing industry as far as practicable in accordance with a
their

well-balanced city plan. The vital question is to get a perfectly
integrated system of residences and industry in proper relation to
each other rather than separated by distances so great as to cause

waste of time,

effort,

and expense.

Balanced Distribution of Centers

The

creation of these

more or

less

complete communities

We

is

one

of the important objectives in city planning.
should seek to
obtain a well-balanced distribution of urban nerve centers includ13

See Regional Survey of

New York

and

Its

Environs, Vol.

1.
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ing provisions for transportation, business, and other activities, so
as to counteract over-centralization in some places, along with
difficulties

of inadequate development in other places.

establish distinctive

community neighborhoods

in each

We

should

urban

re-

and by improving technique under accepted principles, make
zoning more constructive by coordinating it to the physical plan
and vice versa, thus promoting opportunities for development rather than merely restraining development of industry, business, and
residence and thereby securing a greater degree of permanency.
To this end every effort should be made to encourage the distribution of a considerable share of the total industry from crowded
gion,

metropolitan centers to satellite areas accompanied by a provision
for increased transit and traffic facilities this decentralization of
;

industry would encourage the

movement

of population into such

areas.

This distribution should apply to both industry and population,
and it should be encouraged to take place in forms that will create
conditions suitable for well-organized community life. This means

outward movement from great centers should be toward
centralized towns and villages, toward new neighborhood units.
All regional and city planning should encourage such well organthat the

ized re-grouping or recentralization ; that is, the establishment of
new community centers rather than scattered and unplanned decentralization

;

in other

words we do not mean by decentralization

of industry "driving it out." The aim should be a desirable degree
of concentration for industry, residence, or business.
The need may be expressed thus first, the diffusion of groups
:

new

sub-centers of industry with the object of lessen-

by creating
homes
ing the density of congested centers; second, the grouping of
into reasonably compact residential neighborhoods, with adequate
urban
spaciousness for health and recreation throughout the whole
as to reduce disregion, integrated with the industrial sections so
tances between homes and places of work; and third, minor centers of business within these new sub-centers, so arranged as to

provide the

maximum

of convenience to residents.
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TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION
Influence on Population Pattern

Running through all community planning problems, and exerting a major influence upon them, is the matter of transportation.
The pattern of residence distribution in any locality is determined by many

Traffic

factors.

of basic importance.

The

city's

and transportation
outward expansion

facilities
is

are

influenced

by rapid transit lines, street railways, arterial highways factors
which also contribute to certain concentrations near them, and all
too often to congestion of business and industrial centers.
Routes for all types of traffic and transportation and terminals
therefor

should

be

so

located

as

to

encourage

well-balanced

distribution of industry, shopping centers, and intermediate business districts, and to permit the location of home neighborhoods

within convenient distance of employment.
Obviously this balanced distribution cannot be secured without enforcing a comprehensive development plan based upon a knowledge of existing
conditions and reasonable anticipation of future needs.

This ob-

jective can be reached only gradually as existing transportation

systems cannot quickly be readjusted to a complete

new mode

of

growth.

Other conditions being equal, greater population concentration
naturally tends to occur near main arteries of travel than at
more distant points, as a large proportion of urban residents
use mass transportation and wish to live convenient to such lines.
In parts of some cities proximity to a major transportation line
is of less importance in selecting a dwelling site as the motor car
has added flexibility in location. However, in general, the provision of suitable dwellings is closely bound up economically and
physically with the problem of mass transportation and the proper

relation of the two.
shall deal

It is of vital importance that any city plan
with the planning and regulating of such facilities.

Traffic

Congestion and Regulation

Urban transportation is
trends appear inevitable.

now

in a period of transition, but certain
In larger metropolitan centers, district
and regional accessibility will probably be supplied by rapid
transit lines and local accessibility within districts by street cars

and busses.
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ultimate urban use of the private motor car cannot be stated

have been largely stabilized. 14 Certainly
the future value and extent of automobile use will depend upon the
definitely but conditions

degree of success secured in solving the

many problems which its
most
forms of traffic regulabest,
tion are only palliatives and their use justified
only where proper
corrective methods such as adequate and more direct traffic routes
enormous use has

created. 15

At

are not immediately obtainable.

Terminals

Where automobile parking on main thoroughfares interferes
with the primary travel function of public streets, alternate facilities should be provided for parking.
It is debatable how far the
public authorities have responsibility to provide terminal facilities
for automobiles, and if special parking facilities are provided by
the community,

it

seems reasonable that a charge be made for

the service.

The committee recommends
parking

lots

to

a study of the possibilities of open
determine whether this may be a satisfactory

some of the difficulties of congestion in the central
business districts and to determine, also, the desirability of municanswer

to

ipalities entering the field as a municipal service to be rendered for
a compensation. This is not a question of municipalities entering
a new field but is largely a question of determining whether
municipalities cannot save expense through reducing the necessity

for street widening

and

facilitate the

convenience of citizens by

providing, at cost, off-street parking space rather than parking
space at the curb where it interferes with the primary function
of the street.

The provision of reasonable terminal facilities for certain types
of transportation facilities in the central business district is most
desirable, to accommodate those who enter the commercial district

on business and

to protect

downtown property

values and

Downtown

automobile
enterprises
terminal facilities are a factor in developing residence districts
business

conducted

there.

"See Annual World Census of Motor

Vehicles, U.

S.

Dept. of

Com-

merce, 1931.

Washington, D. C, offers an extreme example. See "A Report on The
Parking and Garage Problem of the Central Business District of Washington, D. C.," 1930, National Capital Park and Planning Commission.
16
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that

lie

between rapid transit

to a considerable extent
districts.

the residents of which depend

lines,

upon

ability to drive to the

In case access to the central business

commercial

district is

provided
extremely doubtful if property values
can be increased or even maintained. Lack of convenient access
only by mass

will

carriers

it is

accelerate the development of intermediate business areas
will profit at the expense of the central commercial district.

which

Coordinate with the necessity of terminal facilities in the downis the need for like facilities in residential districts.

town area

Main

arteries of automobile travel are to a considerable extent lined

with commercial buildings and multiple dwellings, and both should
be required to provide adequate garage or off-street parking accommodations. The same is true* of multiple dwellings located on

more

quiet residential streets as the

normal capacity of these

streets

should be adequate only for moving traffic. Garage accommodations in accordance with the necessities of the families who oc-

cupy the houses should be provided on the

lot in

connection with

other types of dwellings.

UTILITIES
As

a special committee

is

making an independent report

16

on

committee to point out that the
cost of utility services to the home, including sewers, water, heat,
telephone, transit, light and so on, is affected by the city plan, par-

this subject,

it is

sufficient for this

thoroughfare and zoning plan, and good city planning in these phases will reduce the cost of utility services and
ticularly the

thereby promote

home

building and

home ownership.

OPEN SPACES
In city planning and in each neighborhood unit the matter of
open spaces, both private and public, is of large importance. The
matter of private open spaces

that

is,

the portion of private lots

which must, under zoning regulations, be left unbuilt upon will
influence the amount of public open space required. Public open
space devoted to street uses is discussed under the section on subdivision regulations.

This leaves for consideration the question of space to be devoted to parks, parkways, playgrounds, play fields and the like.
14

See report, Committee on

Utilities for

Houses.
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The complete

city will contain provision for all desirable forms of
recreation; and practically all of the outdoor forms, as well as
many of the indoor forms, will be provided by the municipality.
Since much of the land which must be taken for these purposes is

held at a high price unless it is taken at an early stage of the
growth, recreation facilities, like other facilities, must be as

city's

per unit of area. This efficiency will be secured by differentiation of function, by proper determination of
efficient as possible

size and interior arrangement and by proper spacing, throughout
the city, of the units devoted to recreation. This differentiation
is already well begun and will doubtless be more complete in the

future as our knowledge grows.

Types

of

Open Spaces

In any scheme looking toward adequate recreational facilities
provision should be made for a number of parks and recreation
areas classified about as follows 1T
:

The

"reservation," a municipal holding of country land, perin
connection
with city forests or city water supply, made
haps
accessible by roads, it may be, but not developed for intensive rec1.

and frequented mostly by picnic parties and others
spending several hours at a time in the open.

reational use,

The

large park, or "country park," designed to give, as far
consistent with fairly intensive use, all the sense of freedom
that the unspoiled country gives, and being the nearest thing to
2.

as

is

unspoiled country that most of the city dwellers can commonly
take time to enjoy. It is fitted to receive large crowds and not
to be destroyed by them, and indeed not to be crowded by them,
for

its

main use

is still

to relieve the

monotony of too

close

urban

associations.
3. The small park, or "in-town park," more accessible but less
extensive, not pretending to a countrified appearance, but depending upon its design, its foliage and flowers, even upon architec-

tural accessories at times; providing

amusements which can be

"Adapted from "Parks and Playgrounds" by Henry V. Hubbard, Proceedings of the National Conference on City Planning, 1922. See also "The
Size and Distribution of Playgrounds and Small Recreation Facilities in
American Cities," Henry V. Hubbard, Proceedings of the Sixth National
Conference on City Planning, 1914; and "Standards for Planning in Recreation," L. H. Wier, Field Secretary, Playground and Recreation Association
of America, in Planning Problems of the Town, City ani Region, 1929.
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enjoyed by crowds and making the crowd a part of its design.
"Commons," "public gardens," many of our larger so-called

Our "parkways," which serve as
"squares," are of this type.
connections
for
our
traffic
pleasure
large parks and the parking of
banks of streams, have a local use in some cases like small parks.
4.

The

playfield,

for

the active

play,

and young people over twelve,

adults

space, like baseball, football, tennis,

in

under supervision, of

games taking considerable

and track

athletics.

The

boys' outdoor gymnasium, or restricted playfield, under
supervision, for very intensive use by boys over twelve, with ap5.

paratus, such as parallel bars and ladders.
6.

The

sive use

outdoor gymnasium, under supervision, for intenby girls over twelve, with apparatus such as giant strides
girls'

and swings.
7.

The

making

children's playground, for boys and girls under twelve,
provision for separation into age groups, with such things

as sand pits
8.

and baby hammocks

;

with a

Special facilities depending

upon
wading

woman

teacher in charge.
such as

local opportunities,

pools, skating ponds, faciligolf courses, swimming pools,
ties for bathing in lake, river or ocean.

Of

course, in actual practice, some of these will overlap in a
which may include two or more of the above types,

single area,

and, as a matter of fact, a development with only one of the above
should be the exception rather than the rule.

Private

Open Spaces

There can be no question but that individual developments
should be planned with more open spaces between houses, with
larger areas allocated to drives, walks, air and light courts, garden
spaces, and play areas. For example, it would be well if a minimum space of 15 feet were provided between houses. The committee recommends that land coverage in residential areas not exceed 40 per cent and that 25 per cent coverage is much more desirable.

Dedication of

Open Areas

in

New

Developments

Some

developers of new areas are alive to the necessity of setaside
ting
public open spaces as well as of providing ample space
on building lots as a means of attracting purchasers to their subdivisions.

The Playground and Recreation Association

of

Ameri-
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which there appears a

in

partial list

new

subdivisions in which recreational space has been dedicated
to public use and showing the ratio of those areas to the whole
of

area under development.
further encouraged.

This practice

is

growing and should be

Guides to Open Space Development
In view of the difficulty of formulating accurate tables for determining exactly the standard of space required for any particular
type of recreation area, for any given need or for any specific city,
the following ideas should be helpful in the development of our
communities, bearing in mind, of course, that no two problems

be exactly alike, and local conditions must always be taken
development of any such projects

may

into consideration in the

:

19

should be placed in a spot where
Every public elementary
20
adequate space is available for a playground in connection with the school.
school

1.

Where

these grounds are located across an important traffic artery
overcome by a tunnel under the street

school, the danger can be

school

proper to the playground.

The

tunnel entrances

from the
from the

should be

con-

structed without steps, that is with inclines, so as to encourage their use.
2. Each high school should be located on a plot with not less than 15 to
25 acres of land adjoining or closely accessible for recreational purposes.
If a football field or athletic field

is needed, the larger space is desirable.
well agreed that not less than 10 per cent of the entire area of a
municipality should be devoted to public open space other than streets and

3.

It is

that not less than 10 per cent of the area of a detached one-family house
devoted to such uses. The amount of space so set aside in

district should be

residence districts should be adjusted to the density and composition of the
population.

Planning

should constantly encourage the setting aside of recreasubdivisions and these areas should be suitable to the pur-

officials

tion areas in

new

poses of the type of recreation for which they are intended.
:o take over well
4. Our municipalities sometimes have opportunities
located golf clubs and turn them into municipal golf courses. This should
be encouraged by any feasible and economic method.
5.

Municipalities, counties, and other governmental bodies can well afford,
community, to acquire, by bond issue if necessary,

in the earlier days of the

even wider, on both sides of creeks
cheaper to acquire such land 'for parks than to

strips of land 100 to 300 feet wide, or

and water courses.
18

It

is

"Recreation Areas in Real Estate Subdivisions" 1930. See revised table
"Recreation," August, 1931, pp. 270-278.
19
See discussion of capacity of school under "Neighborhood Unit," p. 12.
20
See "The School Building Problem an Important Part of the City
Plan," George D. Strayer, Proceedings of the 14th National Conference on
City Planning, 1922, p. 46.
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wait until houses are crowded up to the banks of the creek, making it necessary to build storm sewers or canals at tremendous expense. Such reservations along the banks of creeks are objects of great beauty and lend themselves to development as playgrounds

and recreational centers as the com-

munity develops. In many cities now there are badly neglected stream
shores and opportunities for reclamation for recreational purposes.
6. Some of our great corporations have provided recreation areas for
employees, and others might, as a matter of enlightened self-interest, follow
this example.
No higher or better use can be made of lands which they are
holding in reserve than assisting their employees to develop these lands into
playgrounds, golf links, baseball fields, or using them as recreational centers
for other activities. Since many companies are able to obtain land at reasonable prices and tax rates are apt also to be favorable, the committee
believes that they should be encouraged to purchase land for open areas and
develop it for recreational use, either independently or by means of contributions for the purpose by their employees.
7. Municipalities should not lose the opportunity to acquire large tracts of
outlying property, 10 to 15 miles from the city, and even as far out as 25 or
30 miles, where the land can be had at little cost, and developed for use in

and more active recreation such as camping, fishand hiking. The matter of regional planning, adequate transportation
facilities, both by highway and by rail for people not having their own cars,
should of course have consideration in the planning and location of such
centers. This form of park development also offers great opportunities for
the philanthropist who is looking for an opportunity to make public donations where they will do the most good for the greatest number of people
and over the longest period of time.
8. In the consideration of the location of further playground and recreational centers, we might follow the example of the chain store and filling
station proprietors who place large numbers of small units in strategic locations.
We must put our playgrounds where they will be accessible to children, otherwise we might as well not have them and similarly, if we expect
our children to have wholesome play, we must put a playground within their
reach and where they will not have to cross any dangerous thoroughfares
in reaching it. This also may be said of municipal golf links and all other
recreational activities they must be conveniently located if we expect people
inspirational, educational,
ing,

;

to use them.

Preserving Large Private

Open Spaces

It is advisable that the city retain as open spaces such private
open areas as will be desirable for future public use.
The committee recommends a study into the possible methods

of preserving these open spaces for the future use of the public.
This study should comprehend the possibility of purchase through
a method of tax remission, of early outright purchase and lease
for private use until needed by the public, of obtaining an easement
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on private open property to prevent building thereon, and purchase
by the payment of the present value of a future price which is
sometimes employed abroad. Other methods could no doubt be

worked out

in the course of such a study.

ZONING
Having discussed the matter of type of development best suited
meet the requirements of modern community life, namely, the
neighborhood unit, it remains to discuss one of the most potent

to

factors in bringing about the establishment of such neighborhoods
for residential use and protecting them for that use. This is the

function of zoning. To many qualified observers one of the tragedies of the pre-zoning period was that neighborhoods became
run-down and people who had striven, often at great sacrifice, to

pay for homes for their old age, found them unsatisfactory because surrounded by undesirable conditions through lack of community stability.
If, by some legal process, such as zoning, we can, more than
otherwise, stabilize the uses of land, we will furnish a protection
to residential neighborhoods which will cause them to maintain
themselves in a decent and sanitary way for a longer time than

they otherwise would to maintain a higher standard of decency
and cleanliness than obtains in unzoned neighborhoods. By this
process obsolescence

is

The Importance

greatly retarded.

of

Zoning

to

Home Neighborhoods

In view of the fact that dwelling places are more fully used for
longer periods of each day than any other type of buildings, and
in recognition of the special importance of dwellings as nurseries
of children and homes of the aged, zoning of residence neighbor-

hoods

may be

considered as a social service of benefit to the health,

safety, and general welfare of the people of the nation.
Since land and buildings used for dwellings constitute greater
volume and value than land and buildings used for any other
purpose in our cities, it would seem good business to conserve the
enormous investment of the American people, through the application of zoning, by preventing the economic waste which accom-

panies unregulated use of land and buildings for dwellings.
Good quality of dwellings and stability of home ownership de-
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pend on good quality of neighborhoods and their surroundings.
Zoning, as a part of planning, is an essential to the prevention of
bad conditions and the protection and stabilization of good condiTherefore, zoning is essential to good quality of dwellings
stability of home ownership.

tions.

and

Legal Effectiveness of Zoning
offers the

Zoning
treat the

from the

most

effective legal

neighborhood as a unit
evils of

and

method yet devised

to

to protect residence districts

unrestrained uses of private property by which

individuals

may injure the enjoyment of their neighbors
homes and depreciate the value of surrounding property.

The
Zoning furnishes

to a

in their

Benefits of Zoning

neighborhood two beneficial elements

:

re-

and open space areas, and stabilization of use. Provision of open spaces and stabilization of use in a
neighborhood are necessary factors in building up and maintaining
residential areas with a decent degree of health and living stand-

lationship between built-upon

ards.

Obviously, the open space around a residential structure has a
upon the healthfulness and general quality of the life
of the residents of the structure. The amount of that open space

vital effect

depends not merely upon the unbuilt-upon portion of the lot upon
which the house is located, but also the unbuilt portion of the
neighboring lots. Light, air, and appearance all come from and
across the neighboring lots as well as over the land upon which
the building

is

located.

prescribing the relative degree of building and of open space,
zoning gives each piece of land the benefit of the standard. By

By

giving a legal status to the residential use of the neighborhood,
zoning stabilizes that use, thus both attracting investment for residential development and preserving that investment against premature depreciation.
Every structure affects its neighbors. For instance, a public
filling station or garage constructed in a residential district will
have a tendency soon to break down the quality of that residential
district, and that in turn will tend to depreciate the quality of the
life

of the residents of the district.

Physical debilitation of struc-
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tures inevitably produces detrimental spiritual

on those who
stabilize

the

would tend

live in the structures.

residential
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and health

effects

Consequently, whatever would
for

neighborhood

residential

purposes

up the healthfulness and general decencies of
life in that neighborhood and thereby keep up the quality of the
residential development; and whatever would tend to stabilize a
neighborhood for residential development would attract residential
uses leading to investment in houses and other residential developto keep

ment.

Zoning

is

not only promotive but absolutely necessary in urfor the control of more than the single lot, or

banizing districts

;

more than the neighborhood,
than the neighborhood

is

is

necessary to get these effects of

stabilization.

Because control of more

necessary, the

power of control can be

appropriate open space and

located only in the whole community, such as the town, county, or
region, and can be successfully exercised only through law. Here,

and administration of zoning regulations
should be in the hands of a public body in accordance with the best

again, the enactment
21

present practice.

Essence of Regulations

A well-drawn zoning ordinance which comprehends the growth
and development of the physical features of a whole city, and
which is not subject to frequent and whimsical change, is essential
to preserve the character and value of a home and the stability
be applied as a part of a comprehensive town, city, county, or regional plan.
Zoning regulations
should deal with business, industrial, and residential districts. In
residential districts they should provide for one- family dwelling

of neighborhoods.

It

may

districts.
two-family dwelling districts, multiple dwelling
of
control
for
made
bulk, including
Provision should also be

districts,

and for
height of buildings, ample side, rear, and front yards,
control of density, including area per family requirements.
The committee wishes to emphasize the desirability of setting
up

official control,

through zoning, of

all

unbuilt areas, by estab-

21
See Standard State Zoning Enabling Act by the Advisory Committee on
City Planning and Zoning of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
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lishing standards for light, air, and open spaces based upon the
This
best prevailing practice for each type of neighborhood.

would add
directly

directly to the area of

good

living conditions

promote the reform of conditions

and

in-

in already congested

areas.

Comprehensive zoning is already in effect in over one thousand
urban communities of the United States and should be adopted
without delay in all cities, urban regions, towns, and counties.
All municipalities should control the use of buildings, so that new
residence neighborhoods may be completely protected from commercial and industrial establishments and existing residences may

be protected in future from the intrusion of commerce and industry.

Zoning should
Prevent over-crowding of land in any residence district.
Provide adequate private yards for each type of district.
3. In conjunction with the city plan, provide adequate public space as
streets, parks, and playgrounds.
1.

2.

4.

As

the density of population increases, the required provisions for both

public and private open

spaces

should increase proportionately with the

changes in zoning classification to permit more intensive use. This would
assure a more even distribution of the population, would provide more uni-

form
all

facilities

probability,

per family for

would tend

all

income groups

in

our population, and,

in

to increase rather than decrease the total assessed

value of residence property by reducing excessive values in congested areas
and maintaining values in neglected or run-down areas now surrounding
centers of acute congestion.
5.

Encourage the development of neighborhoods with such uniformity of

type of dwelling as will secure the best social and economic conditions.

Relationship of Zones
Residence zones should be so located with reference to commercial zones that:
Residents

may have

access to local shopping centers in each residence

neighborhood.
2. Residents

may have

convenient transportation to the principal down-

1.

town

retail

shopping center.

Residence zones should be so related to industrial zones that
the residence neighborhoods are not injured by noise, smoke,
smells, or other nuisances; but it is important that residence
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neighborhoods be provided for employees in large industrial disby reasonable proximity or by economic (as measured

tricts either

by time and money) transportation.

Protection from Congestion and Invasion
Residence zones once set up with adequate open spaces (public
to residence zones permitting

and private) should not be changed

buildings of greater size (including height) except by a proThis
portionate increase in the requirements for open spaces.
resulted
of
land
which
has
the
the
would prevent
over-crowding
lots or in side yards and
of
buildings used for dwellings withthrough adding to the height
for
the
out increasing
open spaces.
provision

in

many

cities

through building on rear

Established residence neighborhoods should be protected by zoning from unnecessary, unwise, or premature extensions of business
22
areas.
Many zoned cities have allowed too much area for
business to serve the existing population. The premature intrusion of business into blocks of comfortable homes, with the resultant hit-or-miss conversion of buildings designed for dwellings
and offices, often with disfiguring false fronts

into shops, stores,

projecting beyond the old established building line, fails to produce a creditable commercial district and destroys or injures the

use and the enjoyment of the remaining dwellings over considerable periods of time, involving in many cases substantial waste.
It also

has the effect of injuring logically located business

districts.

Relation of Zoning to Decentralization
Segregation of industry and residence by zoning should be
based on a comprehensive plan under which the convenient relationship of the industrial and residential areas snould be a pri-

The separation of industry from residence
consideration.
should not be carried to the extent of imposing inconvenience and
expense for unnecessary travel between the home and the place

mary

of work.

The

work.

ideal

The

arrangement would permit a

vital question is

how

citizen to

walk

to obtain,

by planning,
health and safety for the population, together with the highest

to his

* Urban Land Uses: Amount
of land used and needed for various purposes by typical American cities An aid to scientific zoning practice, Harland Bartholomew, Harvard City Planning Studies, Vol. IV, to be published in 1932.

.
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efficiency

for industry

and business.

It

is

recommended

these three uses should be regarded
complementary
another and not treated as in conflict with one another.
as

to

that

one

of development for a particular purpose may have
a considerable influence on the degree to which zoning is used

The form

In some directions
to segregate uses.
lessening the convenience of contact with
this is

zoning has resulted in

employment

centers,

and

one of the results of dealing with zoning independently of

A

city planning.

comprehensive plan

balanced distribution of

all

will tend to create a well-

functions including recreational op-

portunities.

The most important need

in securing

proper distribution of

that business should be established at strategic
in
the
system of communications and not in straggling lines
points

business uses

is

along main highways.

Zoning

in

Non-Urban

Districts

The problem of promoting home ownership and desirable home
environment is not restricted to municipalities or to urbanized dis-

Of course, the problem is most intense where habitation
most dense and thins out as the population density decreases.
There are always areas in various degrees of urbanization,
either within or without municipalities, which develop special
problems that differentiate them from purely agricultural districts.

tricts.
is

One

type of such area is the roadside along state, county, and
other main highways. In unincorporated areas adjacent to urban
districts, but which may be approaching early stages of urbaniza-

tion, the

main need

is

for the

developments by zoning early.
along the roadsides, the need is

community

to forestall incurable

In territory of the nature of land
to zone in a way that will protect

the genuinely residential districts against those types of development, such as billboards, tourist camps, and the like, which tend
particularly to

Therefore,

grow

it

may

in that type of area.

be said, in general, that zoning

is

appropriate

and needed for every type of area including those which are
purely agricultural.
Although under existing conditions it is

to

impracticable to restrict areas to agricultural use, regulations may
be imposed so as to secure open types of development in rural
areas.
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In those communities not ready or willing to include the purely
agricultural land in the zone plan, the region or area to be zoned
may include all territory in process of urbanization, or likely

soon to become so, and all territory, such as that along roadsides,
which tends to be subject to non-residential development. The
principle of comprehensive zoning is not that each zone plan shall
entirely cover a definite political subdivision, such as a county,
but that each zone plan shall cover as much territory as is logically
to be included within its purposes.
Nor does zoning contemplate

merely prohibition, as, for instance, the prohibition of billboards
in a roadside zone; it also contemplates specifying where all the

may be permitted to go. For instance, a
roadside zone plan would specify which portions of the roadside
zone or contiguous territory are to be open for commercial use.
different types of uses

Zoning, therefore, should be adopted, by the necessary enabling
legislation

and actual

practice, in

and for

all

areas,

whether

in-

corporated or not, which need the benefits of zoning for the

stabili-

These
zation and protection of residential development.
necessarily include land abutting on main highways.

would

Congestion
a growing conviction that in all our larger cities, and
to a great extent in many smaller ones, the density of population,
either day or night, is excessive that is to say, excessive in terms

There

is

;

of

unhampered movement and adequate space

sumed
that

for our daily activ-

Before the invention of the elevator, six stories was as-

ities.

to

be the

maximum

maximum
the

for

height.

George Washington fixed
and the DeWitt

City of Washington,

Clinton Commission of 1807-11, assumed in their plan for Manits frequent cross streets, that six stories was the

hattan, with
limit.

Modern

frame construction and the quick moving eleOn the theory that everyone may
all that.
do as he wants with his own, there appears to be no limit that
one may go in height of construction. Personal greed and somesteel

vator have changed

times a mere desire to advertise result in buildings higher than
The zoning law was introduced to estab-

are economically sound.

and use
and of health and

lish height

limits in the interest of orderly city planning,

but the
light for the individual;

tendency of
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their operation appears to be constantly in the direction of "letting

down

the bars."

Whenever

a large majority of those interested

wish to raise the limit, zoning commissions rarely refuse to grant
the request even though the result may be greatly to increase
the population burden and in turn the traffic necessities or the
demands for increased sewer and water facilities. The answer
to these allegations usually is that the taxable value of the land

While this is admitted, it is
increases with the zoning limits.
also true that this increased value in one area is frequently at the
expense of another which becomes a blighted

The

basic fact

is

district.

that the street system, their width

and

transit

requirements, the water, sewer, gas and electric light and power
requirements are all proportionate to the population served and
If we assume a city with 40
therefore to the building limits.

per cent of

its

area required

for streets,

parks,

playgrounds,

and other public buildings, 60 per cent still remains for
habitable lots. On a one-story development over this entire available area, such a city would accommodate with an allowance of
schools,

200 square feet per inhabitant (that is 10 feet by 20 feet),
say 130 persons per acre. On an assumed maximum of six stories,
for which our cities were planned, this would make a maximum
of 780 persons per acre, a condition which used to exist only
in slum districts. Now we have office buildings with a day population of 12,000 per acre, and apartments, hotels, stores, and
theaters with as large or larger.
No wonder we must have subways and elevated railways but who pays for them ? And when
blocks must be cleared to give breathing spots in those congested
These are economic wastes
centers, who must pay for them?
;

based upon the fallacy that greatness, per

Control of Bulk

The committee

se, is

a desirable asset.

23

and area provisions of zonordinances
should
so
be
stated
that they will be readily
ing
simply
understood and that a simple formula for arriving at permissible
heights and land coverage should be provided so that circumventions
28

and

believes that height

violations will be

more

difficult.

24

Building Height, Bulk, and Form How Zoning Can Be Used as a
Protection Against Uneconomic Types of Building on High Cost Land
George B. Ford and others, Harvard City Planning Studies, Vol. 2.
84
See Article of Frederic A. Delano in The Annals of tlie American
Academy of Political and Social Science for May, 1931, p. 40.
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The control of bulk in residence buildings has to do more with
multiple dwellings
apartment houses than with the other types.
That is not to say that undesirable and unwholesome conditions
not be found in districts of one- and two-family houses.
Such conditions occur only too frequently, and zoning regulations
should be so framed as to reduce intensity of land use to not
more than eight families to the acre in such neighborhoods.
About six families to the acre would be much more desirable.

may

However, many apartment houses

built in the past have octoo
a
of
the
lot, leaving inadequate open
cupied
large
percentage
spaces for light, air, and amenities, and housing many times the

number of

families that desirable living conditions will permit.

Recent studies 25 of multiple dwellings indicate that it is sound
economics and that a better return will result if according to the

more than 30 up to 50 per cent of the lot is
covered by the building. If this is sound and the committee believes it to be
then our zoning ordinances should be so drawn in
the future and our existing regulations so amended as to bring
value of the land not

about the desired

Not only should

this principle become
and area provisions also
The committee recommends a comprehen-

result.

basic in zoning ordinances, but height

should be simplified.

sive study of the feasibility of such a control of the bulk of buildings.

Zoning Administration

A

board of appeals is a customary and advisable instrument for
the administration of a zoning ordinance. The main sanction or
mode of enforcement of the zoning ordinance will be in the
building commissioner's office through the issuance or withholding of permits; but as there may be cases in which the building

commissioner's interpretation of the ordinance is disputed, and
as there are bound to be cases where, owing to exceptional topographic conditions or extraordinary sizes or shapes of lots, or other
causes, certain special adjustments or exceptions or variations in
the application of the zoning standards to particular lots become
a matter of justice and therefore necessary to the successful

operation of the zoning ordinance, a device such as the zoning

a

"The Apartment House" a review and a forecast
Architectural Record, March, 1931, p. 187.

Henry Wright, The
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board of appeals is necessary or advisable as a means of making
these adjustments.
There is great need, in the framing of zoning ordinances, for

development of definite rules and standards to be Applied by the
zoning board of appeals in making variations, exceptions and
the like; for the zoning board of appeals is an administrative
board, not a legislative body, and it should be granted no power
either to make or unmake the zoning ordinance and zone plan.

However, the grant of powers to this board in the zoning ordinance, owing to the unforeseeable variety of situations with which
framed in general
it would have to deal, must of necessity be

We

must to some extent rely upon the understanding
language.
of such a board of the nature of its functions
members
the
by
;

they must realize that it should not invade the legislative field by
decisions which are tantamount to an amendment or modification
The dividing line between a mere variation
of the zone plan.
which accepts the zone plan and leaves it intact, simply making
an adjustment to an extraordinary situation, and an amendment
of the zone

or of the zoning standards of the ordinance, candrawn with any exactitude.
board of appeals
should be conservative in granting variations or departures from

map

A

not of course be

the standards set forth in the ordinance or the zone plan as embodied in the map and should understand that it has no function
as a board to correct council's mistakes
in the original

;

for

if

there be mistakes

zone plan or ordinance, correction thereof

is

the

function of council.

BUILDING LINES, SET-BACKS AND FRONT YARD

REQUIREMENTS
The

establishment of building lines that is, the establishing of
lines of streets within which the owners of abutting private prop-

may not build has been tried in different parts of the country
with varying degrees of success. These lines are established to
fix the proposed future boundaries of existing or projected

erty

streets.

26

29

See "Set-backs or Building Lines by Zoning or Otherwise," Charles F.
Problems of the Toivn, City and Region, 1928, p. 73
"Recent Trends in Building Lines, Subdivision Control and the Acquisition
of Open Spaces," Alfred Bettman, Planning Problems of the Town, City
and Region, 1929, p. 102; "Theory and Practice in Building Lines under
Eminent Domain," Herbert S. Swan, in Supplement to National Municipal
Review, Vol. XX, No. 9, Sept., 1931.
Fisher, Planning

;
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Front yard requirements, sometimes called set-backs, are provided for under zoning regulations.
These front yard requirements or set-backs have been held valid, even in business districts.

27

No comprehensive study has ever been made of the subject of
front yard requirements or set-backs the committee recommends
such a study with a view to determining the experience under different forms of regulation.
;

TYPES OF DWELLINGS
The proportion
importance

of dwellings of various types is a matter of
whether residences are of

in city planning because

the one-family or multiple type affects the provision of streets,
open spaces, and services. However, the relative merits of the

various dwelling types, their social and economic significance, and
on city planning is being dealt with by the Committee

their effect

on Types of Dwellings. 28

TAXATION IN RELATION TO ZONING
The matter of taxation will be dealt with specially by other
committees of this Conference, 29 and is not therefore a subject
upon which this committee will be expected to report either comprehensively or definitely.

and relationships

to zoning,

Taxation has important bearings upon
and in so far as the basis of taxes and

the zoning of the property are made harmonious, in so far will
the strength and permanence of the zone plan be furthered. This

question

is

one requiring a thorough study which the committee

recommends.

POPULATION PATTERN
Our population pattern has undergone a radical change during
the past several decades.
Originally our cities showed a fairly
level dispersal of population throughout their areas, the dwellings being of the one- or two-family type. Later, as urban populations increased, the construction of multiple dwellings began,

and the population pattern assumed the aspect of a mountain
peak, tapering off as the outskirts of the city were reached. Today
27
28

29

See Town of Islip vs. Summers Coal and Lumber Co., 257 N. Y.
See report of the Committee on Types of Dwellings.
See report of Committee on Taxation.

167.
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another noticeable change

ments are annexed and

is

built

occurring as more suburban developup so that the central peak is diminish-

edges are showing a somewhat noticeable eleand the present edges are flattening out further and further

ing, the erstwhile

vation,

from the

center.

The economical absorption or annexation of these rapidly increasing new developments at the edges presents a problem worthy
of careful consideration, not only by our municipal authorities
but by civic minded groups and the public at large. The problem
is one of fundamental municipal economics and will have a pro-

found influence upon general housing standards during the next
two or three decades.
Densities of city population 30 today generally range from 15 to
150 persons per net acre, although the average rarely exceeds 30
or 40 for an entire city. 31 In our larger cities, limited areas may
be found wherein this maximum density is exceeded. Gross densities of developed areas range from 6,000 to 12,000 persons per
square mile. Portland, Oregon, has an unusually low gross density
of approximately 5,600 persons per square mile of developed area.
In residential development the tendency is toward lower density

because of the desire for

light, air,

and rural surroundings, the

movement being facilitated by the use of the automobile.
Can our cities continue to spread over new territory and pay
the bill ? The following costs are involved
:

Local costs for sewers, water, and pavement.
City costs for major services including trunk sewers, water mains,
schools, police and fire protection, and maintenance.
3. Land costs based upon possibilities of commercial, industrial, or resi1.

2.

dential use.

Costs under item

1

are not usually considered as municipal costs

as they are generally assessed against the local property. They are
32
Costs under items 2
easily determinable per lot and per acre.

and

however, are not known and should be determined by a

3,

study in several cities.

Our

municipalities purchase land for sites for public buildings,

80

Urban Land Uses: Amount of Land Used and Needed for Various PurTypical American Cities An aid to scientific zoning practice,
Harland Bartholomew, Harvard City Planning Studies, Vol. IV, to be pub-

poses by

lished in 1932.
81
82

Ill,

See diagrams, appendix to report of Committee on Subdivision Layout.
Neighborhoods of Small Homes, Harvard City Planning Studies, Vol.
Robert Whitten and Thomas Adams.
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for parks

and playgrounds, for

street

widening and for

Tax assessments, and consequently the cost
city when not acquired sufficiently in advance of

services.

to the

41

utility

of land
its

need,

comprehend a speculative factor which would be measurably reduced if spread of development were controlled through planning
and zoning and kept within the bounds of reasonable necessity.
Advance planning for the land needs of municipalities offers many
33

possibilities of

economy.
This whole problem has a very definite relation to the income
groups of our population. It is different in each city since costs
vary according to size, location, and other factors.
It is recommended that this problem be made the subject of
comprehensive and thorough research to determine the future

A

course of city planning and zoning.
pattern of population
should be set up in the light of past experience, present trends,
and types of housing, based upon the division of the population

income groups and giving due consideration to their needs.
In such a study, as a general rule, the one- family dwelling
should be used as the ideal since zoning statistics show that between 70 and 85 per cent of our total population desires that type

into

Present trends toward apartment and one-family
and
the elimination of the intermediate type of dwelldwellings

home.

of

This intermediate type is largely speculative
ing bear this out.
and is too often accepted as a compromise, although it does serve
in some cities as a stepping stone of investment leading to eventual

ownership of a one-family dwelling.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The committee recommends
General
1. That city planning commissions give greater attention to housing than
has been given in the past.
2. Education of the public to the realization of the necessity for com-

munity planning

in relation to housing, as distinguished

from housing as an

individual matter.
3.

The passage

of state enabling acts granting city planning powers to

38
This factor of land costs is important. In 1923, the citizens of St. Louis
voted a bond issue for public works of $87,000,000. Of this, $12,000,000 was
used for a water works plant well outside the municipal boundaries and of
the remaining $75,000,000, approximately 33 per cent, or close to $25,000,000
was for land costs.
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New York State
much more widespread

municipalities, following approved models such as that of
1

or the Standard City Planning Enabling Act,* and
use of these powers by municipalities.

The Neighborhood Unit
4. The expansion and rehabilitation of our cities in accordance with the
neighborhood unit type of development particularly in reclaiming in-town
districts as well as in new subdivision development.
5. The designing of the neighborhood units as self-contained communities
usually within the boundaries of major streets in order to maintain desirable
housing standards and to maintain values. It is desirable to define neigh-

borhood units within fixed boundaries, natural rather than artificial if possible, because without such boundaries the population may outgrow the
facilities.

as its focal point the group of comcentering about the elementary school and that multiple
dwellings, shopping centers, and commercial amusements be located on or

That the neighborhood unit have

6.

munity

facilities

immediately adjacent to boundary thoroughfares.

Subdivision Regulations

The adoption

7.

areas.

of

subdivision regulations

to control

platting

in

new

These should be based upon the best practices (approved model
88

regulations).

That

such as sewers, water mains, gas and electricity
and that pavements and sidewalks be installed in all new subdivisions as well
as in all old undeveloped subdivisions not now so equipped, after approval
by the designated regulatory body in accordance with proper subdivision
8.

utility services

regulations.

Blighted Areas
9. More open development in all new sections to check unnecessary overcrowding and the ultimate blighting of districts.
10. Correction of blighted areas by the introduction of more open spaces
and by large-scale reconstruction on a neighborhood unit basis.
11. That in metropolitan areas where decentralization of industry, business, and population is desirable, it be in such form as to create conditions

suitable for well-organized

hood

community

life

a recentralization in neighbor-

units.

traffic and transportation and terminals thereas to encourage well-balanced distribution of industry,
central and intermediate business districts, and residential areas.
12.

Location of routes for

for in such a

34

A

way

Standard City Planning Enabling Act, by the Advisory Committee on
City Planning and Zoning of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
36
See Model Subdivision Regulations by the Advisory Committee on City
See also
Planning and Zoning of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
report of Committee on Subdivision Layout.
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and Transportation

13. Careful consideration of matters of local mass transportation as a
means of control of the economic structure of home distribution and ownerAlso continued and more sympathetic study by planning, zoning,
ship.
housing, and traffic groups of the whole transport problem, which is a

any master plan, recognizing the existence of a technique
and of its economic limitations.
14. Limitation or prohibition of parking on thoroughfares when it interferes with large volume travel, accompanied by provision of parking or ter-

critical factor in

of transportation

minal facilities off the thoroughfare.
In congested residence districts
garages should be on private land appurtenant to dwellings. In business and
industrial districts parking and storage facilities should be provided for

by the public, a charge should be made to
Provision for loading and unloading trucks and for storage of
business vehicles should be on private land.
customers.

If these are provided

cover costs.

Open Spaces
15.

A

more open development

amenities.

houses.

A

Land

in residence

neighborhoods to increase the

minimum

of 15 feet should be allowed as side yards between
coverage in residence districts should not exceed 25 per cent in

one- and two-family dwelling districts while in multiple dwelling districts
the rentable floor area of a building should not exceed the area of the lot.
16. The dedication in new developments of appropriate areas as public
recreation space. This will vary according to the size and type of the subdivision and the requirements of the city plan.

A site of not less than 5 acres for each elementary school, and of not
than 15 to 25 acres for junior and senior high schools.
18. Open recreational areas to serve the population of the district within
the boundaries of traffic streets with independent means of access between
17.

less

the areas.
19. The preservation of existing large private open spaces as public open
spaces where necessary.
20. Preservation as public open spaces of land bordering on streams.
21. Increased development of open play areas by industrial organizations.
22. The acquisition and development by state, county, or -egional authority,

as an outer park system, of suitable areas lying

from

10 to 30 miles

from the municipality.

Zoning
That carefully prepared comprehensive zoning plans be adopted in
88
cities, urban regions, towns, and counties.
24. That zoning be applied as a part of a comprehensive plan of cities,
towns, regions, or counties, and not as an expedient or piecemeal regulation
subject to frequent and whimsical change.
23.

38
See The Preparation of Zoning Ordinances by the Advisory Committee
on City Planning and Zoning of the U. S. Department of Commerce, 1931.
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25. That zoning separate residence districts by homogeneous types of
dwellings and prohibit land over-crowding and provide adequate yard spaces.
26. That changes in zoning classification be accompanied by changes in

open space requirements to establish higher standards.
27. The relating one to another of residence, business, and industrial zones
based upon existing conditions and reasonable, rather than purely speculative

and fanciful, estimates of growth.
28. Segregation of industry and residence by zoning should be based on a
comprehensive plan under which the convenient relationship of the industrial and residential areas should be a primary consideration.
The distance
of industry

from residence should not be carried

to the extent of

imposing

inconvenience and expense for unnecessary travel between the home and the
place of work. The vital question is how to promote by planning health
and safety for the population, together with the highest efficiency for indusIt is recommended that these three uses should be retry and business.
garded as complementary to one another and not treated as in conflict with
one another.

29. The adoption of zoning, by the necessary enabling legislation and
actual practice, in and for all areas including land abutting on main highways, whether such areas are or are not incorporated, which need the benefits

of zoning for the stabilization and protection of residential development.

Education
That provision be made for suitable instruction in the principles of
city planning in public schools and that courses in these subjects be made
available to students in all colleges and universities.
30.

STUDIES RECOMMENDED
The committee recommends

that

the

following

subjects

be

thoroughly and comprehensively studied by appropriate agencies,
either established or to be created and financed for the purpose:
1. The matter of land values
and buildings and to sizes of

in relation to the cost of local

lots

and

densities of

improvements

families in residential

areas.

A

2.
study of the population pattern and its effect upon the cost of providing municipal services and upon tax rates.
3. The matter of control of bulk of buildings in residential districts in-

cluding the development of a formula for stating bulk (including height and
area) provisions in zoning ordinances in such a way as to obviate present

circumlocution and present undesirable standards.
4. The matter of building lines, set-back, and front yard requirements, and
the experience under different forms of regulation.
5. The matter of retaining as public open spaces large private open areas
under methods to be determined.
6. The matter of taxation in relation to zoning to determine what changes
are desirable, including consideration of the annual use value of land as a

taxation basis.

CITY PLANNING AND ZONING
7.

The

45

possibilities of

districts to

open automobile parking lots in the central business
determine their desirability as terminals to facilitate the use of

private automobiles with reduced expenditure for street widenings.

In the course of its work this committee has consulted a great
number of experts in particular phases of the work and has drawn
upon many sources for data and material. To these persons who
have contributed so liberally, and to the compilers of the bibliogthat constitutes an appendixmakes grateful acknowledgment.

raphy

to this report, the

committee
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II

SUBDIVISION LAYOUT
The

real

purpose of subdividing land for houses or apartments

to provide sites for the homes of families.
Fortunately, there
is an increase in the planning of subdivisions based on expert
is

study of the needs of modern families by trained men, men of
understanding and human sympathy who can visualize the future,

and whose

interests

rather than in the

lie

mere

the completed,
selling of lots.
in

Subdivision layout, as the

a community with

first

new homes,

built-up

community

step in the process of supplying
an important element in the

is

physical expansion of cities, is not a job for an untrained amateur,
and cannot be solved by rule of thumb methods. Three particular groups of people interested in community development are
concerned, and each can contribute its part towards eliminating

incompetence.

The subdivider, interested in the success of his project, must
know and follow the principles that are proving successful in
modern subdivision practice throughout the country. The purchaser, interested in obtaining the fullest number of conveniences
and amenities for the amount of money he is able to put into a
permanent home site, must know what the most progressive submaking available to the public. City planning commissions and municipal authorities generally, interested in the
public aspects of subdividing, have a responsibility for encour-

dividers are

aging sound principles of subdivision layout* as these affect the
welfare of the city.
It is to these three groups especially that
the Committee on Subdivision Layout addresses its report.
Until comparatively recent times, a great deal of our land subembraced little more than a haphazard cutting up

division has

of acreage into smaller units with the usual purpose of securing
number of minimum sized lots from a given area of

the greatest

The easiest way of obtaining this result obviously is to
follow a simple geometric square or oblong pattern in block layout, and for years the gridiron system induced by this practice

land.

has been more or

less standard, regardless of the topographical
nature of the land to which it was being applied.
The short-

comings of

this procedure,

however, combined with more

scienti-

47
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study of land utilization and costs, have produced changing
practices in subdivision layout that have already reached highly
fie

desirable results.

Present trends in subdividing indicate that the progressive

modern subdivider sees the fallacy of treating the subdivision of
land as nothing more than the provision of additional building
Social and aesthetic factors left unprovided for often prelots.
clude the sale of the very proportion of units that determines the
More and more the subdivider is deprofit of the subdivider.

veloping methods of supplying these factors and at the same time
reducing costs through utilizing the individual potentialities of the
site.

These methods are discussed

The fundamental

principles of

in subsequent sections.

good subdivision layout cannot

be standardized to apply universally to all land, but the essential
elements, thoroughly understood, can be incorporated with variaOnce a layout is constructed,
tions to suit any individual case.
almost always must be accepted for better or worse as a permanent part of the community; and the importance of working out
the original design in accordance with the best principles of subit

division layout cannot be overemphasized.

SUBDIVISION LAYOUT

SECTION

I.
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METHODS OF PROCEDURE FOR THE
SUBDIVIDER

The subdivider

too often thinks of his business as primarily or
only that of selling lots. In reality, by his land platting he actually
determines whether or not his subdivision will be good to live in
he makes most of the real city plan he fixes the conditions which
make or break the dreams of people wishing to secure homes. His
;

;

work

in many ways the most important in the whole
city buildhome building process once recorded, the land is stamped
with an enduring monument to his wisdom or folly. Land subis

ing and

;

dividing should aim to provide lots needed for building purposes,
on the best feasible plan, and made available with public
services at the lowest reasonable cost.
laid out

Land subdividing

is highly specialized and to be successful reWhen attempted by the inquires experience and great skill.
experienced, it often results disastrously to both the individual
and the community. This section calls attention to some funda-

mentals of procedure which largely avoid unfortunate results.
Subdivision control by public agencies has two purposes: to
inform the subdivider of the city's requirements, and to check bad

The degree

subdivision practices.
the extent to which
attitude

it

will

of control

and actions of the subdividers.

Many

regulations to curtail unnecessary subdividing.
installation of all necessary

improvements and

development, or a bond for their total
recorded.

enforced,

The method
it

is

is

increasing,

and

go depends almost entirely upon the

effective

cost,

utilities

within the

before the plat

may

be

universally adopted and
cat" subdividing which is

and

should eliminate "wild

have adopted
These require the

cities

if

neither successful nor advantageous to the lot purchaser, the public,
or the subdivider.

The problem
portance in the

is of paramount imwhole project of stimulating home building and

of excessive land subdivision

home ownership.
worthless lots the

An

unlimited subdivision

savings

of

thousands of

boom

absorbs in

prospective

home

and hope, and thereby, in the
home
the
building movement and the
long run, greatly damages
the
subdivision business itself. Only
subdividers, by adjusting the
amount and character of subdivisions to the real need, can obviate
owners, shatters their confidence

the necessity for public action to check this calamity.
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Following the subdivision booms of a few years back, we find
the over-activity in subdividing resulting in hundreds of bad subdivisions all over the country, many of them entirely unsold or
with hundreds and thousands of lots reverting to the subdivider or
to the taxing agency.

sions

and

To improve

to stimulate the sale

the character of such subdivi-

and use of

lots in

them, the sub-

do much along one or more of these lines rearrange the layout of the streets, blocks, and lots; provide better

divider can

still

street access in

:

accordance with the city plan

services; aid in securing

;

provide the public

and developing parks, schools, and play-

grounds; impose appropriate

restrictions.

Selecting the Site

The

trouble with many subdivisions is that the land comes
and the idea of subdividing comes second. It is fatal to
undertake the subdivision of any sort of land which the subdivider happens to own or can buy or contract for cheaply and
which he thinks can be easily sold as raw lots for speculation. A
subdivision should be laid out and developed for use and for a
specific need and not for quick sale only.
Each subdivision plat becomes a part of the city plan, and
each developed subdivision becomes a part of the city. No subdivision unless it be a complete new town site is a unit detached
and segregated by itself.
first

In selecting a site the first thing to determine is the kind of
houses actually needed in the community for which the subdivision must be adapted.
Often several types of houses are required and justified in the same subdivision, ranging from small

The location, the character
cottages to apartment house groups.
and the cost of the site must be such that the sale and use of the
prove economical and feasible for those who live on it.
For a workmen's development the distance to working places
most important; likewise for office people the distance to the

lots will

is

is a controlling factor.
Every experienced subdivider realizes the critical importance of street car, bus, and
highway connections and also all such essential public services

business centers

as water supply, sewerage, electricity, telephone, and gas.
The character of development around the subdivision

greatly affect

its

future.

will

This must be considered both from the
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standpoint of existing conditions and of the probable later development, which will sometimes be greatly influenced by municipal zoning.

The topography
stitute critical

from the

of the ground and natural drainage often conand the wise subdivider will study them

factors,

start.

Home

owners are more and more particular
where such facilities as schools, parks, and stores

in selecting lots
are, or assuredly

will be, available.

Each subdivision when developed will form either a complete
neighborhood community or a part of such a neighborhood, and
the site to be selected and the design and development must
be considered from that standpoint and adjusted accordingly. A
site must be chosen which can be satisfactorily used for the type
of block and lot appropriate to the housing for which it is intended.

Technical Service in Design

The characteristic rectangular American land subdivision has
frequently proved a failure. It began with the resubdivision in
the simplest possible way of tracts originally laid out for farm
and garden and farm

village purposes.

Traditions of block and

grew up variously in different parts of the country, and
all
of them have been blindly followed in spite of their
nearly
lot size

In recent years a skilled technique of subdivision
has
design
developed, and now the results are becoming evident
to the lot purchaser or home owner, the subdivider, and the
fatal defects.

public.

While

it

is

sometimes desirable to obtain an option on

engaging technical service, it is usually wise
consult a competent engineer or landscape architect before
making the actual purchase. The landscape engineer should assist

land

before

to

the subdivider in applying the tests named in the above section on
the selection of the site since his judgment on many points is su-

In the layout of the
perior to that of the subdivider himself.
subdivision an experienced engineer can produce a design far
more satisfactory, far more economical, and far more salable
possible by the rule of thumb process of butchering the subFurther, the engineer can be of great assistance
in estimating the cost of public services and in readjusting them

than

is

divided tract.

and the subdivision design

to each other.
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Check-up with Public Authorities

The subdivider should always check up with the city plan
commission and also with other public authorities at the very
start of his operation, to see whether public utilities such as
sewer, water, gas and electricity, and telephone are available or
The precise method of securing the public services

obtainable.

and playof
for
the
manner
them
and
must
be
determined
grounds,
paying
and considered by the subdivider and by each purchaser. Serious
mistakes are sometimes made by not consulting with municipal,
county, and state officials on such matters as future highway locations, which may very greatly affect the layout and future use of
which

in addition to the utilities include schools, parks,

the subdivision.

Design of the Subdivision
In recent years the whole science and art of subdivision design
been developing rapidly; on no account would a good sub-

has.

now

be guilty of the ugly and uneconomic type of subwhich underlies most of our cities such experiments as
Radburn, New Jersey, and many others are testing out new and
divider

division

;

valuable principles.
In order that the planner

may intelligently contemplate his work
he must have a preliminary survey and a topographic map to

guide him in laying out his streets and dividing his lots. If possible, at not too great an expense, it is advisable to work up a
contour model of the property on which one

may readily visualize
the street layout.
The factors named in the above section on selecting a site will
serve as a general guide for the design of the subdivision and
in determining the general character of the project. Such matters
as the advisability of separating pedestrian from wheel traffic and

the use of extremely large blocks with inside play grounds must
be settled, since these primary considerations will greatly influence
the layout.

Spaciousness

is

a controlling principle in good land developCity conditions have robbed most

ment for American homes.

of us of the great satisfactions once derived from the big yards
and public commons of even the primitive early village, and now
every good citizen is trying to help us regain some of that lost
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without undue
spaciousness. It can be regained in large measure,
that
end.
to
are
if
subdivisions
Large lots,
planned carefully
cost,
or lots as large as is economically feasible, are always desirable.
introduction of open spaces is equally important, and they
may range from the smallest garden or play areas to huge parks.

The

tract of land will, by careful design, yield far more spaciousness in effect and in use than thoughtless layout makes possible,
and this is good for purchaser and subdivider alike. America

Any

big enough and rich enough to afford at least a decent degree
of spaciousness in subdivision planning, and if all else is forIt is basic and esgotten, this matter should not be forgotten.

is

sential to

permanently good home building.

actual design of a subdivision involves the adjustment and
coordination, into one satisfactory plan, of streets (with their

The

pavements, sidewalks, planting, and public

utilities), parks,

school

and playgrounds, public buildings and business districts,
service garages, and the various types and sizes of lots.
They
must be considered together and separately for each element.
Each prospective building site should be adjusted to the topo1
graphy and should be oriented to the sunlight, and should preserve
sites

and enhance the elements of natural attractiveness. The skill
with which the layout is adjusted to these natural conditions may
well determine the success or the failure of the subdivision from
points of view. To cite a simple example, a brook may often
be preserved to carry away natural drainage, thus saving large
storm sewer costs and at the same time greatly enhancing the

all

and the desirability of the subdivision.
sometimes wise from considerations of taxation costs not

attractiveness, the salability,
It is

actually to plat

and place on record the whole of a subdivision.

In such instances the entire tract should be planned even though
only so much of it as is to be offered for sale at once is recorded.

In the matter of street design, the major streets and highways
first of all be located wherever they may cross or lie alongthe
side
subdivision. It is a critical mistake to make such streets

must

Where

the frontage of these streets is to be used
for business purposes, a very wide right-of-way is essential to

too narrow.

provide parking space; and where it
purposes, a very wide right-of-way

is

to be used for residential

is

of critical importance in

See report of the Committee on Standards and Objectives.
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providing a sufficiently wide strip for screen planting between
The very wide right-ofthe roadway and the lots and houses.
way is the logical solution for the aggravating problem found

over the country of utilizing major street frontage for residence purposes. This frontage will also be more desirable for

all

deep to permit buildback a considerable distance from the street lines.
Having determined the major street and highway pattern, the
secondary and minor streets may be comparatively narrow; but

residential purposes if the lots are sufficiently

ings to be set

their

proper width depends upon the set-back established for
a deeper set-back permitting a narrower street

the buildings,

right-of-way.

minor

Strictly

streets

may

ordinarily be not

more

may be considerably less in cases where
narrower widths.
60- foot width allows

than 60 feet wide and

conditions justify still
for a 26-foot roadway and a sidewalk of

A

from 4

to

6

feet wide.

Except where neighborhood garages are provided, alleys are
sometimes desirable when widths of lots are 40 feet or less.
In case no alleys are provided,

it

easements along rear

telephone and telegraph poles

lot lines for

is

often wise to

establish

and possibly for other public utilities.
Water and sewer mains have generally been placed under the
roadway. Gas mains and electric conduits are often placed under
the planting strip between the curb and sidewalk, and in recent
years there has been a tendency to put water mains there also.

Telephone and

electric light lines usually

belong in the alley or

rear easement.

The detailed street cross-section design as well as the design
of the entire subdivision must be carefully studied for the placement of each of the public services. 2

The

size

and shape of the

type of proposed housing.

lots will

be governed largely by the

The

general run of city lots for single
family districts provides a depth of not less than 100 feet and
not more than 150 feet; but this must be varied to meet local

conditions and suburban property sometimes justifies deeper lots.
In utilizing such excellent new types of layout as that in Radburn,
the depth of the individual lot may justifiably be decreased since
much of the open space is assembled in larger and more useful
2

See report of Committee on

Utilities.
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Lot widths depend upon the

size

and

character of the buildings proposed, upon the cost of the developed land and the capacity of the purchaser to pay, and upon
the tradition of the community.
The United States Housing
3
the
war, recognized the need for
Corporation, operating during
wide
side
and
established
a uniform rule prosufficiently
yards
either
for
16
feet
between
or
for bringing them
viding
buildings

In group layout, or where lots are nartogether into groups.
orientation
for sunlight is of special importance.
row, proper
There is a definite tendency to make individual blocks longer
than formerly both in subdivisions of rectilinear and of curvilinear
Blocks up to 1,000 feet or more in length are now not
pattern.

uncommon. Pedestrian crossings are sometimes provided in the
middle of long blocks on the principle that it is not inconvenient
to drive all the way around, but that it may be a serious inconvenience to walk, particularly for school children. Blocks fronting
upon the most important major

streets or

highways should ordina-

be arranged with their long axis in the direction of the main
traffic movement. Such an arrangement has several
advantages parrily

ticularly in creating

and

in providing

fewer street openings into the major streets

secondary

traffic

collectors

at

more frequent

intervals parallel to the direction of traffic flow.

Everybody agrees that parks and playgrounds are
ments in city-building.
No subdivision operation

essential ele-

is complete
provided, or arranged for, adequate
park and play areas within, or accessible to, the lots which he is
It is definitely part of a subdivision project to determine
selling.

the

until

subdivider has

and play space will in some manner, with certainty, be
These areas, as with the subdivision itself, should
be designed to fit into the whole recreation plan and program of
the city and the neighborhood.
Each park or playground ought
to have a specific type of use in relation to definite recreation
that park

made

available.

Often the poorest building land can be used for this puris not always necessary to surround parks and playpose.
with
grounds
streets; in fact, there is an advantage either in
needs.

It

economy or

in practical use in

having

lots

back upon such areas.

3

See U. S. Bureau of Industrial Housing and Transportation. Report of
the United States Housing Corporation, Vol. 2, Houses, site-planning, utilities.

Washington, Government Printing

Office,

1919.
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This leads us directly to the newer interior playground cul-de-sac
street type of

subdivision design.

It

is

also

part of the sub-

divider's responsibility to see that school and school playground
facilities are, or will be within a reasonable time, available to the

children. 4

it

Again,

has proven a considerable sales advantage

to have school sites within the subdivision itself.

Many

subdivisions and large sections of

many towns have been

seriously injured or entirely ruined by the subdivider 's eagerness
to sell business property.
The subdivider should be expected to
lay out only a reasonable amount of business frontage at points*
it will be needed, the reasonable amount being determined
the
municipal zoning plan and by the prospective population
by
which may be tributary to the business center.

where

Design of

way

local business districts requires

very wide rights-of-

to allow .for automobile parking, without travel interference,

on major traffic arteries, sometimes separate local
alleys, and parking spaces in the rear of lots, narrow
ibility in use,

down

as

lots

low

as

drives,

wide

lots for flex-

shallower than previously customary, ranging
100 feet or less.
Suitable building set-

back lines and specially designed vehicle parking space on side
streets should be provided so as not to injure adjacent residential

There should also be rounded corners, tree planting
space and restrictions to guide the use and type of building.
Upon the design of the subdivision depend economy in the

districts.

use of the land and

its

development, satisfaction to the purchaser

and the families who live there, and in large measure the success
of the whole operation. Bringing out every possibility of economy
and attractiveness justifies most intensive study and re-study,
and it leads naturally to more irregular and interesting types of
New principles are being developed constantly, and
layout.
American land subdivision practice is being revolutionized. The
ultimate result lies in the hands of the subdivider; the greater
his vision and the more careful the design he develops, the more
satisfactory

is

the result for

all

concerned.

Protective Covenants

While municipal zoning has advantages

in

permanence and

in the fact that the legal authority of the city lies
4

behind

See report of the Committee on City Planning and Zoning.

it,

it
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cannot ordinarily cover
to the prospective

many of the protective phases desirable
home owner. Many otherwise good subdivi-

sions are spoiled by careless or eccentric or greedy acts on the
It has become good practice to include in
part of lot owners.
deeds certain covenants governing the use of the property. These

covenants are in the nature of protective restrictions in the interest
of the lot purchasers as a whole and are essentially private con-

between the

lot purchasers themselves.
of perpetuating the protection these covenants
afford differ, but it has been found highly satisfactory to set a
definite term of years over which they will be in force and to in-

tracts

The methods

a provision for automatic renewal for each succeeding
unless
at a certain fixed time before the term expires a
term,
specified percentage of the property owners agrees that a change
clude

is

desired.

that
protective covenants are used, it is essential
they be carefully coordinated with the municipal zoning regulations.
They will vary widely with local circumstances, but the

Wherever

following statement

6

includes

all

of the usual items

Restrictions pertaining to the use of

I.

:

land and the type and use of

structures.

(a) Business or trade prohibited.
Type of improvements (kinds of houses).

(b)
(c)

Height of buildings.

(d) Approval of building plans (architectural control).
(e) Minimum cost of buildings.
(f) Outbuildings.

(g) Nuisances prohibited.
II.

Restrictions pertaining to arrangement of the use of the lot area.

(a) Building lines.

(b) Projections.
(c) Lot frontage.

(d) Per cent of lot area covered.
(e) Further subdivision.
Public areas.

(f)

(g) Easements.
(h) Approval of lot development plans
of lot and neighborhood).
III. Restrictions

(aesthetic considerations, both

on alienation and occupancy.

"Adapted from "The Use of Deed Restrictions in Subdivision Development" by Helen C. Monchow. Published by the Institute for Research in
Land Economics and Public Utilities. Chicago, Illinois, 1928.
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IV. Restrictions pertaining to rights, powers, duties of subdivides
(a) Utility installation.
(b) Reservations and modifications.

V. Duration of

restrictions.

(a) Original term.
(b) Provisions for extension.

VI. Clauses providing for enforcement of restrictions.

By whom.
By what means.

(a)
(b)

VII. Restrictive clauses providing for maintenance charges.
(a)

Amount.

(b)

By whom

(c)

Method of

administered.
assessing.

(d) Duration.

Neighborhood Planning
In the complexities of urban

life

only the smallest villages re-

Every town and
and
organization with all that
requires neighborhood planning
the
subdivider
in
a
and
is
implies,
position to capitalize this

tain the character of a single neighborhood.
city
this

he designs and develops his subdivision as a distinct
neighborhood unit, or as part of such a unit, the subdivision
need.

If

drawing power by the recognized name of the neighborhood and by the fact that it acquires a definite identity. The
subdivider gains further advantage in economies of design and in

profits in

the stimulation of provision for community facilities. He gains in
the natural creation of a neighborhood spirit and a definite loyalty

on the part of those who live there; in fact, each resident becomes a salesman. Finally, such an operation is most likely to

become a permanent monument

With

to the subdivider 's work.

these considerations in mind, no subdivider can refuse

to recognize that the ultimate success of his

development

is

not

dependent alone on fine engineering and architecture. He must
minister to the spiritual and social requirements of the home
owners, factors which though intangible are of tremendous consequence. For this purpose the selection of the site, the design of
the subdivision, and the provision of social and recreational facilities

must

all

be directed to that end.

dition to the elements

named

The community

club, in ad-

in previous sections of this report,
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constitutes one important asset in the maintenance of neighbor-

hood

and

spirit

Such clubs range from small meeting

identity.

only up to most elaborate arrangements with theaters,

places

playgrounds, athletic fields, and
Such organizations are important but are not a
keeping the aim of neighborhood unity in mind
reading rooms,

golf

courses.

substitute

for

at every

step

throughout the entire operation.

Conclusions

On

the subdivider rests most of the responsibility in the

important matter of providing good economical

The

subdivision business

skill

and experience for good

Public control

is

is

sites

all-

for homes.

highly specialized and requires great
results.

necessary only to the degree that the sub-

human

divider fails to meet normal

Excessive land platting

is

fatal to

requirements.

home

building programs and

to the subdivision business.

Unsold subdivisions can be

The
good

site

re-studied.

should be selected to meet specific needs, and to insure

access,

good

setting,

public services,

schools,

parks,

and

neighborhood unity.

Good

technical advice

works for greater economy and

better

results.

Mistakes can be avoided by early check-up with public authorities.

Spaciousness is a primary principle in good subdivision layout.
Subdivision design should adjust all elements into a balanced
plan, and take advantage of topography, sunlight, natural features,

and

all

sensible engineering

Each element should be
uses and to

fit

and landscape considerations.
carefully adapted to serve

its

specific

into the city development.

for much
principles of design are working for economy,
of
solution
the
for
and
many vexing problems.
greater satisfaction
Protective covenants in the deeds are valuable for most sub-

New

divisions.

Every subdivision can
unit to the advantage of

constitute or be part of a neighborhood

home owner and

subdivider.
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SECTION II. THE JOB OF THE CITY PLAN COMMISSION IN REGARD TO SUBDIVISION LAYOUT
In most of our towns and

cities, the city plan commission is an
an
advisory capacity to the legislative
unpaid board,
of the legislative body or
and
to
as
creatures
others
who,
body
of the municithe
are
concerned
with
administration
otherwise,
more clearly
As
science
of
has
become
the
pality.
city planning
the
of
our
have
authorized
states
defined, many
legislative branch
of the municipal government to authorize the city plan commission to prepare a comprehensive master plan as well as to have

acting in

certain administrative control, especially as regards land subdivision development.

Acceptance or Disapproval of Plats
Commonly, all proposed land subdivision plans for areas withand for a distance outside must be submitted to the

in the city

commission for approval or

city plan

plat

may

be recorded in the

rejection.

office of

If approved, the

the proper recording au-

and the subdivider may go ahead with his development.
is unsatisfactory and the developer refuses to make
the changes necessary to meet the approval of the planning commision, this body refuses to approve the plat, and frequently the
county recorder is forbidden to record the plat under the penalty
of a fine.
The subdivider may nevertheless go ahead with his
thority,

If the plat

development but his operations are seriously restricted
lowing ways

in the fol-

:

1. Legally, he is not allowed to use a map or plat of the subdivision in
the sale of lots, although obviously this is difficult to enforce. This prohibition is inconvenient to the subdivider and handicaps any sales campaign.

2.

In the deeds which he gives, each lot

may

not be referred to as a

must be laboriously described by
"metes and bounds." This procedure is slow, and presents countless opportunities for title errors unless very carefully and expensively done.
certain lot in a certain subdivision but

3.

The

municipality

may

refuse to accept his streets as "public streets"

and the subdivider or the subsequent purchasers will be obliged to maintain
these streets.
4.

The

utilities.

city and public utility corporations may refuse to install public
If the people of a community know in advance that public utilities

will not be supplied in
in

making any
5.

The

unapproved

plats, the

developer will be handicapped

sales.

municipality

posed house on a

lot

may

refuse to grant a building permit for any pro-

which does not abut upon an accepted public

street.
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success of the last three penalties for developing an unapproved plat depends upon a public informed as to the conse-

The

quences of buying a

lot in

an unapproved

plat.

Otherwise the

upon the innocent purchaser rather than upon
the erring subdivider. This difficulty can be avoided by educating the public as to the above disadvantages of the unapproved
plat and by requiring a written notification that the lot is not in
penalty will

fall

an approved plat or not on an approved
deed of every lot so sold.

street to

accompany the

Planning commissions, then, have been given substantial powers
It is their duty to exercise
in the control of land subdivisions.
these powers intelligently so as to raise the standards of land
development in their community and at the same time further
the city plan. They should not merely require a legal minimum of
excellence, not merely prevent bad planning, but should work out
better planning for local needs, teach the community the benefits

of such planning, and teach subdividers how to attain it.
City
new
subdiviof
addition
the
takes
through
largely
place
growth
sions.

new

The planning commission here has an opportunity
from the more

constructive planning as distinguished

to do
costly

replanning.

Need

of Master Plan

Unless the planning commission has prepared a comprehensive
master plan for the community, it is in little better position than
the individual land subdivider to say where major streets should
be located, what park areas are necessary, or where a local businumber of states have
ness center will serve most effectively.

A

recognized this fact by refusing to allow the planning commission
to exercise control over land subdivisions until a master plan

has been adopted, or at the very least a major street plan.
master plan normally should show topography; existing and

A

proposed major streets; transit and railroad lines; public open
spaces such as large parks, playfields, and reservations; and zonWith these data before them, the planning commission can
ing.
see

where a proposed land subdivision

city as a whole.

fits

into the

They can then make sure

scheme of the

that the land sub-

divider has made proper provision for whatever planned major
thoroughfares, parks, and so forth, are located on his property.
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The
State,

city councils of some communities, notably in New York
have been empowered to adopt an "official map" fixing the

location not only of major streets, existing and proposed, but of
minor streets as well. When such a map has been adopted, a sub-

divider has

much

less

It is evident that a

opportunity to develop his own ideas.
proper balance must be struck between, on

the one hand, an unyielding detailed plan, drawn up on general
principles for the general good but unnecessarily restraining pri-

vate initiative and, on the other hand, a plan made flexible to
allow the exercise of private initiative to such a point that broad
general conceptions for the public good are unduly hampered in
their accomplishment.

A

detailed

map, although

it

may have much

to

recommend

it

in ease of administration, presents a very serious difficulty, in the
fact that, no matter how great intelligence and information go into

preparation, the indefinite future can not be foreseen, and yet the
map sets its stamp upon considerable areas of land which will be
its

developed only at some distant time.
Moreover, everything possible should be done to avoid the

smothering of private

and

initiative

and the discouraging of construc-

through requiring any uniformity of
procedure beyond the point where the public good demands it.
An area of land, after the necessary provisions for major

tive

artistic individuality

thoroughfares, parks, and so forth have been made,

developed for
residential

home ownership

in

many

neighborhoods of different

may

still

be

different ways, producing
cost,

of different appear-

ance, of different appeal, which taken together would make a
much more interesting and desirable city than could possibly be

produced by the application to

all

of this land of a stereotyped

plan of development.

Land Subdivision Regulations
After the master plan has been completed, the planning commission normally frames and adopts a set of land subdivision
regulations. They are usually printed and available to anyone interested.

A

Such regulations have the following advantages

subdivider can

know

:

advance the principal requirements of the
planning commission and can meet them in his proposed layout.
2. Each subdivider will know that the planning commission is making
1.

essentially the

in

same demands of every other subdivider similarly

situated.
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for the planning commission so that
standards and ascertain whether any

important requirement has been omitted.

Platting regulations frequently contain the following materials
An excerpt from the state law creating the planning commission and
:

I.

land subdivision control powers.
outline of the procedure to be followed by a land subdivider.
III. Definitions of those terms which in the opinion of the commission

giving
II.

it

An

are susceptible of different meanings, such as "land subdivision," "street,"
and "easement."

IV. Requirements for preliminary and final plats.
V. Regulations on the following subjects:
A. Streets.
1. Relation of proposed streets to adjoining street system.
2. Streets in acreage tracts, arrangement to fit subsequent subdivision
into blocks

and

lots.

4.

Street alignment.
Street intersections.

5.

Corner

6.

Carrying of streets to boundary

7.

Streets in relation to railroads.

3.

radii.

8.

Dedication of half-streets.

9.

Dead-end

lines.

streets.

widths.

10. Street
11.

Roadway

widths.

12.

Building

lines.

13.

Street grades.

14.

15.

Access to streets across ditches.
Street and subdivision names.

16.

Street trees.

17. Alleys.
18.

Easements.

B. Public

utilities

C. Blocks

and

1.

2.
3.

and improvements.

lots.

Block length and width.
Lot length, width, and area.
Lot lines.

4.

Lots with double frontage.

5.

Corner

lots.

D. Provision of open spaces such as parks.
E. Construction or guarantee of improvements, such as grading, surfacing, tree planting, utilities.

F. Miscellaneous provisions.

Sometimes these printed platting regulations are accompanied
by plans and photographs of examples of various desirable types
of land subdivision. The Advisory Committee on City Planning
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and Zoning of the U. S. Department of Commerce is at present
preparing a report upon subdivision regulations, with suggested
provisions.

The Neighborhood Unit Should be Encouraged
If a city includes many square miles of area, it is bound to
subdivide itself naturally into various neighborhood units, as a
matter of convenience of living. Each of these units is a more

or less self-contained entity, with

its

schools, parks, playgrounds, as well as

own

local shops, churches,

homes.

Especially in the unbuilt area of a city, the planning commission should consider the possibility of planning and encouraging
the development of distinctive neighborhood units which will meet
the needs of each particular part of the community.
The area
covered
one
of
these
too
units
is
normally
by
usually
large to

be developed by an individual subdivider, but the plan can be
fostered by the planning commission and developed, if necessary,
through the activities of a large number of subdividers. The

planning commission should endeavor to guide the natural tendency toward the creation of minor units so that each division of
a city
of

its

possess an individuality, a character and soul
which will foster community pride and in the end

will, in truth,

own

develop happier

home

life

and better government.
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SECTION

III.

ADVICE FOR THE PROSPECTIVE

HOME OWNER
The building or the purchase of a home is one of the most important and at the same time one of the most pleasant things in
Since this event usually occurs but once or twice during a
life.
lifetime,

it

is

important that serious mistakes be avoided.

There

are several things which the prospective home owner should consider most carefully before a final decision is made.

be found desirable to purchase a home that is already
and ready for occupancy. This is simpler than purchasing a
and then attempting to work out the successive steps of secur-

may

It

built
lot

ing proper utility services

(sewers, water, pavement, sidewalk,
like), preparing plans for the

and the

gas, electricity, telephone,

building, letting construction contracts, and, finally, landscaping
the lot.

Whichever procedure

is followed, however, it is not enough
the
merely
purchase of a lot or of a home which at the
seems to be desirable or which may seem to be a good in-

to consider

moment

vestment.

Residence in

cities is

a matter of

community living.
good or bad, that are created by
the entire group of buildings which comprise the neighborhood.
A seemingly good home site may prove to be thoroughly unde-

We cannot escape the

conditions,

sirable within a relatively short time because of unfortunate or

unpleasant community influences.
The prospective home owner should investigate thoroughly
1. The position of the subdivision in the plan of the city.
2. The character and design of the subdivision.
3.

The

stability of the investment.

These matters

will be discussed as a guide to

home

builders in

making the wisest and most satisfactory decisions so that
ownership will involve less uncertainty and home life will be

more

home
made

pleasant.

The Position
The

of the Subdivision in the Plan of the City

location of the

home

influenced chiefly by the factors of
There may often be several districts
that are equally accessible and desirable. The fact that one particular neighborhood or district, is growing more rapidly than
others is not a sound proof that it offers more favorable advan-

transportation and of

tages for

home

life.

is

cost.

In

fact, rapidity of

growth may often prove
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be an objection because of undetermined conditions and greater
prospect of change in development.

to

A

large

number

of cities possess zoning ordinances, and many
An examination of both and a
city plans.

have comprehensive

reading of explanatory reports will give the prospective home
more thorough understanding of his city present and
future than he can possibly secure in any other way. He obtains

builder a

a broad picture of the future city and of the relationship of its various parts. It can be determined from the plan how many minutes
are required to travel from a prospective location to the center of
the city, and also whether this traveling time will be reduced by

changes in the routing or by extensions of street car or bus lines.
If he travels frequently by automobile, the location and width of

main

thoroughfares are important. The city plan will be a
safer guide upon such vital matters than the opinions of presumably well informed individuals or of salesmen intent upon the
traffic

much

Copies of the city plan can usually be
secured without charge from the office of the city plan commission
or of the city engineer.
disposal of their wares.

Zoning Ordinances divide the municipal
certain

districts

The home

houses.

Zoning

for

Map

single-family,
builder should

and apartment
become acquainted with the

home

in relation

be understood.

The type

so that the location of his proposed

to these several types of districts

of

residential area into

two-family,

may

home

that the purchaser expects to acquire, either single-family
or other type of dwelling, should be considered in relation to the

type of building permitted by the Zoning Ordinances in the neighIt is generally considered unborhood under consideration.
fortunate to have a building which

is

out of harmony with

its

particularly true of single-family homes
neighborhood.
in
a neighborhood that will sooner or later
which find themselves

This

is

up with apartment houses. Likewise, an apartment house
which is well designed and provided with ample open spaces can
scarcely maintain its character in a neighborhood which is ulti-

build

mately permitted to build up with large apartment houses having
small open spaces about them and which produce a high density
of population. Only by an examination of the zoning ordinance
can the ultimate character of a neighborhood be known.

Examination of the zoning map

will also disclose the future lo-
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cation of stores and shops
dustrial uses of property.

shops

home

may

and various other commercial and inWhile the proximity of stores and

be a desirable convenience, it is important for the
know precisely where such building will take place.

builder to

If either stores or industries are permitted in exceedingly close
proximity to the building site under consideration, the prospective
home owner should know and allow for this before he purchases
;

otherwise his whole investment
expects it.
If the home builder

is

may

be jeopardized

when he

least

interested in school facilities for children,

or in the various forms of public recreational
facilities usually found in public parks, these may also be anticipated by examination of the city's comprehensive plan. If school
in playgrounds,

and playground

facilities

for children are required, a

home

site

would be more desirable which did not
cross one or more main traffic arteries daily

in their general vicinity

compel children to
between home and school.
Having determined upon the desirability of a general location
for the home, it next behooves the prospective home owner to
consider the more particularized questions of immediate environment which profoundly affect comfort and satisfaction in the

The

home.

ultimate character of a neighborhood

is

to a large

extent determined by the quality of design of the subdivision.

Character and Design of the Subdivision

Whether
house which

the prospective home owner expects to purchase a
is ready for occupancy, or whether he purchases a

lot and plans to build, it is important to consider the advantages
and disadvantages of the particular subdivision in which he is to

Important considerations in subdivision design are:

live.
1.

Size.

2.

Retention of natural beauty.
Differentiation in width and arrangement of streets.
Adequate provision of open spaces, both public and private.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Adequate provision of public utility
Street trees and other planting.

The

size of a subdivision

services.

must be considered.

If

it is

small, the

future character of the neighborhood of which it is a part remains
uncertain.
If, on the other hand, it is a part of a large com-

munity development, future uncertainties are largely removed.
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Small subdivisions too often become merely a part of a stereotyped
form of gridiron development or possibly one of a series of independently designed or inadequately coordinated units generally
lacking in the finer qualities of convenience and charm that characterize a larger unified community.
When it is small, it is often
unwise to provide for adequate protective restrictions because of
the dangers involved in a lower standard of restrictions that might
be established in surrounding subdivisions. Generally speaking,

the larger the subdivision, the greater the chances that the many
factors which make for good environment have been considered

and provided for. Where all of the land in an area surrounded
by major streets has been subdivided as a unit, the prospective
home owner can best judge the future character and quality of
This area

his ultimate environment.

community

The
to the

is

often referred to as a

unit or neighborhood unit.

retention of natural beauty is not only extremely desirable
aesthetic point of view, but it is also

home owner from an

another index of the character of the subdivision.

who

The subdivider

down

the trees and irons out pleasant meadow and shady
hollow into a monotonous plain has deprived the home owner of
cuts

A

the country beauty which

is the great asset of suburban life.
ignores this vital feature has undoubtedly provided in even worse degree for the other necessities of a pleasant

subdivider

who

extreme inconvenience, the landnature has built it, with gently graded
streets winding about the slopes and houses placed back in an
attractive variety of settings.
The portions of the subdivision
existence.

Except

scape should be

in cases of

left as

which are unsuited for residences should become natural parks or
playgrounds.
There should be a differentiation in the width and arrangement
of streets. Main thoroughfares should be established not only for
the accommodation of a large volume of traffic, but also to lessen
traffic on the minor streets where the majority of dwellings will

be located.

As an added

inducer of privacy and safety, minor
Minor streets should also be de-

streets should be of less width.

amount of curvature or indirectness so as
traffic and at the same time, to produce
a departure from the usually monotonous rectangular pattern.

signed with a certain
further to discourage

Where

the land

is

rolling or irregular in elevation, a departure
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from the rectangular method of platting is often economical since
it reduces excessive cuts and fills, the costs of which would otherwise be borne by the home builder in the price of the lot. Even
though the land may be quite level, however, a certain amount of
curvilinear street design provides interest and charm and relieves
monotony.
If the more modern tendencies in the provision of open spaces
have been followed in the design of the subdivision, blocks will be

somewhat longer and

lots

somewhat wider.

Both of these

fea-

tures are incidents of the widespread use of the automobile, since
its speediness has done away with the necessity for
frequent cross
streets.
The economy in street space produces substantial econo-

mies in land and in public utility services that should be transferred
to the lot owner.
The larger blocks can be designed occasionally
to accommodate interior block playgrounds, thus insuring a maxi-

mum

amount of play safety for the younger

children.

aesthetic advantages in landscaping are also possible
be desired.

Greater

and much to

It has been suggested that one acre out of every ten, or 10 per
cent of the total acreage of a subdivision, should be devoted to
neighborhood parks and playgrounds. This is a somewhat ar-

bitrary figure

or

it

may

and

be too

is

not always practicable. It may be too much
depending upon the design of the subdivi-

little,

and character and arrangement of the housing. The modern
tendency in good subdivision practice is to provide ample open
space in contrast to former practices of crowding as many build-

sion

ings as closely together as possible. Whether this open space is
provided in the form of parks and playgrounds, or partly in the
form of large lots with ample side and rear yards, or whether

the houses are arranged about large open spaces maintained by a
homes association but not open to the general public, is relatively

unimportant as long as the basic mistake of too much overcrowding of the land is avoided.
Open space is one of the important
It makes
building and home ownership.
for more pleasant living conditions and is one of the best guarantees of stability of investment.

considerations in

home

Essential public utilities such as sewers, water, pavement, gas,
the subelectricity, and telephone should be provided at the time
division

is first

offered for sale.

If these utility facilities are not
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available, the situation is apt to

prove very troublesome and conbe delayed for a considerable number of years. Installation of such utilities may also prove to be more
expensive

struction

may

than

is anticipated, for there
may be special assessments of considerable magnitude about which the home builder will be uninformed.
When subdivisions are developed without utilities, they are usually

slow to build up with homes.

They

are often unsatisfactory also

because of delays and disagreements among property owners as to
the character and quality of utility services and the dates of their
installation.

It is

much

better to acquire a

home

site

where

all

have already been installed and the costs included
in the purchase price.
This saves delay and usually reduces the
utility services

ultimate cost in addition to doing
convenience.

away with uncertainty and

in-

Tree lined streets and parkways, if the subdivision has allowed them, with shrubbery and flowers are the final phase of
harmonious design. If the subdivider has satisfied, fully and completely, the other requirements of good planning, he will undoubtedly have provided for all planting or landscape improvements,
since they are the embellishment, the "polish/* which completes
the whole.

The

costs, of course, are included in the

improvement

charges of the whole development. Failing planting by the subdivider, in some cases there are ordinances by whose provisions

may do planting of trees, the properties being assessed the
Municipal planting, however, should be accepted rathei as
a substitute than as a preference.

the city
costs.

Stability of Investment

While the zoning ordinance and map determine the general
character of building development, it is the custom to incorporate
in the deeds restrictions which give more specific protection.
prospective home owner should carefully examine the reto be imposed by the developer of the subdivision.
While these are often expressed in rather technical language, they

The

strictions

should be thoroughly understood so that the home owner may
in detail what he as well as his neighbors can or cannot do
with their property.

know

For many years a deed restriction upon the cost of the building
was considered an adequate controlling factor. This is not the
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case under

modern building

conditions.

While

it is still

customary

by a deed restriction, architectural control and the placement of the building upon the lot as
determined by the sizes of the front, side and rear yards, are
to control the price of the building

equally important. Sometimes the garage must be an integral part
of the main building, while in other cases its exact location upon
some part of the lot is specified. There are usually restrictions

governing the installation of or the connection with public

utility

services.

A

The duration of the restrictions is very important.
duration
of only ten or fifteen years is not as effective as a provision for
twenty years with a clause added making the restrictions automatically renewed or renewable at successive twenty year intervals,
modification being possible only at renewal dates by written agreement of the owners of two-thirds or three-fourths of all the prop-

erty within the subdivision.

It is also

important to know how
and whether there are

large an area is subjected to the restrictions
waivers of restrictions upon particular lots.

One of the more modern practices in subdivision development is
the provision for architectural control.
provision in the deed
for
that
the
all
and
requires
plans
possibly even for the
buildings,

A

grading and landscape treatment of the lot, shall be submitted to
and approved by an art jury created for this purpose. This is

advantageous in that it creates a harmonious arrangement of
designs, with a more skillful blending of color and a more graceful graduation of floor elevations

and slopes between the houses.

minimizes, generally, the incongruities which characterize too
much of the building development in American cities.
It

The modern
all

practice in land subdivision development tends to
of these matters in the hands of the original developer

place
of the land.

When

all

or most of these various external influ-

ences are left to individual initiative or to chance agreement among
neighbors, the result is apt to be far less desirable than was an-

The ultimate comfort and satisfaction which a home
owner expects to secure are as fully contingent upon the development of the community as they are upon the character and design
ticipated.

of his individual dwelling.

The ideal arrangement is one in which the original developer
controls an area sufficiently large to comprise a complete neigh-
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borhood

unit, namely an area of from one-quarter square mile to
one square mile, planned as a self contained unit, and bounded
on all sides by natural or artificial barriers or major traffic streets.
If the original developer controls a large amount of land, even
though it may not be a complete community unit, and there is

retention of the natural features, streets of good basic design,
proper provision for open spaces, and adequate provision for all

needed

utility services, the prospective

home owner

will find

much

greater satisfaction than in the average "subdivision." Through
larger-scale operations greater economies can be secured and social

and aesthetic qualities will be improved. Procedure will be simplified and greater protection assured for the prospective home
In some cases the original developer will build some or all
of the dwellings, particularly in the case of multi-family housing
developments, and thus, depending upon the skill and ingenuity of

builder.

the designers, more desirable results will be secured than can posThis prinsibly be attained by uncontrolled individual efforts.

by the splendid effect created by a group of
harmoniously designed public buildings such as certain colleges
and institutional groups.

ciple is best illustrated

One
of

of the misfortunes attending the more recent development
cities has been the instability of neighborhoods and

American

community interest and pride. Through the
community or neighborhood units or even
portions of them in the form of unified subdivision develop-

a consequent lack of
development of the
large

ments, the satisfactions of urban

life

can be greatly increased.

It

customary
good modern subdivision development to
for
associations which will assume the
homes
provide
community
practice in

is

responsibilities of the original developer.

The

associations can

carry on

indefinitely the important functions of maintenance of the
character
of the property and the fostering of community
original
spirit by organizations such as parent-teacher groups, and by or-

ganized social and recreational activities. Probably only by these
means will it be possible to preserve for long periods of time the
character and quality of homes and stability of values.

Conclusions
the city plan and
prospective
the zoning ordinance to ascertain the probable future character of
the neighborhood.

The

home owner should examine
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It

may

which

be hazardous to acquire or build a home in a

district

is

unprotected by proper zoning regulations.
The office of the city plan commission can furnish the most
authentic advice to the home owner upon the location of present

and future schools, playgrounds, parks, street car and bus lines,
stores, and factories.
A subdivision in which trees and the natural beauty of the landscape are preserved will be a much more pleasant place to live than
one in which all the hills and valleys have been ironed out by
excessive grading and in which vegetation has been destroyed.
subdivision in which streets are gently curving and adjusted
to the contour of the ground is preferable to one in which the

A

rectangular pattern is blindly followed.
Homes are best located upon narrow winding streets
from the noise and dangers of traffic.

Open space

is

away

one of the most important considerations in home
may be acquired either by (1) large lots, (2)

This

ownership.

large open spaces in the interior of blocks, or (3) parks, playgrounds or large private open spaces in close proximity to the

home.
It is

hazardous to acquire a home site in a subdivision where
services such as sewers, water, pavement, telephone, gas,

all utility

and

electricity are not already installed; otherwise there may be
endless delays and unexpected and burdensome assessments of

special taxes.
Stability of investment in a

division

is

a

home

is

best assured

community or neighborhood

unit,

when

which

the subis

amply

protected by deed restrictions that supplement the zoning regulations, developed by real estate dealers of proved ability, and in
is a strong homes association permanently concerned
with the welfare of the neighborhood.

which there
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SECTION

IV.

EFFECT OF SUBDIVISION DESIGN

ON THE COST OF THE HOME
The type
home.

of subdivision design greatly affects the cost of the
actually constructed examples, therefore, would

A study of

be of great practical assistance to any subdivider wishing to develop his property for similar uses, and so to the community genThis study would show not only those advantages which
erally.
come from good construction and from sound financial methods,
but also the great advantages to each home owner which come from
intelligent general design of the subdivision and of the neighbor-

hood.

Such a study, however, to be of its fullest use, must deal with
both sides of the ledger. It must make clear just what good things
economic and aesthetic the householder receives, and it must
determine just what he pays for these good things. The first set
is of little value without the second.
To the man with a

of facts

limited income,

undesirable

if

many

things are desirable

if

they are cheap, but

their cost exceeds a figure sharply limited

by

his

particular earning power.

Unfortunately, length of time in development, changing finan-

and lack of complete cost accounting have brought
about that in only a few subdivisions is it possible to say what
the total cost has been and what part of this cost has been borne
cial conditions,

it

x
by each home. Two published records of this kind are now
available, however, dealing with homes within the price-range of
this discussion, namely not more than seven thousand five hundred
dollars for a single-family house and lot.

All construction

work

treated in the

first

of these reports

was

done by one authority in a short time, so the cost figures could be
kept with reasonable accuracy. The unit prices are of course no
longer current, but the quantities are given, so that any other unit
In the developments completed or apprices may be applied.
proaching completion at the time of the armistice the results
1
Report of the
( 1 ) U. S. Bureau of Industrial Housing and Transportation.
United States Housing Corporation, Vol. 2, "Houses, site-planning, utilities."
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1919.
(2) Whitten, Robert and Thomas Adams, Neighborhoods of Small Homes;
Economic Density of Low-cost Housing in America and England, Cam(Harvard City Planning Studies,
bridge, Harvard University Press, 1931.

Vol. III.)
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can be seen on the ground. The report contains also
many standard house plans, and a complete set of standard
engineering plans.
In the second report the figures have been obtained in two different ways. An unusual opportunity
study the affairs of Letchworth and

was afforded in England to
Welwyn from their very be-

ginnings, and costs of certain selected areas of considerable size
and of different types were recorded from which it was determined
what each home of each type really has cost, complete. Data for
the American study were collected in another
way. By extensive
and careful inquiry, the average lot accommodations and facilities
and the price of low-cost homes of different kinds throughout the
United States were determined. The cost figures represent exist-

ing conditions, but they show what can be done, on the whole
profitably, and serve as a starting point for the search for improve-

ment which is the purpose of the report.
Another possible method of finding out what types of subdivision are likely to be the most desirable, within a given
price-range,
is to observe how the different items which enter into the cost of
a home, ready to be lived in, are increased or decreased by different schemes of street pattern and of lot and block design.
study
of this kind, 2 from which some of the lines of thought were con-

A

tinued in the previously mentioned report,

is

available.

There is at present in preparation, as a volume in the series of
Harvard City Planning Studies, a more extensive and detailed research by Mr. Thomas Adams carrying still further the investigation and discussion above noted.
While this is by no means in
final form, the Harvard School of City Planning is very glad to
put the results, as they stand, at the disposal of the Conference.
of this material appears herewith as a supplement to this

Some

section.

A

brief statement only of

find place here, adapted

its

from the report

purpose and method can
itself.

price of a low-cost single-family home depends fundamentand (2)
ally on two elements: (1) the cost of the structure itself,
the cost of the lot on which it stands, including all improvements

The

on or under the

lot

and

its

fair share of all the

improvements of

2
Whitten, Robert, A Research into the Economics of Land Subdivision
with Particular Reference to a Complete Neighborhood Unit for Low or
Medium Cost Housing, New York, prepared under the joint auspices of the
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs of Syracuse University and the
Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs, 1927.
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the neighborhood which are necessary in order to provide satisThis report touches
factory living conditions for the owner.
directly only the second of these

two

items.

The

cost of the complete lot, exclusive of the buildings, may be
divided into the following three factors ( 1 ) the cost of the raw
:

This theoretically would not include the cost of any improvements but it practically always does include some elements of
value coming to it from roads, or water pipes, or sewers, or proxland.

imity to desirable things, even though all these things may be
some distance away from the lot in question. (2) The

located

improvements on the lot itself. For any given local rate
of construction costs, these costs will vary with the size of the
lot, to some extent with the shape of the lot, but principally with
cost of

the class or style of the development.

They

will not be very

greatly influenced by the street pattern itself, except in so far as
this indirectly influences the shape of the lot.
(3) The cost of
utilities

and

facilities

of various kinds existing outside of the lot

but contributing to the comfort and efficiency of the lot owner.
These things include (a) to some extent even such general considerations as the desirability of the whole community, its government, the efficiency of its policing, and so on. The cost of these

general advantages to the lot owner, however,
more in his taxes than in the price of his lot.

is likely

They

to appear

also include

(b) the value and the accessibility of opportunities for work, for
proper social and religious life, and for recreation paid for directly

by the home owner.
ties

and
all

They

include further (c) recreation facili-

furnished by the community, such as parks, playgrounds,
all

the

utilities,

sewers, water, gas, electricity, telephone, and
circulation, as streets and car lines, in

means of access or

so far as these things are furnished by the community, not bought
by measured service charges by the lot owner,
as are telephone service and water.
at least in part

It is

evident that

if

the individual lot

is

to be furnished with all

these things in sufficient quantity and quality at

they can be supplied at different costs per

minimum

cost,

according to the pattern of street and blocks, on which the pattern or location or eflot

ficiency of these things will in varying degree depend.

Further,

it

is

evident that the total cost of complete and satishow many of these

factory living to the family will depend also on
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owned by the family within the bounds of its own
and how many are furnished in the form of a communal right
of user in facilities provided and owned in some way by the community. This last consideration applies perhaps most clearly to
the matter of parks, playgrounds, and outdoor recreation.

provisions are
lot,

In this matter of neighborhood design for greatest efficiency and
home there have been recently some

least cost of the individual

improvements actually submitted to the test of practical construction and use.
Most of these cases, however, have been based on
a cost per home greater than that in which the present committee is
interested, and also most of these projects have been on so small
a scale that their success or failure would not prove what the result might have been if the ideas embodied in the experiment had
been applied throughout a whole community, or even if they had
been applied as a part of a whole community designed partly in
other ways, the total cost of which community could be ascertained
and properly allotted to each individual home.

In these matters there

is

no

final test of

an idea except practical

Moreover there are many ideas
for the development of a part of a community which must remain
theoretical until they become a part of a comprehensive idea for
the development of a whole community. It has seemed, nevertheless, that there was sufficient chance of profit from the effort to
make it worth while to prepare a series of designs for small residential areas, and also a series of designs for fairly complete residential neighborhoods, and to endeavor to determine what each
design cost and what each design offered which was desirable.
In order to do this, reasonable unit prices were taken, per acre,
per square foot, per linear foot, per cubic yard, which could be applied to all the different constructions and areas and purchases
which were necessary. These elements were then measured in
construction and continued use.

each of the designs and, multiplying by the appropriate unit cost
divided
figure in each case, a total cost figure was produced which,

by the number of families provided for, gave a cost per family,
which was the test figure in comparing the cost of one design with
the cost of another.
of ease of reference, these results have been reduced to diagrams and plans and tables of cost which are reasonOne set of diagrams shows different
ably self-explanatory.

For the sake
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methods of subdivision of a portion of a residential
other set shows a

number of

block.

The

different designs for the development

of a residential neighborhood, including all those things which
such a neighborhood.

would normally be found in
In addition one diagram
of mixed development to a
would appear to prove that

shows the adaptation of one scheme
reasonably irregular topography, and

up

to a considerable degree of irreg-

ularity the necessary modification of the purely diagrammatic lay-out causes no particular extra expense, but on the other hand con-

siderable additional interest in the appearance.

The drawings

as

they stand are admittedly diagrams; that is, they show a large
amount of identical repetition of the same minor details. This
largely in order to produce a complete plan capable of
being figured without spending a disproportionate amount of time
In an actual case, however, the details could
in detailed design.

was done

be modified within considerable limits to meet local conditions or
customs, or even individual preferences, without necessarily

changing the cost per home, but nevertheless making the whole
development a much more natural, human, and livable place than
in their present form.
should be especially understood that nothing in this report
put forward as a cure-all, capable of instant application to pres-

would be suggested by the diagrams
It

is

submitted merely in the belief that a
study of the designs and figures will tend to prove that the application of skill and care and common sense on a sufficiently large

The

ent 'conditions.

report

is

and block development of
reduce the cost of the completed

scale to the matter of the street patterns

residential neighborhoods

may

the individual owner to a very considerable degree, and at
the same time increase the all round value of the lot as a place for
lot to

proper and

efficient living.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The Committee on Subdivision Layout wishes

to suggest sev-

which the findings of a more comprehensive study
than has been possible in the work of the committee would be of
much general interest and value. These are
eral matters in

:

1.

The

extent to which permanent open spaces for recreation should be
new subdivisions, how paid for and how administered.

provided in

2. The relative costs of a gridiron street plan as compared with a street
plan adjusted to the topography.
3.

Population pattern and the relation to costs of public improvements.

Possible measures for better insuring land development in
neighborhood units as distinguished from piecemeal development.
4.

cities

by

An exhaustive study of any or all of the above matters would be
an invaluable aid and guide for improving future subdivision layouts. Conditions are constantly changing and it is only by the aid
of continual research that desirable and economic practices can be

determined upon.
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ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF SEVERAL
DIFFERENT TYPES OF RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT *
PART
In this discussion

it

I

has been necessary to adopt certain stand-

designs so as to make them capable of comparison.
The lot size of 3,875 square feet, dimensions consistently used
throughout this part of the studies, may be considered a fair aver-

ards for

all

age for low-cost developments.

Each

wide entering from the nearest

street.

lot

has a garage drive 8 feet
Access roads are given a

30-foot right-of-way with a pavement 18 feet wide. The trafficbearing streets in each design are to be developed with a right-of-

way

of 50 feet with 24 feet of pavement and a sidewalk 5 feet in

width on each

side.

(See Diagram

8.)

The

the outer boundaries of each neighborhood unit
12-18 and 21), have a width of 130 feet.

streets

(see

forming
Diagrams

Separate sanitary sewers and storm drains have been assumed
each design. Utility plans have been prepared for calculation
in each case.
However, it has seemed undesirable to include
in

them

in the illustrations of this study.

The

locations of

main

sewers and main surface-water drains do not vary much with the
In schemes with a connecting park system,
particular layout.
drains

may

be located to advantage in the park area.

This has

and the loops. With these
types of development, gas, electricity and probably also water
connections can be more economically arranged in the form of

been done

in the case of the cul-de-sac

loops connecting the houses directly instead of providing individual branch connections from the main street.

Unit Prices
For unit

prices, the figures used are usually identical
inconsistent
with those given by Mr. Robert
widely

and never
Whitten 1

*
Acknowledgment. This part of the report is an excerpt from preliminary studies being made for a report in preparation as a volume in the
Harvard City Planning Series, by Thomas Adams, assisted by Walter
Baumgarten. It is published here by permission of the Harvard School of
City Planning. The facts and conclusions presented or implied in this statement may be qualified as a result of other studies.
*In: Neighborhoods of Small Homes.
(Data obtained in 1930.) Ap-

pendix

I,

Table XVII.

RATIO

OF

AREA

DISTRIBUTION.

DIAGRAM

1

HCTf
TRIBVTIOH Of ARCAS Ifi GeSfOEfWAL <SVBOrv/S/CHS
Of*EH <SPAiCS Af/O 60% BUILDA&LE LAflO,

THEORETICAL I9UTERI1 OF A NLIGHDORHOOD UNIT

DIAGRAM 2
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to be, on the whole, the fairest averages now
Since prices vary widely with local labor conditions
and with soil and drainage, these averages would be of little

which are thought

obtainable.

value in estimating and predicting cost in practice, but they suffiFurtherciently serve the purpose assigned to them in this study.

more, the attempt has been made to accompany each cost item
with the actual amount of improvement and its unit cost, so that

any revised cost figures may be readily substituted, if desired.
In estimating cost the following unit prices have been used

:

Cost of Land

The

value of raw land
that

it is

that

land in such relation to a com-

is,

ripe for development and ready to be transferred

munity
from agricultural or market-garden uses to other more intensive uses
is assumed to be $.0343 per square foot or roughly
$1,500 per acre. Mr. Robert Whitten's study (in 1930) shows
this price to be about normal for small-house developments in
cities

to 300,000 in population.

up

and clearing

assumed

is

The

cost of

rough grading

to be included in this figure.

Cost of Street Improvements

The

costs of streets used (see

foot; they are arrived at
unit prices

Pavement

Diagram 8) are figured per

linear

by computation based on the following

:

concrete, 7" thick

$2.25 per sq.

yd.

$0.25 per sq.

ft.

concrete, 6" thick

$2.00 per sq.

yd.

$0.22 per sq.

ft.

Bituminous macadam, 7" thick

$1.80 per sq.

yd.

$0.20 per sq.

ft.

Curb

$0.55 per

lin.

ft.

$0.25 per

lin.

ft.

$0.75 per cu. yd.

$0.03 per sq.

ft.

$0.25 per sq.

$.028 per sq.

ft.

:

integral with

pavement

Cobble stone gutter

Grading subgrade

(assumed average of

V

cut,

replaced

without overhaul)

Seeding and planting

yd.

Trees

(row of

trees,

50 feet apart)

$8.00 each

$0.16 per

lin.

ft.
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DIAGRAMS
.gQ

SI MOLE

AMD DOUBLE

o

200

100

GUILD. LIKES
300 FEET

Cost of Utilities
Sanitary sewers, including manholes
8" pipe at average depth of
8'
:

$2.00

per

linear

foot

10"

pipe

at

average

depth

of

8'

$2.25

per

linear

foot

12"

pipe

at

average

depth

of

10'

$3.00

per

linear

foot

18"

pipe

at

average

depth

of

1(X

$3.50

per

linear

foot

24"

pipe

at

average

depth

of

12'

$4.00

per

linear

foot

SUBDIVISION LAYOUT

DIAGRAM

Storm

89

TRIPLE BUILDING LIME.

drains, including

manholes and

inlets:

12" pipes $2.25 per linear foot

15" pipes $3.00 per linear foot

18" pipes $3.50 per linear foot

22" pipes $4.00 per linear foot

more than 22"
House connection

Water

pipes

$5.00 per linear foot

installations

$0.65 per

lin. ft.

:

Gas $0.90 per

lin. ft.

Sewer

$0.75 per

Street lighting includes:

Cost of underground cable, installed
Standards, installed

@

@

$75.00 each 250

$1.66 per linear foot.

ft.

apart.

lin.

ft

90
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36 H

B. 20 HOUSES

DIAGRAM 6

LOOPS,
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CROSS-ACCESS STREET
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Cost of Park Improvements

Permanent
any design.

architectural structures have not been figured in
foot or

For seeding and planting $0.046 per square

practically $2,000 per acre

amount of

is

assumed.

This

is

supposed to

in-

and shrub planting which would occur
on the average on each acre. For grading and loaming $.057

clude the

per square foot

is

tree

taken as a figure to be applied to those areas

where grading and loaming are necessary.

Cost per Dwelling

Diagram 9 compares the

total development cost per lot in each
In each column, the closely hatched part shows the cost
of each lot's share of public improvements, not taking into account its share of any extra expense due to cross streets. (See

design.

Table IV.)

It should be noted that not all the charge for public
appears as a part of the cost of the lot. For instance, at
least a portion of the lot's share of the cost of the water system,

utilities

exclusive of house connections, sometimes in practice appears as
a part of the charge for water consumed or else in taxes, or both,

In
is consistently omitted from the cost figures here used.
relative
costs
the
influence
would
not
case
its
inclusion
greatly
any
here obtained.
The upper part of the column shown in wide
hatching in Diagram 9 gives the cost of improvements on the lot.

and

Figures for public improvements include the interblock footwalk.

Excess Improvement Costs in a Block Layout

The

cost of

improvements on the

lot itself,

and of improvements
(shown in

lie in the street in front of the lot

which normally
Tables I and II), would represent the total construction cost of
each development if it were possible to locate such a development along one street in infinite repetition. A street plan, however, requires provisions for intercommunication; that is, cross
The simplest pattern of
at relatively short intervals.

streets

streets

and cross

streets is the gridiron,

which we

will

assume to

be the street layout in the case of the small areas herein calculated
block system thus involves, to cover
(Diagrams 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

A

improvements on the cross streets and at intersections,
excess of those which occur along the main access streets.

costs in

These
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COST PER LINEAR
FOOT

BOUNDARY STREET

SERVICE

RO OWLV
* 596

INTERIOR STREET
10.46

INTERIOR STREET

CUL- DC- SAC

-4.84

CROSS ACCESS STREET

2.88

m

fOOTWALK

t~xH

\"'1

U34

-*

DIAGRAM

icx

-f-

CROSS-SECTBOMS OF
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excess improvement costs are represented by the black areas in
9.
The amount of excess improvement

each column in Diagram

cost per dwelling will vary with the length of the block. Diagram
10 and Tables III and
show the relation between block length

V

and excess public improvement cost. Special treatments of the
block ends have been worked out, in accordance with which costs
have been figured, in order to make schemes exactly fitting a
1,200-foot block in each case.

The longer the block, the lower are the excess costs. With a
block length of 1,200 feet it is advisable to provide a crosswalk
through the middle of the block to shorten the distance for pedesThe block depth is determined by the development depth
of each design, assuming the same development on both sides of
the block. Thus, it is twice the development depth
plus five feet,
allowing for a footwalk length-ways through the block. Improvetrians.

ments are figured per lot because a front-foot method does not
seem to give a fair basis for comparison. In a direct front-foot
assessment, the lots fronting on the side street must bear a much
higher share of the cost, although they do not derive commensurate advantages from their location compared with the interior
lots.
In each block, corner lots have a double street frontage
which formerly may have been a very desirable feature, but in
the new system, with houses fronting on the inside of the block
towards the park, these lots do not always justify a higher valuation.
Moreover, in schemes other than a gridiron, the front-foot
method sometimes becomes entirely inapplicable.

Improvement Ratio
Mr. Robert Whitten, in his study, Neighborhcods of Small
Homes, has used the relation of street length to the sum of the
width of

ment

lots located

ratio."

To

on one side of the

arrive,

however,

street,

as an "improveour present

at a ratio usable for

purpose, it would be necessary to consider many more factors,
most of which can be brought into relation with one another only

with great

difficulty.

foot method,

is

Furthermore, such a

hardly applicable to

ratio, like

some forms of

the frontstreet pat-

tern not a gridiron.

The comparative study

of the types of

residential

develop-
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DIAGRAM 9
PER LOT IN

COST OF DEVELOPMEMT
BLOCK I2OO FEET LONG

A

$900

4900

$7005

DIAGR.H

5*700

:

3A

SINGLE

DOUBLE TRIPLE

eu>.-UNE

BUILDiMQ-UHE

BUILDING LIME

rm^-rvu*CUL5DE50C

EXPLANATORY NOTE: TME LOVER DOTTED B^RT OF EACH-

COLUMN 3HOW2> THE COST OF RAV LAND PER LOT,
THE HATCHED PART ABOVE IT TME OD5T OF FUBLIC
IMPROVEMENTS, THE BLACk INDICATES CD5T OP EXCESS
PUBLIC IMPfcOVEMEMTS AND THE UPPER PART COST
FIGURES TO
OF IMPROVEMEMT3 ON THE UDT.

5UPPLEMEMT

THIS

DIAGRAM ARE GIVEN

IN TABL.E

J.
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ment discussed

in this present study as applied in a rectangular
block system has shown at least this first, that any other of these
arrangements of houses has an advantage economically over the
:

and second, that the variations in cost in all
other schemes excepting the single-building-line scheme are too
small to allow of further distinct classification by cost.
single building line;

PART

II

Application of Cost Figures in a Neighborhood Unit

Scheme
The second part of this study tries to
of different patterns, each incorporating
of development with appropriate streets,
unit.
The unit of 200 acres which has

determine the economy
one fundamental type
within a neighborhood
been chosen allows at

least 1,300 lots for single-family houses.

this

number of

lots is

Except

used in each case.

It

density of 6.5 families per gross acre, which is
of density which the study of Mr. Whitten has

mon

in present practice.

The assumption

in

Diagram 21

corresponds to a
within the range

shown

to be

com-

of a unit size of 200

acres does not pretend to be a final standard

it merely proves to
be more convenient than a "quarter-section," which is just as
arbitrary a measurement as any other. The 200-acre unit reaches
;

about the upper limit within which walking distances are not too
long, as, for instance, the distance to the school and to the shop-

ping center.

Only detached, semi-detached, and row one-family houses have
Certain requirebeen assumed for sake of clear comparison.
been
have
be
reasonable
ments known to
consistently applied:
about 60 per cent of the area has been allowed for residential lots
and business; about 40 per cent has been dedicated as public
open spaces, streets, and parks. Assuming bounding streets 130
feet in width with service roads on each side of a central through
route of four traffic lanes, a 65-foot strip around the periphery of
each unit will be

ment.

proper contribution of land to this improve40 feet according to
The dimensions of all streets used are given

its

Interior streets have a width of 50 or

their importance.
in Diagram 8.
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IO

COST OF EXCESS PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
in RELATION TO BLOCK

$200

FEET

REPRESENTS THE DTCREA&E OP
OF EXCE55 PU5UC IMPROVEMENTS PER LOT WITH INCREASING
BLOCkLENGTH IN THE APPLICATION OF SCHEME 3A ,
OF
OF 5CHEME 5B,
OF SCHEME 6A
SCHEMED 3c AND -45,
OF SCHEME 7. COMPARE VITW TABLE.
AND

EXPLANATORY NOTE:

C05>T

Local shopping centers are proposed at the concentration points
traffic, that is, at the entrances from the express road

of interior

into the unit.

They provide 3,000

half foot per person)

feet of store frontage

and parking space

The foot-walk system connects with

(one-

in front of the stores.

these centers.

Seven different designs have been prepared (Diagrams 12-18).
Although in some ways they are diagrammatic, they are readily
adaptable to moderate topography, and in an actual case the principle of each design could be fitted to the varying conditions within
the unit, with no loss in economy and with great aesthetic gain
through variation in appearance.

The type of neighborhood design used, which assumes the
more intensive development on the outside near the main highways

SUBDIVISION LAYOUT
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DIAGRAM

12.
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DIAGRAM

13.

SINGLE
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BUILDINQ-UNEiniRPEGULARPATTERN
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DIAGRAM
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DIAGRAM

15.

TRIPLE BUILDING -LIME
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in IRREGULAR

WTTERN

104

DIAGRAM
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-

LOOP PATTERN
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17.
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MODIFIED HEXAGONAL PATTERN.
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DIAGRAM a
I

CROSS -ACCESS STREET- BLOCK PATTERN
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DISTRIBUTION OP AREAS
SEE TABLE VI
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AVERAGE COST OF DEVEUDPMENT PER DWEUIM6
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MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD UMIT TO

IRREGULAR TOPOGRAPHY

CT3 SINGLE RESlDEMCES .EZ3 TVO-FM. R,E23 MUO1- FAM P..OBSS
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MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD UNIT

DIAGRAM 22
LOT

AREA PER DWEU-IN6

-^OOOSOFT.
J:

f 30&0

UWCCVCREO

-

aooo

I

=
-|

1000

////A7777A

s

SV

BUILDINGS
I

COST OF DEVELOPMENT PER DWELLING
6 CARRYING

will

but

CHAfcGEfc

be best adapted to the plan of a large metropolitan city,
is quite possible to draw up a set of plans with the same

it

proportions of the elements, merely differently arranged, which
to a smaller city.

would be appropriate
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Single Building Line in Gridiron Pattern

The

unit in

Diagram 12 has been

laid out in the conventional

recommended but is preThe main objections to
does not prevent through traffic from cutting the
The majority
it produces monotony of appearance.

gridiron fashion. This scheme is not
sented as a basis for comparison only.
it

are that

unit,

of

it

and that

run north and south, allowing the best orientation
Cross streets are about 950 feet

streets

its

of the houses toward the sun.

and west.

apart, running east

Playgrounds for small children

are provided within comfortable walking distance, not more than
The central park and play
a thousand feet from any house.
is
with
14.2
acres,
area,
ample enough for a baseball and football
areas for smaller games, and a swimming pool, as well as
school ground of three
park space for walking and resting.
acres is situated within this area; 30,680 square feet are figured
for the setting and approach to the building, and 100 square feet
field,

A

of yard area for each child, assuming that all children use it at
same time.
population of 6,000 people will have 1,000
children of school age, assuming that a family consists of 4.7

A

the

members, which

is not too high for the type of population here
In the park area, 2.5 acres are set aside for twelve
tennis courts, and parking area for about two hundred cars is

considered.

provided in the vicinity of the
is

more generous

far

most

residential

field

and club house.

This plan

in its provisions for recreational areas than

developments in ordinary gridiron layouts.

Single Building Line in Irregular Pattern

The

considerable saving in area in streets which results from an

application of the single building line in an irregular pattern instead of a gridiron is given to parks in Diagram 13. The interior
is used as park area with connecting footwalks,
the
park system a continuous one. However, it would
making
not be possible to connect all these footwalks across the streets

of the blocks

by bridges or tunnels, and

this

would not be necessary nor de-

The advantages

that this design has over the gridiron,
in relieving the monotonous repetition of rectangular blocks of
the same size and in adding interest to the street layout, are ob-

sirable.

vious.

The

street

convenience what

system cannot be said to lose in clearness or
it

has gained in interest.
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A

connecting park system is as much a part of the neighborhood-unit idea as is a "closed street system." 2

Multiple Building Lines

Diagrams 14 and 15 show how the multiple-building-line arrangements might appear in their application to a neighborhood
unit.
Both designs, but especially Diagram 15, allow more area
to be used for park purposes than any of the other layouts.
Children's play activities are provided for in the local parks inside
The spaciousness obtained in these local parks ex-

the blocks.

tends into the garden units which are adjacent to the public park
area and around which the houses are grouped.
Tennis courts

and other areas for smaller organized games are located in these
park areas, which, however, are more intended to provide
for passive recreation, resting and walking, while the play areas

local

for adults are in the central park area.
The footwalk system
connects radially with the central park area and schoolground

and

links the local parks together in concentric rings.

The common modern requirement

of attached garages or
garages incorporated with the house does not allow full use of
the merits that the multi-building-line design possesses.
Garage
courts providing for large numbers of cars could be arranged
near the entrances of the unit in connection with the business area,

some respects of the designs here predrives provided for each house would be
replaced by footpaths and the considerable saving in construction
cost thus effected would more than compensate for the extra

to the

improvement

sented.

in

The garage

cost of providing

group garages.

Access Streets and Super-Blocks
In Diagram 16, five super-blocks similar to those at Radburn

have been combined into one unit. The skeleton of the plan is
a circular minor street from which access streets and an approach

A

school and central playgrounds branch off.
small
percentage of the houses have direct access from this interior
street to

2

Half-way attempts may be improvements, when compared with old residential sections; however, they are not usually justified in claiming to incorporate the neighborhood-unit idea. Compare Charles B. Bennett, "Planning a Residential Neighborhood for Better Living Conditions at Lower
Cost." American City, February, 1930.
:
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COST PER LOT IM BLOCK
DIAGRAM

SINGLE

DOUBLE

B-i.

TRIPLE

IV.

UOOP.3

CUL5-DE-SAC

B.-L.

*

&t,

sore

aafr

BB

tfW HOUSES PM BLOCK
I

TABLE

I2OO PT LONG.

B.-L.

108

RAW LAND
SCUT rea LOT

IMPROVEMENT.
LOT

(U TA8LB

TOTAL

437.8

5!5t4

22&7B

5095

S

49008

16LK3

16005

I63J9

27035

2M^W

220^7

2185

22453

56J6

39U5

168.10

I63D6

46JS5
I72J7

161X6

203J6

195^0

2J3J5

334J7

375^5

28154

7874?

707.59

1}

0T

U7&

27Z2J

0.62

62JO

.56J6

OB

858.06

7709?

707.92

75481

through street;

this,

ing streets, although

yjo

5234

5L77

TSJSb

however, has been avoided along the boundit would not be objectionable because of the

service streets provided.
The design uses culs-de-sac
in such a fashion as to subdivide the area most

and loops

The

economically.

diagrammatic pattern
variation

is

is,

greater

possible.

EXCESS PUBL. IMR COST
DIAGRAM

SINGLE

BLOCk LEMGIH

81 5
-42

hor LOTS
COSTT PER LOT
BLOCK. LEMGTH
ILo
NCF LOTS

Much

of course, not essential.

B.-L,

3A

RELATIOM TO

IN

MULTIPLE

B.-U.

3C AS

6"B

^1

224

6A

CRMS-ACCESS SH2EET

7

61.28

92.68
72.

COST PER LOT

LOOPS
720

672.

92^56

TV

BIQCK LEfKSTH.

CAJL6-DE-5AC

3&SL

66.82

,200
LE
OP LOTS
COST PER IDT

42.8 1

Dl-OCk LET1ETH
OF LOTS

M

COST PER LOT

51.08

BLOCK LENGTH
M Of LOTS
O5ST PER LOT

42.19

^3.32
35.37

1688

'111
26.81

^55,08

2.I6O

N OF LOTS
COST PER LOT

3^26

BLQCkLEMQH
N" OP LOTS

2-478
22.0

32.35

COST PER. LOT

328

2520

A&Q

27.56

-4OO
24.95

4-20

200
2409

Hexagonal Layouts and the Modified Hexagon

The advantages

of a layout based on a hexagonal system in
with
comparison
strictly rectangular schemes have been shown by
Mr. Noulan Cauchon, 3 and Mr. Barry Parker advocates it* be8

Planning, Traffic Intercepter and Orbit," by Noulan
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers, May,

"Hexagonal

Cauchon,

in

1927, p. 784.
4

Journal of The

Town

Planning

Institute, June, 1928, p. 186.
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savings. The fact that the circumference of a hexathan that of a rectangle of the same area is the main
Although there is no doubt that the hexagon may

argument.
be used in certain cases with advantage, the practical

difficulty of

produces a
application for low-cost developments is
large number of odd-shaped lots. The difficulty of adapting it to
existing rectangular tracts may involve unnecessary waste, althat

its

it

an essential argument against its general useMr. Parker's unit laid out in hexagonal blocks, 5 which
we have figured, applying the standards on which the rest of the
plans have been based, does not compare very favorably, and at
the same time provides considerably less area for open spaces.
This indicates that the advantages of the hexagonal scheme may
be gained by the use of other patterns which avoid its shortcomthough

this is not

fulness.

ings.

A comparison of a square and a hexagonal block (Diagram 11)
which provide comparable amenities for the same number of lots,
shows that the gain in the hexagonal block is by far too little
to outweigh the obvious disadvantages in regard to streets and
lot shapes.
The greater length of the cul-de-sac, which is neces-

sary to develop the interior, uses up almost all the saving made
in the circumferential streets.
The fact that the hexagonal block
has always been compared only with the gridiron block has created
the impression that
out.

economically superior to any other laythe orbit as a basis for the general pattern
has its merits, 6 but its usefulness in applications
it

is

The hexagon and

of the city still
to smaller units does not compare favorably with other schemes.
Diagram 17 modifies the stereotyped application of hexagonal

Two and three blocks have
been combined into one, thereby not only reducing the street
area but creating larger blocks with local parks and increasing the

blocks within a neighborhood unit.

number of

interior lots,

which are more valuable than the outer

Allowing longer vistas and a more restful pattern, it relieves the rigidity and unpleasantness of the streets.
Many difones.

ferent simplifications of the rigid pattern

economic
Ibid., p.

advantages

combined

with

may

greater

be

made

to

rest fulness

show
and

192.

*See "Regional Planning Theory," by Arthur C. Comey.
Architecture, Jan., 1923, pp. 81-96.

Landscape
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which can thus be
beauty, largely because the system of parks
interwoven provides not only the spaces necessary for play fields,
but also a general amenity and a spaciousness which would increase the land values far more than they would increase the
cost.

Cross-Access Streets
In order to illustrate the pattern produced by the use of crossDiagram 18 has been prepared. This design proves
Several
to be the most difficult one to apply to a whole unit.
house groups are joined in larger blocks with narrow one-way
access streets,

streets giving access to those houses that
These
from the traffic-bearing streets.

we have

called cross-access streets.

inside the house groups.

This

may

do not receive access

narrow rights-of-way

Local park area is provided
be held in common owner-

ship by the abutters, or may be publicly owned. It provides sufficient room for tennis courts or other recreational areas and small

In comparison
playgrounds nearest to the houses.
of street
amount
a
with other layouts, this one requires
large
children's

area but necessitates a relatively small amount of improvements.
It should be considered only as an improvement on the gridiron,

and probably would be more advantageously applied
small

areas

within

existing

rectangular

throughout a whole neighborhood.

examples of

block

Sunnyside

in relatively

patterns
contains

than

good

this application.

Area Relations and Comparison
Diagram 19 and Table VI represent the
each unit discussed above.

A

relations of areas within

certain competitive factor

is

in-

cluded in this comparison.
It shows which design, providing
for the same number of lots, requires the least amount of street
area and permits the largest amount of area set aside for parks.
It will

be seen that a conclusion as to the cost of each design
There are other factors

cannot be drawn from this diagram.

which influence the

total cost.

Cost per Dwelling

For the purpose of this study it has been assumed: (1) that
a neighborhood unit shall bear the full cost of land and the improvement cost of streets (the construction cost of the bound-
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ing street, however, only to cover expenses for the construction
of the service road on each side of the through highway) and

of sewers, drains, and utilities, whether or not some of these may
be charged otherwise in practice; and that the construction cost
shall be distributed equally.
This does not mean that in reality

same however, the reduction
advantageously located will be equalized
by the increase in value of those of more preferred location. It
has further been assumed: (2) that the layout of the entire unit
the different lots will be valued the

;

in the case of the lots less

permits the establishment of a permanent character for the whole
houses erected and the

unit, at least for the length of life of the

provided, so that there need not be included a large factor
of safety for possible conversion of uses and (3) (except in
Diagram 21) that the use of the premises is restricted against
utilities

;

apartments, or any development which causes one family to live
over another.

In figuring the cost of each design, the same prices as before
Diagram 20 shows the total
(see pages 45-54) have been used.

development cost per dwelling in each plan, and is supplemented
by Table VII. The lowest part in each column indicates the
cost of land charged against each lot; that is, all land, except
that attributable to business areas, divided

by the number of

lots.

The

slight variation in land cost is caused by the difference in
street area assessable to business areas, which varies with the

plan.

The next item

represents the cost per lot of such public imas streets, utilities and park development. The
latter includes only expenditures for grading, seeding and minor

provements per

lot,

landscape work, such as seats, benches, sand boxes and other
children's play spaces, and planting.
The construction of such
things as playfield apparatus and swimming pools, etc., as well
as maintenance, are to be paid for from other funds or special
assessments.

The

third part in each

column (white) shows the improvement

cost of the lot itself, cost of house connections, garage drives,

walks, and simple landscape development. All expenses for professional services, as the preparation of surveys, plans, and supervision,

and contingencies have not been included in the conand there is no allowance for "contingencies." All

struction cost,
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these are represented iii the upper three items of each column.
Professional fees are figured at ten per cent of the cost of public
improvements (being represented by the dark cross-hatched stripe)

and six per cent of the

lot

improvement cost (black).

of 25 per cent of the total of

An

item

other expenditures (dotted) is
cover
interest, marketing, and overhead of the
finally added to
developing agency, including seven per cent profits. This proall

cedure will not be far from that in actual practice where subdivisions are done at a large scale.

The diagram shows a rapid drop in the total cost, becoming
lowest with the triple building line arrangement.
The cost inThe
creases slightly with the plan using culs-de-sac and loops.
improvements varies very little; it is the 'cost of public
A contrast with
improvements that shows different savings.
shows
that
the
total
cost
lot
19
follows
per
Diagram
closely the
cost of lot

amount of

street area provided, with the exception of the cross-

where the cost of improvements in the 20low in relation to the amount of area required.
This design has about the same improvement cost per lot as
the modified hexagonal plan, although it devotes a larger peraccess street scheme
foot streets

is

centage of area to streets than the latter does.

The

cost of

raw land has a very small

influence on the total

considerably smaller than might be expected.
development
The relatively high amount of park space provided does not increase the lot price, because it is saved in street area.
It is the
cost,

development and maintenance of these parks which is expensive. An additional number of lots provided instead, however,
would require more street improvements and utilities, which
cost of

would offset the greater portion of the gain. Savings need not
come from sacrifices in the provision of open spaces but may
come from reduction in street area. The cost per lot of Mr.
Parker's plan 7 proves this, since although it provides a smaller
percentage of park area and although the streets used are figured
to be only 40 feet wide, the cost per lot is only slightly reduced
as

compared with the modified hexagonal scheme

in

Diagram

17.

Among other factors that influence cost, besides those attributed
to the design, topography is probably the one that will have the
7

Ibid., p.

186.

(See Diagram

19,

column

9,

and Diagram

20,

column

9.)
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most influence. It will increase the cost of street improvements
and particularly those of utilities as soon as it exceeds a very
considerable degree of severity
influence the design of utilities.

;

Any
hood

up

to that point,

it

may

favorably

departure from the square form of the total neighborit increases the length of the periphery, will ulti-

unit, if

mately require more street area.

There again, the adjustments
have to be weighed against
additional street length. Existing thoroughfares may entail comMathematically, the circle would be
promises in this respect.
The hexagon, which approaches this
the ideal shape of a unit.
in profiles of the

bounding

streets will

not usually be applicable to any great extent, because
of obvious objections. Access from the sides of the square and
the provision of larger local parks near the corners largely
obviate the disadvantages of the square.
ideal, will

The design
groundwater

of the

depends a great deal on soil and
These conditions should be given con-

utilities

conditions.

sideration before the location of residential areas

are

known

factors

They
among several sites.
With an increase
ment
per

which determine the

site

is decided upon.
or the preference

of the lot size an increase of the developwhen the length of street

cost is necessitated, particularly

lot is

extended; obviously this requires more street improve-

ments per lot, while an increase in lot depth only, or any other
arrangement not much increasing the length of street per lot,
has only a small effect on the development cost.
It should be noted that the comparative costs as figured from
these diagrams should not be taken too literally as of universal
application, since to some degree they depend on the exact pattern chosen, which could be varied within certain limits.

Planning by Neighborhood Units
It

has been shown that as a result of the obstruction to cross

traffic

grow

offered by the high speed arteries, cities are very likely to
between these arteries. These units will not neces-

in units

Units will vary in
sarily take square shapes as in the diagrams.
size according to local conditions.
Controlling factors are the
population density, the

number of school

children that can be

comfortably accommodated in one school, and on the other hand,
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the walking distance to and from the school. Of a similar charMr. Clarence
acter, but less important, is the shopping distance.

A. Perry has shown that the school

will

become more and more a

determining factor in establishing, bounding, and designing the

neighborhood

unit.

8

is such a large undertaking that
not possible to complete a unit within a short time.
It is,
however, essential to establish the plan at the very beginning and
to adhere to it; otherwise, the same chaos will continue to arise

Planning by neighborhood units

it is

that we face in our cities today.
Private initiative does not have
the means, nor the power, to preserve and to create values at the
large scale which in the long run will be in the public interest. This
is

the province of the city plan, as has been elsewhere stated.
It is not probable that an entire unit will be devoted to one

use exclusively, as has been done in the schemes so far discussed.
single-family house unit and a unit devoted to apartment houses

A

We

indicate the extremes in residential development.
shall, no
in
cases
all
kinds
most
have
to
for
of
doubt,
dwellings,
provide

and

lot sizes as well will

Until 1928, the

vary in actual practice.

demand

for dwellings

showed a trend toward

multi-family dwellings; recently, however, there has been a noticeable return to the single-family house.
The percentages of
dwellings that should be in apartments, single- and two- family
houses, depends

somewhat upon

local conditions.

Planning for a Neighborhood of Mixed Uses

To

illustrate

by an example containing

Diagram 21 has been prepared.
been used and provides for 2,050

A

all

unit of

types of dwellings,

200 acres has again

9

dwellings.

A

multi- family house provides dwellings which have direct acfrom a single staircase, and should have through- ventilation.
These dwellings can be most economically provided in three-story
cess

buildings.

The use

of elevators has proved uneconomical in buildmay very well

ings having less than perhaps five stories, but there

be multi-family houses providing this accommodation.
"See: "The Neighborhood Unit,"

in

Regional Survey of

The term

New

York and

Its Environs, Vol. VII, pp. 45-49.

"The term "dwelling"
family.

is

used to designate the accommodation of one
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"apartment" is here applied only to dwellings having access from
a common hall connecting several staircases or elevator-shafts.

The provision of central heating and ventilating systems, and other
modern equipment, as is essential in apartment houses, can, however, be furnished also in multi-family houses.

Distribution of Population as to

Diagram
The number

Type

of Dwelling in

21

of dwellings provided for, in each type, follows:
II

I

Percent

Dwellings in:

III

V

IV

Number

Sq.ft. of land

provided

per dwelling

Area

in

sq. ft.

40.2

825

3875

Two-family houses

11.2

1940

446,200

Multi-family houses
Apartment houses

42.5

230
870

1400

1,218,000

6.1

125

1100

137,500

100.0

2050

Single-family

houses

3,186,900

4,988,600

In column four the amount of
dwelling
ship

is

is still

lot area to be provided for each
In the two-family house lots, separate ownerassumed; in multi-family houses the area may be al-

given.

lotted in portions to each dwelling, with the

common

holding of a

court; or the entire lot area may be under common ownership of
the parties living in the house; in apartment houses divided holdings cease to be feasible on account of the small portion of land
10
going with each dwelling.

To secure adequate light and air in multi-family houses and
apartments, it is essential that each dwelling obtain light from an
angle of about 27 degrees, which requires a space between house
fronts of twice the height of the taller building.
It

should be especially noted that the low costs of Diagram 21

are obtained by housing almost half the people in multi- family
houses and apartments an obvious sacrifice of some of the ad-

vantage of the other diagrams.
Diagram 22 shows the relations of area provided for each
dwelling to the portion covered by the building, and the total de-

velopment cost per dwelling, in the model neighborhood unit plan
10

1,100 square feet of lot area for each apartment corresponds to provisions at Radburn.
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(Diagram 21). It is assumed that each dwelling derives the same
from public improvements, and therefore must be charged
an equal share of their cost. An assessment based on the land
benefits

area per family
will probably

is

not justifiable, since apartment house dwellers
at least as frequent use of the public areas

make

provided as will the people living in a single-family house,
will find opportunity for a

on

their own
The major

good deal of

premises.
cost of house and lot

who

their recreational activities

lies in

the construction cost of

Diagram 22

gives the prevailing range of lot improvement costs in relation to the total cost. Modern construction
methods and the utilization of new materials which are still neg-

the building.

which have proved them
would secure a reduction

lected in spite of the severe tests

equal to those in

common

use,

at least

in con-

struction cost of the house without sacrificing standards.

Value and Place of the Study
This study seems to give further evidence in support of the fact
in any case becoming generally accepted that the cost of im-

now

proved land can be considerably reduced by thoughtful planning
and functional layout, and that this functional planning creates at
the same time additional values which cannot be appraised in
actual figures, but which will find their expression and their recognition in the social structures of our communities.

Although this study has intended not to lay too much stress on
and social advantages, restricting itself mostly to pointing

aesthetic

out economic savings,

it

must not be forgotten

that those less

tangible factors are gradually receiving more and more recognition. It is the neglect of these needs which is becoming recognized
as the reason that our communities are lacking in an organic social
structure.
Planning in neighborhood units means the controlling

of disintegrating elements, the affirming of social values and the
sustaining of the cooperative community, which is the basis of our
civilization.

CHAPTER

III

UTILITIES FOR HOUSES

INTRODUCTION
Importance of Utilities in

Home Developments

furnished by public and private utility agencies are
the most important elements of modern home comfort and
convenience. In the course of reviewing the problems and present practices of such agencies, the Committee on Utilities for
Facilities

among

Houses has endeavored to set forth certain standards of good
practice, and to suggest how further improvements and economies are possible.

The

installation of each type of utility necessarily involves a

separate problem, and a variety of costs. Roughly, the water supply lines are the most expensive to install. Next in order of cost
is

The gas

the sanitary sewer.

line costs considerably less

than

water and sanitary sewers, and slightly more than storm sewers.

The

least

expensive of the installations are the electric and

when using

tele-

However, the origphone
inal cost is not the sole criterion, as the home owner is more concerned with the annual expense of the utility facilities; and frequently it is found that the cost for water is the lowest annual
lines

charge for

The

aerial construction.

utilities service.

cost of utilities

is

such an important part of the whole cost

of the house and lot with improvements

at least of the smaller

expensive types of homes, in which this Conference is
interested
that it warrants intensive study and considerachiefly
The cost of the utilities, including street surfacing plus imtion.

and

less

provements and the proportionate part of supply and disposal
facilities, ranges in general from 10 to 20 per cent of the total
cost of all development in this type of housing; the smaller perThe
centage being applicable to the higher cost developments.

buyer should be informed and he does well to find out

how many

of these costs are included in the purchase price of the property,

or whether these

facilities

are

still

in utility ownership.
125
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Objectives of the Committee
This committee has endeavored to make some contribution to
the efforts to secure correct and adequate installation of utilities,
with consideration not only for convenience and minimum original
and maintenance costs, but also for safety, health and amenities

and the general good appearance of housing developments.
There is frequently the possibility of a substantial reduction in
the cost of the installation through the adoption of more economical practices,

such as the use of a

common

trench for two pipe

lines; the placing of service lines to the curb before paving, in
anticipation of future development; and the laying of supply
mains on both sides of wide pavements. Where there are opportunities for

such savings, the committee urges increased cooperation

utility agencies, and between and among the
and the various city departments, through committees such as have been formed in several cities, discussion of
which is given considerable emphasis in a later part of this report.

between builders and
utility agencies

Other investigations demonstrated that some venerable concepThere is the belief, for
tions in the public mind are erroneous.
example, that the tearing up of pavements for utility lines and
connections always represents inexcusable waste and lack of foresight.
Although there is justification for this view in many

advance installations, necessary for
avoidance
of
complete
subsequent cutting into pavements, would
be prohibitive. However, usually such cuts are due to changed
instances, generally the cost of

conditions,

which could not have been foreseen

pavement was

at the time the

laid.

Other subjects of inquiry have led to conclusions as to advisable
changes in existing methods of installation that will result in
increased convenience to the householder, partly through the use
of improved equipment and partly due to the location of the service lines and pipes.
Some of the recommendations will also have

the tendency to facilitate construction and maintenance and minimize inconvenience to the public. Some attention has also been

paid to the relation between the size and the shape of the lot and
the cost of the utilities, and how changes in lot dimensions affect
the cost of installation of utility lines. The committee is of the
opinion that this element should not be the determining factor and
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and shapes should be determined by other considerasuch
as
tions,
topography, health, safety, and general amenities.
In general, the utility agencies are not lagging behind the needs
that lot sizes

and demands for

better service, but are frequently a step ahead

in taking the initiative in supplying better facilities for their customers.
While they are going this far, additional improvement

would be made if the builders individual as well as operative
and their architects and contractors would consult with the utility
By
agencies as to the needs of the particular house or houses.
exercising such forethought in planning the job, the convenience
to the customer may be materially increased through the use of the
proper size service lines brought in at the proper place and in-

expense than might otherwise be the case.

stalled at less

An

ex-

ample of this kind of saving is found in the practice of laying one
or more pipes, while the ground surrounding the house is torn

up during construction, in such a way that they can be used for
the telephone and electric cables when an underground installation is planned.
This can be done at a small part of the cost of

new

digging a

trench in the finished yard or garden, and without

the inconvenience caused by further excavation.

Results of Proper Development of Utilities

From the experience in the past there is reason to believe that
the adoption of sound practices in the installation of services,
and a higher degree of cooperation between utilities and builders,
will help stabilize or even actually enhance property values.
The committee has considered some

of the well recognized gen-

and for such problems the answer must be general.
of working out such systems as will afford the builders

eral problems,

The

detail

and ow-ners of homes the best facilities at the minimum initial
cost must be done in each region by progressive utility organizations familiar with local conditions

Following

is

and needs.

a discussion of some of the subjects considered

:

METHODS OF INSTALLATION
Location of Utilities
Until

recently

it

has

been

customary

furnishing various utility services
a single line of pipe down a street.

to

With

for

the

householders

agencies
to

lay

the advent and gen-
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wide and expensive pavement it has been found ecoconditions permit, to install a line down both
where
nomical,
sides of the street, generally in the planting strip or under the sideeral use of

walk.

Single-Main System
districts and in many business streets, espethe
where
pavement is of a comparatively inexpensive type
cially
and not too wide, economy requires that utility agencies con-

In most residential

struct single rather than dual distribution systems.

Water. Water mains and their appurtenances are usually
towards the center of the roadway with a cover varying from

laid
2j/2

depending upon the character of the soil and the depth
to which frost penetrates.
This location provides house services
to 7 feet,

equal lengths, which is important where
consumer pays for the entire length of service line, as
in many water-works installations. But it can be equalized by the
utility's making the installations and charging a lump sum to each
property owner, thus enabling the water-works to utilize any available and advantageous location. In most cases of privately owned
water-works, the utility company installs the house services to
the curb and sometimes to the lot line. Large main water lines,
especially mains which supply very few houses directly, may
be laid at any advantageous location in the street or under the
of

approximately

the

planting strip or sidewalk.

Sanitary Sewers. Sanitary sewers are also

laid near the

middle

of the street to provide equal house connections, but advantage
should be taken of the topography to lay the sewer on the low side

away from the water line not to
by possible contamination in case of leaks.
Gas. Single gas mains are sometimes provided, but at the present time many of the utility companies are installing two mains,
one on each side of the street, laid in the planting space near the
of the center line sufficiently far

affect

it

curb or under the sidewalk.
laid

on a

of coordinating such a

Electric

program

and Telephone.

on poles are located
erty line.

The gas

line

may

shelf in the trench with the water line.

When

be economically

The

difficulties

of installation are discussed later.

Electric

and telephone

lines

carried

either at the curb line or along the rear propsuch lines are underground installations, they

UTILITIES FOR MOUSES
are usually laid under the sidewalk, or under the pavement near
the curb in business districts; and in residential districts, their

between the curb and the sidearmored cable to save expense of ducts.
Storm Sewers. Storm sewers are located as near the curb on

best location

is

in the planting strip

walk, either in conduit or in

the downhill side of the street as the connection to the catch basin
It is considered practicable in some instances to install
the storm and sanitary sewers in the same trench (see later dis-

will permit.

cussion).

Two-Main System
The two-main system
tric lines,

of

utilities,

other than telephone and elecresidential streets or boule-

becomes desirable for wide

vards or for principal business streets which have heavy traffic
or street car lines, or when interference with traffic during replace-

ments

The

will cause serious interruption to business activities.

which should be considered in comparing the dual
main
single
systems are the cost of construction of mains and
size
and type of services, width of lot, the locations
the
services,
of mains and the length of time the mains and service lines remain
factors

and

idle after- installation.

for exceptionally wide streets with narrow
lots the cost of installation of the dual main system with short
It is evident that

service lines will be far less than the cost of the single

with long service

main system

lines.

Comparative estimates of cost prepared for the committee
cate that in general

if

indi-

business districts or residential districts are

covered by paveme-nts of the hard type, dual main water systems
become economical for streets about 80 feet or more in width. In
the main business center or in streets with street car lines or
where the interruption of traffic will be a serious matter, it will
be economical to lay dual mains on streets much less than 80 feet
in width. The relative economy of the dual main system in such
cases should be determined by study of all the factors encountered.
The width of lots and the type of pavement are important factors to be considered in

computing the economy of the single
against the dual main system. Costs of hard surfaced pavements
with concrete foundations run in general from $2 to $4 per square
yard.

Many

cities

some unnecessarily

have rigid requirements for street openings,
so.

Often,

minimum payments

for openings
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are

more than double the

ment.
it

Some

actual cost of the opening

and replacebeen paved

requirements state that after a street has

cannot be opened, except for essential and serious repairs, within

If the street is designated by the state
a
through route, the department usually
highway department as
has more strict requirements than the city, and from a financial

a period of five years.

standpoint is apt to make it needlessly difficult for the utility agency
or consumer to have the pavement opened for necessary repairs.
Costs of maintenance of and repairs to the lines under expensive

pavements are therefore very high. Requirements for street openings should conform to sound engineering practice, but should impose no unnecessary burden.
state

and

The committee recommends that
more reasonable

local authorities give consideration to

requirements fitting each local condition.
Where in a new subdivision the placement of houses seems to be
well determined, and where the pavement is to be of an expensive

be cheaper to place service lines to the curb
ahead of the construction of the street pavement. This is true
character,

it

may

even though the connections are not used for several years, in
which event it is possible for the interest on the cost of installation to be slightly more than the cost of opening the pavement.
While the latter may be cheaper, it results in more or less ruined

pavements as backfilling

is

seldom controlled

sufficiently to

prevent

though it can be through the use of compressed
In general, water, gas, and sewer connections
air for tamping.
cannot be planned in advance of the paving unless the buildings
after-settlement,

for the block are ready to be built, and there is objection to the adinstallation of such connections because of danger of

vance

increased leakage. In some developments it has been found practical to leave the center portion of the street unpaved for a year or

two while the
is feasible

lots

when

on each side are being built upon. This practice
is wide enough for at least three traffic

the street

and carries only light traffic. It facilitates the installation
of service lines by tunneling or pushing service pipes through the
earth, and eliminates the necessity of continually opening the pavelanes,

the street be wide enough, it may be prudent
main system.
Another practice worthy of mention is that of placing pipes
across the street a short distance below the surface of the ground

ment.

However,

to consider a dual

if
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before paving, to be used for telephone or electric wires. The cost
of such an installation is considerably less than complete installation after the paving has been laid.

When

the necessity arises for paving or repaving a street along

which a single main system was

installed,

it is

frequently possible

to secure the cooperation of the abutting landholders with the
utility agencies in

making -new or improved connections between

To carry this out successfully,
the house and the supply lines.
sufficient advance notice of the intention to improve the street
utility companies, and other city
be
Such notice may
given by signs erected along
departments.
the proposed paving job, by written notice, or both. Such a plan
makes it possible to prevent, in a large measure, the opening of new
pavement. In view of the advantage of installation before surfac-

should be given to the

lot

owner,

ing or resurfacing, it is a practice that should be adopted generally.
In conclusion, the determination of the economy of the dual-

main system

is

not set by any hard and fast formula or rule,
to show the advantages and disadvan-

although we have attempted

tages of the systems under average conditions. The selection of a
system for utilities should be determined by the character of the

type of pavement, the width of streets and
construction, use of streets, and so forth.

district,

The dual-main system
cities,

is

dential communities.

cost of

for water, gas, electricity and sanitary
in new subdivisions in the larger

becoming common
especially in commercial

sewers

lots,

districts

and

In such cases the

in the higher class resi-

utilities

are usually laid

near the curb under the planting strip or sidewalk.
In streets having expensive pavements it is usually advisable to

permit only the storm water sewer and through run conduits of
electric and telephone companies under the pavement.
The rest
of the pipes should be located under either the planting strips or
sidewalk.
If they are placed under the sidewalk, the sidewalk
should be a material that is easily replaceable and not monolithic

After an expensive pavement
should be reason for having it broken at
service lines or repairs to service lines.

concrete.

The Use

of Alleys

is

all

laid,

there

seldom

for installation of

and Rear Lot Easements for

Utilities

Alleys and their use for utilities in wholly residential districts
were considered in textbooks used in the nineties or earlier. To-
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day many planning commissions and others interested regard
alleys as unattractive and unnecessary in residential areas.
The old standards of alley widths were fourteen feet for vehicular service and twenty feet if utility lines were to be laid therein.
Sixteen feet without provision for utilities would be a better min-

imum

for automobile service.

rather small.

Moving vans would

If alleys are used, at least a third

to the area devoted to public

find

even

this

would be added

ways and about one-half

to surface

paving areas, as compared with a street system without alleys.
While pipes are being laid or repaired, the alley would be blocked.
Alley paving,

if

good enough for vehicular

traffic,

will

still

be

expensive to cut and repair for pipe lines and service lines. The
alley seems to be a generally unnecessary appendage in residential
areas; therefore no detailed consideration has been given to the
installation of utility lines therein.

While easements granted to utility agencies along the rear of
some disadvantages, these are quite overbalanced by
the advantages found in using them for overhead construction for
electric light and telephone service. While from an aesthetic point
the lot have

of view the appearance of a subdivision will be improved if the
electric light and telephone lines are placed underground, the cost
of accomplishing this frequently may be found prohibitive. The
general practice at the present time is for both electric light and
telephone services to be supplied from overhead pole lines. Long
experience has demonstrated both the reliability and safety of this

method of supply.

For these reasons, the rates of charge for both
these public utility services are based upon and recognize the overhead method of supply as standard. It is entirely practicable to
arrange the physical systems so as to furnish both these services
from supply systems placed underground. Obviously, it will be
necessary for all lot owners for a given area to agree upon the
type of system, that is, overhead or underground, which is to be
installed.
The committee finds from investigation that the additional expense to the lot owners, if prorated on a lot basis (not
always reflected in the original price of the lot), may, under
average conditions of smaller lot sizes and costs studied by the
committee, and for rear entrance installations, vary from $150 to
$200 total per lot for placing underground both the electric light

and telephone services in the subdivision. Under these circumstances, and since alleys in residential districts are now deemed

Courtesy of Mr. Herbert

The

\\

.

Rales, a

member

of the Committee on Utilities for

Houses

attractiveness of residential districts is marred unless the telephone and
electric service systems are placed underground.
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generally unnecessary, the electric light and telephone overhead
utility services may best be placed in an easement along the rear
of the lot. Though access for maintenance may be more difficult

and

in part to a tendency to encroach upon
or
the easement with gardens
garages, the removal of wires from
in
a great degree the appearance of the
the streets tends to improve
in part

due to

location,

With

neighborhood.

the overhead system of

main supply for the

pertinent to point out that individual lot owners
may, at comparatively small expense, arrange for their service
connections, both telephone and electric light, to be placed undersubdivision,

ground

it is

in the rear

yard between the pole

line

and the house.

Joint Uses of Trenches
Street Lines.

The

joint use of trenches for public utilities is

practicable, and where there is no
frequently desirable,
increased hazard due to the proximity of the various lines. Coordination and agreement among all the utility companies are the

where

first

step

toward a successful plan and program.

The

utilities

must be prepared to launch a construction program in unison and
in harmony with municipal activities, if the economy of joint
use of trenches

is

to be realized.

Committees have been formed in Philadelphia and Chicago,
and later in Pittsburgh, for the purpose of securing cooperation
in the construction of public utility facilities in public streets as

Such committees consist of representacompanies and certain municipal departments
or agencies.
One of the representatives from either group is
chosen as chairman, and one from the other group chosen as secretary. Meetings are held regularly and sometimes upon call for the
well as house connections.

tives of all utility

purpose of discussing such programs as street reconstruction or

At these meetings utility companies are requested to
repaving.
present their programs or requests for new construction and installation of underground and surface facilities.
By such coordination of programs and effort, frequent tearing up of street surfacing is eliminated and unnecessary interference with traffic preThus programs which provide for sub-surface as well
vented.
as surface construction are carried out at the time the municipality

contemplates regrading or repaving.
program for joint use of trenches
economies.

At such a

time, if at

all,

a

may be brought about with
Coordination in outlying areas can be effected through
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interesting the engineers of satellite communities and of utility
companies operating beyond the limits of metropolitan centers. The

committee commends this practice of cooperation it believes that
it will result in economies through elimination of haphazard endeavors, and promote ultimate economy in the construction of
homes as well as convenience and comfort to the home owner.
;

The possibility of the joint use of trenches for street lines and
for house services by utilities will depend on the extent of cooperation among the various utilities and between these and the city
If

authorities.

of trenches

is

harmonious cooperation can be secured, joint use
In general,

desirable to the limited extent indicated.

the cooperation between the gas and electric companies and the
telephone company is readily obtained and general cooperation is
(See discussion of this subject above.)
frequently possible.

The advantages of this type of construction are the decrease in
when all lines are laid at the same time and the
reduction in the number of street openings.
The disadvantages of the joint use of trenches for utilities are
construction cost

the divided responsibility for trench maintenance and for the
replacement of pavements, the possibility of damage to one utility
in opening the trench to reach the other and the difficulty of obtaining the cooperation between the divergent

At present

in

some

localities

municipal

minor

ordinances

ulations require the placing of the telephone

and

interests.

or

reg-

electric cables

in separate trenches.

While there have been successful
the same trench, there are

installations of all utilities in

reasons for believing that the
a modification of this plan. The

many

most satisfactory procedure is
committee recommends that gas and water occupy the same trench,
that a second trench be used for electricity and telephone, and that

sewers be placed in a third trench. There are thus three trenches
instead of five, with the resultant economy, but without the danger of contamination of the water supply by sewage from a leaking sewer, or the possibility of escaping gas entering the house
through the electric and telephone conduits, when the latter are
placed underground.
From a statement prepared for the committee as to the economy
of joint use of trenches, as compared with the use of separate
trenches,

it

was determined

that there

would be a considerable
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saving in the labor costs for trenching, the material costs remaining the same. There would probably be such a saving of 15 per
cent to 20 per cent by the use of the three-trench combination suggested above.

House

Services.

The

lines applies largely to

previous

discussion

regarding

street

house services.

There is a strong tendency today, even in installing house servtowards joint use of trenches by utilities. In some cities com-

ices,

mittees, such as hereinbefore described, are successfully carrying

out a cooperative building program satisfactory to
the customers.

From

the point of view of amenities,

it is

all utilities

and

desirable to have the

telephone and electric lines underground in order to eliminate poles
and wires. Where practicable and financially feasible, telephone
and electric conduits should be separated by 3" of concrete or 12"
of earth. While this method is more expensive than the overhead
system, the benefits obtained from underground installation warrant the consideration of factors other than the financial.

The gas

service

may

also be laid in the

same trench with the

In cold climates this will require a shelf type
because
the
water services are usually laid at a depth of
trench,
4 feet or more for protection against frost, while the gas service

water service.

an average depth of about 2 feet.
The sanitary sewer connections, often laid diagonally across the
lot, should be laid in a separate trench, as a break in the sewer
might result in damage to the electric or telephone circuits and
is

laid at

1
possible contamination of the water supply, even though the sewer

is laid

The

at a greater depth.

entrance of the various services into the house should be

planned in connection with the anticipated demands, so as to fit
in with equipment to be supplied.
In general, the service pipe or
line

should come in near the center of the load installed by the

1

Regarding this and similar references Mr. Groeniger states that after
having spent a great many years in gathering information and data on the
possible contamination of water supply and haying done a good deal of re-

work including special trips to investigate cross connections, his
investigations lead to the conclusion that the contamination of water supply
would result only from several over-lapping coincidences: (a) break in
search

sewer, (b) break in water main, (c) water shut off, (d) water main below
sewer, and (e) sewage flowing into water main. For these reasons, in his
opinion the references to possible contamination of water supply contained
in the report should be qualified.
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home owner, such

as an electric water heater, or a gas burner in the

For a further discussion of this subject see the
report of the Committee on Fundamental Equipment.
furnace.

LOCATION OF METERS
Since the meter touches the source of nearly all supply revenue
of the utility agencies, much attention has been paid to its proper
Nevertheless there is no general agreement
location and setting.
as to whether it is better to place the water or gas meters in a vault
near the curb or in the basement of the building served.
Those who prefer the curb location believe it saves delay to

meter readers

who

in cases of

basement location

may

call

when no

home. Those who prefer basement location think it better
for the meter reader to meet the householder occasionally and hear

one

is

at

complaints at
meters, in

first

hand.

any weather

The

ability to test

a meter, except gas

in the presence of the householder without

having to search beneath snow and ice for the vault are also cited
as an advantage, and in addition some consider it more economical
to place the meter in the basement.

In

warm

climates

where homes

in general

the setting of water meters in a vault

bracket installation in the kitchen

is

have no basements,

is

advantageous, although
possible in some cases. Vaults

frequently consist of open-bottomed, pre-cast concrete, cast iron
or terra cotta boxes not over 18" deep with reinforced concrete

or cast iron cover.

When

thus installed outside the house, the

meters are convenient for the meter reader.
tates

This practice

facili-

a definite program of meter reading and sending out of bills
Time is not wasted on several trips to those

to the consumer.

houses where the meter reader

is

not able to read the meter on

account of the absence of the consumer. 2

In the colder climates, weather conditions must be considered,
and meters should be placed in the basement within sight of the
service pipe or line and as near as practicable to the head of it,
so that the entire piping or line between the service and the meter
is visible

2

to a person standing in front of the meter; they should

Furnishing consumer regularly with a diagrammatic card for reading the
meter, with instructions, is a friendly method of cooperation and aids in
reducing the annoyance to the consumer.
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not be placed either in poorly ventilated closets or small rooms
or at any place where they will be exposed to frost, dampness, or
liable to injury from any cause.
experts consider it best practice to place a water meter in
a shallow concrete chamber under a basement floor in order to

extremes of temperature, or be

Some

prevent damage by children or by careless moving of heavy articles
against the meter and to discourage tampering or by-passing
frauds.
If a vault

is

used in cold climates, the vault must have the neces-

sary depth to protect the service pipe from freezing, in the case
of water meters, at least; in many such cases the service pipe is

looped upward within the chamber and the meter placed at the
top of the loop near enough to the cover of the vault to permit
In some cases the meter register alone is elevated and
reading.
operated through an extension shaft device which has become a
stock article of meter companies.
Electric meters and service switches should preferably be placed
inside the house, although in some localities under favorable

may be placed on the porch in a weatherbox.
proof
Public utilities are attempting to cooperate with the consumer
in placing the meters, switches, or valves, so that they will be
weather conditions they

convenient to both.

No

definite set of rules

can be enforced be-

cause of varying conditions in different localities
cipal regulations will frequently govern.

A

;

state

and muni-

definite policy should

be developed for placing meters in locations where they are accessible at all times as well as protected.

LOCATION OF FIRE HYDRANTS AND PIPE
TEMS TO SUPPLY THEM

SYS-

In supplying water for domestic and ordinary commercial uses
a distribution system composed of small pipes would be sufficient,

and

few villages "mains" mostly 1J^" to 4" in diameter
"
and branch pipes 1", 24" and even 2 in size are
found. A few hydrants may be found in such cases on 6" and 4"
Effective fire
pipe and occasionally on a pipe as small as 2".
streams cannot be supplied from such small mains and almost no
protection is afforded by hydrants on them. On the other hand
in not a

with a few

6",

y
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they give to the average citizen a false sense of security from

which he may be rudely awakened by a bad fire.
Fire insurance companies, largely through the engineering department of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, and the
Associated Factory Mutual companies, have built up in the past
twenty-five years a technique of fire protection practice and have
gradually raised the standard for sizes of street mains and general
adequacy of water supply systems.

obvious that a large part of the cost of a modern water
distribution system is caused by fire protection requirements,
though only a negligible part of water used is actually employed
It is

to put out fires.

When

a

water is needed at a high
an hour or so; and this requires

fire occurs,

rate of draft, generally only for

Six-inch pipe has become almost unilarge pipes.
size
the
smallest
of pipe permitted, and in some large
versally
cities nothing smaller than 8-inch is permitted.
relatively

The
large

size of

hydrants

is

also important.

enough much pressure

is

When

they are not

wasted by the water passing

through the hydrant at excessive velocities. Good practice requires
that no hydrant shall be used with main valve opening less than

Larger hydrants are used in the larger cities.
of
Spacing
hydrants is prescribed by the insurance boards acto
the
nature of the development, close spacing being
cording
for
business
and apartment house districts and wider
required

4J4" in diameter.

spacing serving in suburban sections with detached houses on fair
The standards of the National Board of Fire
sized lots.

Underwriters

list hydrant spacings for different conditions in
terms of number of square feet of territory which each hydrant
has to serve. Good practice requires a hydrant spacing of not to

exceed 500

feet.

be useful to state that the mere existence of hydrants
spaced at distances required by the rules does not entitle owners
to the lowest insurance rate for such a location, since the rate for
It

may

any property

is

determined by a rather elaborate system of scoring
which take into account all the conditions, such

according to rules

as adequacy of supply, possession of duplicate supply mains, duplicate pumps and duplicate sources of power for pumps, elevated

storage reservoirs of sufficient capacity, adequate size of mains,
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tests of the

system; and in

addition to the water supply, the equipment and efficiency of the

department, fire alarm system, building inspection and general
safety service are factors.
fire

Many

distribution systems suffer always

of the original pipes installed.

from the inadequacy

Pipes originally less than 4" in

diameter in general must be replaced if reasonably good fire prois to be obtained, but the replacement of 4" with proper 6"
or larger pipe is a slow process because of the expense and the

tection

fact that the 4" pipe will do after a fashion if it is reinforced by
larger mains in intersecting streets. Therefore it is highly desir-

able to put in an adequate system in the first place and to use pipes
protected so that they will not become reduced in capacity by

pipes in past times have become reduced in
to 60 or more per cent by rusting or tuberculaIn recent years pipes with cement lining or with thicker

rusting.

Nearly

all

capacity from 15
tion.

bituminous coating have become commercially available at comparatively low cost and should be used. They have shown promise
of retaining at least 85 to 90 per cent of their original capacity
indefinitely.

Such pipes

will greatly

improve hydrant capacity.

THE COST OF UTILITIES
Cost of Utilities Compared with Cost of House
It is desirable that the house builder or buyer know the part
the cost of utilities plays in relation to the whole cost of the house.
For example, in a house costing about $5,700, the cost to the home
builder for such items for which he pays directly sanitary and

storm sewers, and house connections represents about 5.7 per
cent of the total cost, without considering overhead.
However,
when those items for which the utilities seldom charge the builder
directly (water, gas and electricity) are included, the expense of
is covered in the rate charged
the proportion is increased

which

more than

9.7 per cent; and, if the cost of supervision or overincluded, another 1.6 per cent is added, so that the percentage is increased to about 11.3 per cent. If the surfacing of
the street, curb, and sidewalk are figured in, the cost amounts to

to

head

is

about 19.5 per cent of the total cost of lot and improvements.
is without taking into consideration the telephone instal-

All of this
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which

and gas lines are not uniformly
might be added that the builder is
frequently required to pay for the water installation, and occa-

lation,

like the

electric

charged to the builder.

It

sionally for the gas service installation.

The

cost of these items

vary greatly with the cost of the home nor between one
subdivision and another so we may consider that the ratio of the
will not

;

cost of utilities will decrease as the cost of the whole

home

In-

creases.

Relation of Cost of Utilities to Size and Shape of Lot

The

cost of utilities

is

dependent upon a number of factors, and

the cost per lot varies approximately with the size of the lot.
Some of the more important factors of improved-lot cost are

enumerated below:
Cost of land, which depends to a large extent upon the location of the

1.

town
2.

or subdivision.

site

number and arrangement

Size,

on the

of the

rooms

in the house to be located

lot.

3. Certain improvements that lie within the boundaries of the lot, such as
grading (which is affected by topography), and planting, fences, hedges, and
the house walks.
4. The necessity and desirability of a front yard, in order properly to set

off the
5.

house and to establish privacy from the street.
necessity and desirability of a side yard, in order to insure sunshine

The

and proper ventilation for the rooms in the house; adequate fire protection
in case of a serious conflagration; and also to provide suitable approach to
the rear.
6.

The

necessity

and

desirability of a rear

for clothes lines, house gardens, garages,
7.

The

cost of utilities

and

street

improvements.

The committee has considered
as

determined

by

utility

yard in order to provide space
and playgrounds for the children.

and

study of a complete hypothetical
in the appendix of this report.

the economic proportions of lots
street improvement
town of 1,000 houses

costs.
is

A

included

On the basis of the assumptions
enumerated therein, the total cost of lot and improvements, including the house at $3,500, land in lot and in street, lot and street
improvements, sanitary sewer, storm drain, house connections,
proportional part of cost of water supply, gas supply and electric
supply, with engineering and supervision at 10 per cent and interest

during construction at 6 per cent, is $5,673.15. In this compuhas been assumed as 42 feet by 100 feet.

tation, the size of the lot
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On the basis of present-day prices, in a subdivision of ordinary
rectangular street layout, it appears that the cost of utilities and
street improvements, for each additional foot of width in the side
yard, is approximately $10.61; for each additional foot of depth
in the front yard, $3.73; and for each additional foot in depth
of the rear yard, $1.34. In other words, so far as the cost of street

improvements and utilities is concerned, approximately 2.84 feet
can be added to the depth of the front yard or 7.91 feet to the
depth of rear yard for the cost of adding one foot to the width
of the side yard between houses.
The study also indicated that
the cost of adding width to the side yard is due, to a practically
equal extent, to (a) the additional cost of land and lot improvements, and (b) the additional cost of street improvemens and
utilities.

Assuming the area

of the lot held constant at 4,200 square feet

a-nd that the frontage

be decreased to 35 feet and the depth of the

increased to 120 feet, the net effect upon the utilities and street
improvements would be to decrease the cost of the lot, and imlot

provements connected therewith, $26.65, or including engineering
and supervision at 10 per cent, and interest during construction at
6 per cent, a decrease of $31.08, which

only about 0.5 per

is

cent of the total cost of the house and lot including improvements.
If the frontage of the lot were increased from 42 feet to 50 feet,

and the depth of the

lot

decreased to 84

feet,

thus keeping the area
would be $63.16,

the same, the net increase in the cost of the lot

which with engineering and supervision and interest as above
stated, amounts to $73.65, or only 1.3 per cent of the total cost
of the house,

Therefore

lot,

it is

and improvements.
clear that the cost of utilities

and

street

ments alone should not control the proportions of the
have little effect upon the total cost of the lot with
ments.

Irrespective of the cost of

utilities,

improve-

lot

and these

all

improve-

other factors such as

welfare, sanitation, ventilation, hygiene, and other social amenities
should be the deciding factors in determining the desirable size and

shape of

lots.

For a further discussion of this
Cornmittee on Subdivision Layout.

subject, see the report of the
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Investigation of Utilities

by Buyers

an individual contemplating the purchase of a
home in a recently developed subdivision or in a rural community
to determine accurately what services have been installed and
It is well for

included in the purchase price, also to secure a definite statement
or guarantee as to what will be put in later. This caution also
applies to the cost of all past and future installations, in respect
Unless such procedure is followed,
to who is to bear the cost.

a buyer

find shortly that it will be necessary for him to spend
sums for assessments or other charges of which he was

may

additional

unaware

at the time of buying.

The

cost of the utilities

may

be a

perfectly legitimate charge, but it should be taken into consideration in determining whether the purchase price is too great for

him to carry if there is
While complete and

to be this additional burden.

satisfactory assurance as to the financial
for
the
utilities
installations will substantially reduce
arrangement
the possibility of hardship upon the home buyer, it will not reduce

the hazard of taxes and

all

municipal charges against property

owners becoming so high that the home owner
developments will be unduly burdened thereby.

in

new

speculative

Such a condition

when the municipality has financed improvements
new development, the repayment for which requires additional
taxes or special assessments. The result has been, in some such
frequently occurs

in a

instances, that the community is carrying the burden of a heavy
investment in neighborhoods that are practically deserted. 3

One

solution to prevent possible misunderstanding is to have the
cost of all such items included in the purchase price
though this
will

mean

that the subdivider will have to incur the cost of the

communities where it is customary to require
pay for the installation. However, as he is the one who
takes the profits from a successful subdivision, he should be willinstallations in those

him

to

ing to assume the full risk though distributing to each lot the
payments he has made. Another advantage that might be secured

through such provision is that the buyer can spread payments over
a number of years. However, such procedure would probably ena higher rate of interest on the investment than if the cost of
the installation were borne by the agencies furnishing the services.
tail

3

See report of Committee on Taxation for fuller discussion.
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GENERAL SYSTEMS FOR UTILITY SERVICE
OUTLYING DISTRICTS

IN

districts which are already served
of
the developer is one of planning
the
problem
by utility systems,
suitable extensions into the new territory and of economical ar-

In sections located near older

rangement of branch lines. Where, however, new territory is to
be developed, the larger problems of supply and disposal must
be settled before it will be possible to plan or even justify the new
The prospective lot purchaser needs to inform
development.
himself of the conditions in the region of the proposed purchase
and should not permit vague promises to divert him from securing
definite and, where practicable, legally binding guarantees for ade-

quate installation of such

facilities.

Water Supply and Sewerage Systems
Approved water

and sewerage systems must conform
sanitary standards and regulations of state

supplies

to increasingly strict

boards of health, with correspondingly greater safety for resiIn former times when most settlements outside of a few

dents.
cities

were rural or semi-rural and water-flushed plumbing was

almost unknown, stone or brick-lined shallow wells for water and
Windmills with elevated tanks
privies for sewage were the rule.
for water and cesspools for sewage were later developments.
With more crowded building and recognition of the danger of
disease

from wells located near

privies

nity water supply from a more or

luted source

and cesspools, the commuand relatively unpol-

less distant

became increasingly common.

Where ground water

could be obtained in deeper wells in sand or rock, such wells were
often sunk, sometimes in locations not far from privies, cesspools,
or sewers.

Many

such installations

still

exist

and are even ex-

tended upon the evidence of regular bacteriological examination

showing no

But good practice and official regulations
the
abandonment
of all shallow wells and springs,
generally require
and even deep wells in sand, unless they are a part of a satisfactory
pollution.

community supply and well removed from houses the location of
surface supplies only on sparsely occupied territory or on large
streams where dilution of impurities is considerable; and the filtration and sterilization of all doubtful supplies.
The community
;
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available for private
supply can make use of sources that are not
nitration and sterilizacan
afford
the
because
community
supply,
tion plants and continuous skilled attendance to keep them in

working condition and avoid dangerous interruptions.
Where houses are widely spaced and water from isolated driven
wells

is

gasoline

available, individual wells with automatic electric

pump, or windmill pump are

satisfactory;

pump,
and these may

be used either with elevated tank or with buried pressure tank.
Unless, however, the lots are very large, as in semi-rural development, the building in of additional houses brings with it the prob-

lem of pollution of wells and results generally in construction of
a community supply and abandonment of the wells at individual
houses.
Such abandonment is a financial strain on the householders

who

install these in the early

years of the development,

and the cost causes delay in obtaining a community supply for
which concerted action is necessary.
The problem of water supply varies greatly in different localities, and its solution requires trained engineering and business
judgment.

Sewerage is likewise a problem of great variability. Pipe systems in general follow natural drainage lines, and even a comparatively low ridge or divide

may separate a district from an
existing main sewer and require a new trunk line or else expensive pumping of the sewage.
Plans for local branch sewers are
futile until the main outlet or trunk sewer is provided for.
In
cases sewage purification works are required by state authorand soon will be required in nearly all cases. Where lots are

many
ity,

works (conwhich overflows into open- jointed tile
pipes, laid in porous soil, with suitable cover of earth) is sometimes possible for private houses but in an increasing number of
large, the use of cesspools or sub-surface irrigation

sisting of a settling tank,

;

cases insufficient porosity of sub-soil to absorb the liberal water

consumption which

is

a concomitant of modern plumbing causes

the drainage to find its way to the surface of the ground in such
a case neighbors become apprehensive of disease, and the unfor;

tunate possessor of the offending private system is forced greatly
to enlarge or to change the location of his disposal works.
Increasingly, a proper water supply, involving as it does the use
of sixty or more gallons per capita per day, requires a modern pipe
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sewerage system to care for it. The day of makeshift arrangements of wells and cesspools dotted over the same district is rapidly waning, and all but farming communities are usually forced
to some kind of community water supply and sewage disposal.

Gas
Developments in gas in recent years have increased the facility
with which a supply may be obtained by extension even in smaller
communities. It must not be expected that such service can be
obtained at urban rates.

A

fair rate,

based on cost of service plus

reasonable profit on investment, can be worked out with the

Such a

util-

embody a graduated
ity company.
scale principle, so devised that in the earlier years when houses are
widely spaced the unit price will be fairly high, but will later be
rate might properly

reduced gradually as the houses

fill

in

and consumption

increases.

Usually this is effected by guarantee or refunding contracts.
In the past few years butane and propane gas, by-products from
the manufacture of gasoline, have come into the market in a

way. When compressed, these gases may be shipped economically in tank cars. The contents of the tanks may, in the
case of butane gas after mixing with some air, be distributed

practical

away with gas producing plants in the
communities served, although still requiring central stations and
a pipe distribution system for the best convenience.
in pipe systems, thus doing

Moreover, both these gases and other older varieties of gas
may be purchased in small tanks to be set up in or near a house
and may be used in the house just as is piped gas.

The question of
subdivision before

how

to get gas

may

well be settled by any

new

are constructed and paved. It is evident that several solutions are available, however, and no comits streets

munity needs to be without gas, provided
4
sufficiently to pay a reasonable price.

it

values the convenience

Telephone and Electric Services
Telephone and electric light and power facilities are spread over
nearly the whole country and will be available in most localities
where a new community of more than a few houses would be likely
4

See report of the Committee on Technological Developments on

subject.

this
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Individual gasoline-driven electric generators for
in
are
common
use for detached farms and large country
lighting
cost
first
and maintenance are too high for the
their
but
estates,
to be proposed.

small lot owner; hence potential lot owners in new developments,
will consist of ordinary small dwellings, will in general wish

which

valid assurance of a central system of electric distribution

from

electricity for lighting and other household uses at reasonable rates for the particular conditions.

which they may purchase

GLOSSARY
Backfilling

Replacing the earth taken from a trench.

A

Catch basin

receptacle, generally of masonry, located in
the ground with entrance at the curb and connection to the sewer
from the lower compartment, so placed as to receive the storm
water run off from the street and deliver to the drain after leav-

ing the detritus, grit and sediment in the lower chamber of the
catch basin.

or

Dual-main system The use of two underground conduits, pipes
lines, each one to supply only one side of the street.
Planting strip

The ground between

the street pavement and

the sidewalk.

A

Rear lot easement
right of way granted to a utility agency
or agencies by the lot owner, for the installation of pipe or pole
lines along the rear lot line.
Service line

on the

lot,

A

pipe or cable, usually located in part or wholly
main or line in the street, alley

that connects the supply

or easement with the house.

Single-main system The use of one underground conduit, pipe
or line to supply both sides of the street. It is frequently laid in
the center or toward either side of the street.

A

Street opening
cut through the street surfacing, if any, for
a
trench
to
install
or repair utility pipes or lines.
digging

Supply line A main or line that runs along the
easement and connects with the service lines.
Utility agencies

supplying

include

all

utility services to the

street, alley,

or

public and private organizations
householder.

CHAPTER

THE RELATION OF
UTILITIES

IV

SIZE OF LOTS

TO COST OF

AND STREET IMPROVEMENTS

LOW PRICED HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS
It is

perhaps obvious that the cost of

utilities

and

IN
1

street im-

provements per inhabitant varies inversely with the density of
population in other words, the more intense the occupation of the
land, the less will be the cost of street improvements and utilities
;

per inhabitant. But it is equally evident that, beyond certain limits,
conclusions based on this proposition may be absurd, and that these
limits

must be fixed by other considerations such as

sanitation,

hygiene, or welfare. This statement refers briefly to these other
considerations, but in the main it is devoted to an analysis of the
subject within such limits, and it is hoped that it may serve as a

guide in studying

on

utilities

lation,

and

how

street

far

it

may

be desirable to go in economizing

improvements by increasing density of popu-

through reducing

lot sizes.

As
still

already intimated, there are other factors which limit, and
others which affect the size at which lots should be designed,

in addition to cost of street

improvements and

utilities.

Although

the last two elements play an important part in the design and cost
of an industrial town, and while they have often been neglected
at the expense of other perhaps less important elements, one should
the error of giving them sole consideration, and of
the
other factors that bear on the problem.
disregarding
It is advantageous to present a brief statement of these other

not

fall into

which are considered in this paper
defined
and
be
may
clearly
presented in their proper relation
thereto. Briefly enumerated, they consist of the following:
factors, in order that the phases

1.

town

Cost of land, which depends to a large extent upon the location of the
site.

1

This report was prepared by Mr. Morris Knowles as an independent
contribution to the discussion of the subject of city planning and its appurtenant items, for a meeting of the American City Planning Institute in
October 1919. In 1920 it was revised slightly to harmonize with changing
prices and again revised completely as to unit prices in 1930, to meet the
change in market conditions. The final revision was made in November
The paper was
1931, and the figures then inserted are the ones now used.
submitted as an appendix to the report of the Committee on Utilities for
Houses.
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2.

The

3.

Certain improvements that

size,

number and arrangement of the rooms
lie

in the house.

within the boundaries of the

lot,

such as

grading (which is affected by topography), planting, fences and hedges, and
the house walks.
4.

The

off the

necessity and desirability of a front yard, in order properly to
house and to establish privacy from the street.

set

5. The necessity and desirability of a side yard, in order to insure sunshine and proper ventilation for the rooms in the house; adequate fire protection in case of a serious conflagration; and also to provide suitable ap-

proach to the rear.
6. The necessity and desirability of a rear yard to provide space for clothes
line, house garden, garages perhaps, and playgrounds for the children.

ELEMENTS OF STREET IMPROVEMENTS AND
UTILITIES INDEPENDENT OF LOT SIZES
There are many elements of
that in no

way

street

example, there might be mentioned
1.

Certain portions of public

as the water supply

works

;

improvements and

utilities

affect, or are affected by, the size of the lot.

power plant

pumping
;

utilities

station

not

and

Various trunk and transmission

3.

Street

improvements and

lines

utilities

commonly

located in streets, such

sewage treatment
and gas works.
to the town site.

filtration plant;

central heating plant

2.

For

:

that

lie

directly

in

front

of

and

parallel to the front wall of the house.
4.

House meters and those

portions of house services that

lie

within the

street.
5.

Street improvements and utilities in the street intersections.

As a result of the above process of elimination, it is now possible
to make a clear and well-defined statement of the elements which
directly affect the size of lots

:

Street improvements and utilities located directly in front of the space
between houses.
1.

2.

Street improvements and utilities located on the minor streets and lying

opposite the space occupied by the front yard and by the rear yard.
3.

Those portions of the house service and connections which are located
yard and in the rear yard.

in the front

by unshaded areas and dotted lines those
improvements and utilities which do not affect,
and are not affected by the size of the lot. Much of this will readSome question might be raised as to street imily be accepted.
provements and utilities directly parallel to the front and sides of
Plate

1

illustrates

divisions of street

LOT

SIZES, UTILITIES

AND STREET COSTS
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These portions, however, are immediately influenced
the
size
and
by
shape of the house and while this is indirectly reflected back on the size of the lot, primarily the size and shape of
the houses.

the house

is

the determining factor.
also illustrates by shaded areas

and full lines those
which
are
immediately and diimprovements

The diagram

divisions of street
rectly affected

by the

size of the lot.

ASSUMED TOWN SITE
In order to study relative cost, it will be necessary to assume a
hypothetical town area as a basis for estimate.

An

town of 1,000 houses

assumed, occupying a site
of approximately 130 acres in the vicinity of, but not immediately
adjacent to, a city. The houses are 22 feet wide and 26 feet deep.
industrial

is

The lots are 42 feet front by 100 feet deep. The houses are located on the center line of the lots and are placed 15 feet back
from the front property line. The main streets are 50 feet wide,
the minor streets 40 feet wide.

Main

streets

have a 26-foot paved

roadway, a 6-inch plain curb, a 6-foot planting strip on each side,
a 4^-foot sidewalk, and a fence strip 12 inches in width on each

Minor

side of the street.

streets

have an 18-foot paved roadway,

6-inch curb, a 5 ^2 -foot planting strip on each side, a 4-foot sidewalks, and fence strip 1 foot in width. Alleys are omitted. There
are 28 houses in each block, making the length of each block on

main streets 588 feet, and on the minor streets 200 feet.
There are approximately 36 such blocks in the town site. The

the

following assumptions are
1.

A

filtration plant

from the town
2.
3.
4.
5.

made

relative to the utility plants:

and pumping station will be required, located 2 miles

site.

A

sewage disposal plant, one mile from the site.
Storm drainage can be discharged at the edge of the town site.
No gas or electric plant will have to be constructed.
The gas trunk line is estimated to be l l/2 miles and the electric trans-

mission

line,

2 miles long.

The topography,

be assumed, is of a gently rolling type,
found
frequently
along the central portion of the Atlantic coast. The soil, it is assumed, is easily drained and suitable
for building construction, no rock being encountered and with

such as

good

it

will

is

facilities for

the construction forces.

LOT

The diagram,
town

site

AND STREET COSTS

SIZES, UTILITIES

Plate 2, illustrates a typical block in our assumed

based on our assumptions made above.

Before the gridiron street system
is
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offered that this sketch

is

challenged, the explanation

made solely for the purpose of simThe other assumptions are also made

is

plifying the computations.
for computation purposes only, although for an industrial
is believed that, in general, they are reasonable.

town

it

DISCUSSION OF COST
With

this

assumed town

site

and using present-day unit prices

possible to do so in these times), the following
Land was arbitrarily fixed at

(as nearly as

it is

relative costs

have been conrputed.

2}^> cents

per square foot, and the house itself at $3,500.
1, it will be noted that the house accounts

Summarizing Table

for 71.93 per cent of the total cost, including distribution of overland in lots with lot improvements is 7.61 per cent land in

head

;

;

with street improvements is 9.13 per cent; water, electric,
and
sewer improvements with house connections are 1 1 .32 per
gas,
all
utilities with street
surfacing, including overheads,
cent;
streets

amounts

to 19.75 per cent of the total cost of all expenditures, in-

cluding land, house and

and

interest charges

all

improvements engineering, supervision
(which are distributed in the foregoing state;

ments) are 14.22 per cent of the whole.
It will be noted that those costs ordinarily included in the cost
1

of the house and lot and charged to the purchaser or tenant are
shown separately from those which are ordinarily a charge upon
rates for utility services. However, in considering the relation of
lot

dimensions to costs, the combined totals should be used, as it is
upon the income of the householder in which we

the total charge
are interested.

It is proposed now to show how the total cost of street improvements and utilities per house is affected by the size of the lot. In
other words, what proportion of this cost is caused by the 20 feet
of side yard, the 15 feet of front and the 59 feet of rear yard.
For this purpose only those portions of the utilities and street improvements, the cost of which is affected by these dimensions, as

shown

in Plate

1,

are taken into consideration.

The

portions lying

in the street/' but not so affected, as well as the portions not located

in the streets,

and the proportionate parts of the

costs at street in-
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tersections are properly included in the total cost per lot, but need
not be considered in the computation of the cost per foot of yard.
First, those portions of the cost parallel to the

yard
will

For convenience,

be computed.

will

20

feet of side

costs without overheads

be used.

The

compilation of the various items in Table I indicates the

cost per lot for the various improvements. Tables II and III indicate cost per lot for the 20 feet of side yard, the 15 feet of front

yard and the 59 feet of rear yard, and also the cost per linear foot
of the various yards. These compilations were made by assembling only those factors which are affected directly by the respective
dimensions of the lot.

Thus under frontage
a

cost, the street

improvements and land are

summary of
Land in main street
Main street grading
:

''.-.

Street pavement (on main street)
Curbs on main street
Planting strips along main street
Sidewalk along main street

II.

42.00 per

.'....
:

Total

Table

$26.25 per lot
48.61 per lot
151.67 per lot

...

$322.78 per

Cost

of

Utilities

and

lot

7.00 per lot
47.25 per lot

Street

lot

Improvements

Chargeable to the 20 Feet of Side Yard for Each House
and Cost per Foot of Side Yard
Cost
per
lot

Street improvements and land

Cost for
20
side

ft.

yard

Cost per
lin. ft.

side

of

yard

$322.78

$153.60

$7.68

33.60

16.00

0.80

0.84

0.40

0.02

Gas system

26.25

12.60

0.63

Sanitary sewers
Storm sewers

39.90

19.00

0.95

22.05

10.50

0.53

0.00

0.00

0.00

$445.42

$212.10

$10.61

Water system
Electric system

House connections

.

LOT
Table

III.

AND STREET COSTS

SIZES, UTILITIES

Cost

of

and

Utilities

Street
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Improvements

Chargeable to the 15 Feet of Front Yard and to the 59
Feet of Rear Yard for Each House in a Block and
Cost per Foot for Front and Rear Yards
Cost Chargeable Chargeable
per
lot

to 15

ft.

front

Cost per

lin. ft.

of

of

rear

front

rear

to 59

ft.

yard

yard

yard

$51.22

14.29

$13.02
2.14

$0.87
0.14

$0.87
0.14

Electric system

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Gas system

8.93

1.34

5.27

0.09

0.09

yard
$ 86.82

Street improvements

Water system

Sanitary sewers

Storm sewers
House connections

8.43

6.25

0.94

3.69

0.06

0.06

18.21

2.73

10.74

0.18

0.18

35.85

35.85

0.00

2.39

0.00

$170.35

$56.02

$79.35

$3.73

$1.34

The results in Table II show that if the space between the houses
on main streets is increased 1 foot, the cost of streets and utilities
per house is increased $10.61.
The results in Table III show that if the front yard is increased
1 foot in depth, the cost of street improvements and utilities per
increased $3.73 and if the rear yard
in depth, the cost of street improvements and

house

is

is

;

is

increased

utilities

1

foot

per house

increased $1.34.

These computations also bring out the fact that insofar as street
improvements and utilities are concerned, 2.84 feet can be added
to the depth of front yard, or 7.91 feet to the depth of rear yard,
for the cost of adding 1 foot to the width of side yard, and that
2.78 feet can be added to the depth of rear yard for the cost of

adding

1

foot to the depth of front yard.

While no general conclusions are
assumed industrial town site has been

justified,

discussed,

because only one
it is

interesting to

note that cost per lot for "street improvements and utilities" in this
case is $961.24, compared with $369.71 for "land and lot im-

provements";
Table II.)

the latter being 38.5 per cent of the former.

(See

however, the cost of street improvements and utilities directly
chargeable to the 20 feet of side yard is compared with cost of lot
If,

improvements and land for the 20

feet of side yard, they are re-
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and $176.05.

spectively $212.10

(Computed from Tables

I

and

In other words, granted that complete utilities and street
II.)
improvements are to be installed, and with the conditions assumed
for the purposes of this discussion, the additional cost due to the
separation of the houses to provide side yards is due in an almost
equal extent to the additional cost of lot improvements and land,

and the additional cost of

utilities

and

street

improvements.

Assuming the area of the lot held constant at 4,200 square feet
and that the frontage be decreased to 35 feet and the depth of the
increased to 120 feet, the net effect of the reduced length of
utilities and street improvements would be to decrease the cost of
lot

lot, plus cost of improvements connected therewith, by $26.65,
or including engineering and supervision at 10 per cent, and interest during construction at 6 per cent, a decrease of $31.08, which

the

is only approximately one-half of one per cent of the total cost of
the house and lot, plus cost of improvements. If the frontage of

the lot were increased
lot

decreased to 84

from 42

feet,

feet to

50

feet,

and the depth of the

the net increase in the cost of the lot

would be $63.16, which with engineering and supervision and interest as above stated, amounts to $73.65, or only 1.3 per cent of
the total cost of the house and lot, plus cost of improvements.
It is therefore clear that the cost of utilities and street improvements alone should not control the spacing of houses and really
has very little effect upon the total cost of the lot. Other factors
such as welfare, sanitation, ventilation, placement of fire hydrants,
hygiene and other social amenities, should be the deciding factors
in determining the economical size of lots.

COST OF UTILITIES AND STREET IMPROVEMENTS AS AFFECTED BY THE SIZE OF LOTS
FOR LOW PRICED HOUSES
Cost Estimate for an Assumed

Town

of 1,000

Houses
Cost per

lot

House
5

rooms

22'

X

26'

estimated cost

$3,500.00

.025 per sq. ft

$105.00

Land
In Lot

42

X

100

X

In Major Street

Each house pays
42

^

width of street

X y X .025 = 26.25

X

frontage
26.25

LOT

AND STREET COSTS

SIZES, UTILITIES
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Cost per

lot

In Minor Streets

200X40X

X^=

7.14 .............................

$7.14

1.79 ..............................

1.79

Total cost of land in streets .........................

$35.18

.025

In street intersections

X

40

50

X

=

.025 -^ 28

Lot Improvements
Lot Grading

@ $1.25 per cu. yd.
X

50

42

X^X

= 6"

Average cut

X

-^

1.25

over y* of

lot.

= 48.60 ........................

$48.60

Grassing and Seeding

@ 0.25 per
X

42

100

X

loam and prepar-

includes putting on coat of

sq. yd.

ing lawn assuming

X

.50

50%

yX

of lot

.25

improved.

is

= 58.33 .......

.

................

58.33

House Walks

@

Average length 15' 3' walks lead to front
around house to rear door, situated near the

$1.50 per sq. yd.

door and

2'

corner of the house.

X

(15

3

+

50

X

2)

X

~X

1.50

=

24.17 ................

24.17

Fences

@ $0.75
X

(15

per

lin.

ft.

entire lot

+

42

X

200

is

fenced or hedged.

=
X 41
/o

127.61.- ...................

$127.61

per lot .......................................

2.00

42)

Trees

@

$2 each

1

Shrubs and Vines

@

$0.50 each

8 per lot .....................................

Total cost of

lot

4.00

improvements ....................... $264.71

Major Street Improvements
Street Grading

@ $1.25
y2

per cu. yd.

Assume max.

cut

=

4'

average

=

2'

over

of width of street.

2XyX^Xl.25X^

X

42

= 48.61 ....................

Street Grading for Intersections
2 X 40 X 50 X 1.25 X 2

2.X:27|X|28X2

48.61

-
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Street Paving

@

lot

macadam 26' paved roadway
paved curb to curb to allow for cost of gutter foundation.
42 X 26 X 2.50
$2:50 per sq. yd. for bituminous

=

X9

2

1S1-67

for intersections add

X

40

14

26

X

9

X 2.50
X2

ft -

y^
24 X 18

,

$151.67

X

2.50

14X9X2

= 14 60

14 60

'

-

Plain Curbs

@

$1.00 per

X

42

lin.

ft.

=

1.00

42.00

for intersections add

42.00
ft.

7-7

14

90

X

28

=

1.00

3.22

3.22

Planting Strips

@ $0.25 per
42

X6X

6'

sq. yd.

.25

-9

wide

= ?nn
7

7.00

-

Shade Trees

@

$6.00 each

Side

assume

1

per lot

6 00

Walks

@ $2.25 per

sq. yd.

4^'

wide.

4 , 25
for intersection
[4 (9.5

X

add

10.5

+ 8.5 X

1)

X~ X

2.25]

Total cost main street improvements

-- 28

=

3.87

3.87

$327.52

Minor Street Improvements
Same assumptions

as for

major

streets

Street Grading

20(00.25 =
2007 X
28~

40_X_2

13 23
'

$ 13 -23

Street Paving

^X~X

2.50

=

35.71

35.71

Plain Curbs
400
-28-

X

1.00

=

14.28

14>2 8

LOT

SIZES, UTILITIES
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Cost per

lot

Planting Strips

~X^X
5 5

4-ftO

=

.25

2.18

$2.18

for intersections

X6 + X5/
1

[4 (1

Trees
Allow

X-i- X.25] --28

2 )

05

10 per block.

=

2.14

2.14

Sidewalks
wide.

4'

400

X 4 X 2.25 =
9X28

14.28

14.28..

Total cost of minor street improvements ..............

$81.87

Water Supply
Filtration Plant

$150001000 houses ........................................ $

15.00

Pumping Station
$130001000 houses ........................................

13.00

Water Storage
$180001000 houses

.

.

....................................

,

18.00

Trunk Line
12" C.I
10,560' long-min. cover 3^' 12" line
allowing 3% for specials and 10% for profit.
10,560

X

@

$3.30 per

ft.

3.30

1000

Distribution System

Average 6"

C.I.

4'

Major Streets
cover allowing

6%

for specials and

10%

profit.

X

$
$1.60

=

33.60 .......................................

Hydrants @
" $70 each
o
A $30 each
Connections @
<t.

f

=

,

H

|

33.60

.

per block

j

3.57 ................................................

3.57

Valves

@

$30 each

=

2 per block

2 14 ................................................
-

2 14
-
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Cost per

average 8"

X

200

C.I.

4'

@

cover

=
XA
zo

2.00

lot

Minor Streets

Distribution System

$2.00 per

ft.

14.29

$14.29

for intersections

X

51

+ |g X

1.60

2.00

=

5.86

5.86

Total cost of water supply

$140.31

Gas Supply
Trunk Line
l*/2

mi. of 12"

14"

main

@ $3.30 per

ft.

7920 X 3.30
1000

Distribution System

Major Streets

@ $1.25 per
y X 1.25 = 26.25

4" line

ft.

26.25

Manholes, Valves, etc

1.50

Distribution System Minor Streets
4" Line
$1.25 per ft.

@

200

X

1.25

-f-

28

= 8.93

8.93

for intersection

40

50

X

it

/o

1.25

=

4.02

4.02

Total cost of gas supply

$

66-.S4

Electric Supply
Transmission Lines and Towers
2 mi.

@

10560

$1.10 per ft.
1.10 ^- 1000

X

Distribution System

Wiring

y

X

@

=

11.62

$ 11.62

Major Streets

.04 per ft.

.04

=

.84

84

for intersection

^X

.04

=

.06

06

Poles

@

$30 each

=

5.36

5 per block
5.36

LOT

SIZES, UTILITIES

AND STREET COSTS
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Cost per

lot

Lights

@ $20 each 2 per block
~ = 1.43 ...............................................

$1.43

Total cost of electric supply ........................

$19.31

Sanitary Sewers

Sewage Disposal Plant

$40
Outfall Sewer
12" V.T. 5280' long
5280

X

2.25

=

8'

-

cover

1L87

Manholes

@

$8013

Sewers

manholes

deep

8'

3'

diameter

Major Streets

average 8"-10"-8'-cover

~X

1.90 per

ft.

=

39.90 .................................

39.90

Minor Streets

Sewers
8" V.T.

H X

cover

8'

minor

@

$1.75 per

Sewers

ft.

laid

on every second

street.

200

X

1.75

-*-

28

=

6.25 .............................

6.25

for intersection

40X190
ZO

Manholes

@

4 2g

...............................................

5.71

/O

15?

Major Streets

$808'

=

50X175 =

+ 271 ..................

+/2><

2 per block

deep
5.71

Total cost of sanitary sewers

$109.05

Storm Sewers
Collecting Lines

y2

length of major streets 15" V.T.
Y*

X

X

2.10

=

22.05

5'

excavation

@ $2.10 per

ft.

$ 22.05
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Cost per

lot

Inlets and Connections

@

$100 each

f

=

2 per block

7.14 ..............................................

$7.14

Manholes

@

$60 each
120

6'

2 per block

3' dia.

deep

4 29
'

Intercepting Lines on every second minor street
24" to 30" V.T. 6' deep
$5.10 per foot
X 200 X 5.10 -h 28 18.21 .............................

@
=

H

18.21

for intersections

40X2.10

+

50X5.10^.^ .........................

605

Total cost of storm sewers ..........................

$57.74

House Connections
Water Connections
Appurtenances, as meters, valves, etc ......................... $ 20.00

Water

@

lines

In

lot 15

X

W

G.I.
$0.75 per ft.
18.75 .................................
.75

=

X

In street 25

=

.75

18.75

11.25..

11.25

Total

$50.00

Electric Connections
$ 21.00

Appurtenances as meters, etc

X

Lines in street 25

.04

=

1.00

X

.04

=

Lines in front lot 15

1.00

60

.60

Total

$22.60

Gas Connections
Appurtenances as meter, etc

\y2

Lines in street

25

X

.60

=

X

.60

$19.00

@ 0.60 per

ft.

15.00

Lines in front
15

"

=

15.00

\y2

lot

"

@ 0.60

per

ft.

9.00

9.00

Total

$ 43.00

Sewer Connections
Appurtenances,
Lines in street
25

X

1.00

=

Lines in front
15

X

1.00

trap,

@

etc

per

$
ft.

@

25.00

1.00 per

ft.

6" V.T.
15.00

15.00

Total
Total cost of

3.00

6" V.T.

25.00

lot

=

.50

.

all

house connections

$ 43.00
$158.60

CHAPTER V

LANDSCAPE PLANNING AND PLANTING
INTRODUCTION
This committee has endeavored to analyze the problems encountered by the householder of modest
his

home grounds; and

means

in planning

and planting

to give proper emphasis to the value of

good planning and planting, both from the standpoint of increasing the value of his home, and of enjoying its possession to the
utmost.

It hopes to point the way to the fulfillment of the desire
of every householder, regardless of income, to have his home
measure up to the highest standards.

Since the comfort and attractiveness of homes are dependent to
a large degree upon their surroundings, the committee has also
considered the layout and planting of open spaces in residential
neighborhoods, and of highways of all types.

The

facts contained in this report should give reassurance to

the small

home owner who

professional advice,

by

feels that

he cannot afford or obtain

bringing to his attention the services that

are his for the asking, through which excellent results
obtained in developing his home grounds.

may

be

HOME GROUNDS AND GARDENS
Scope of the Problem

The

general subject of the planning and planting of

home

grounds is so broad that a reasonable limit to the field is necessary.
The Committee on Landscape Planning and Planting, therefore,
has considered in this report only such problems as would usually
be met in the small

home grounds

of detached and semi-detached

one- family houses, belonging to families of small or modest inThe committee recognizes that the large majority of
comes.

householders are endeavoring to solve their problems on a small
income. It hopes to offer suggestions for progressive home
ground improvement based upon small initial expenditures.

total

This report is intended to deal primarily with the problems of
the householder who feels that he cannot obtain professional ad163
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vice, either

there

is

because of necessary economy or through the fact that

no one

in his general locality capable of giving it.
hesitate from a lack of knowledge would be

Many who now

glad to improve their grounds if they could be assured that their
efforts were in the right direction and would not cost more than

they could afford.
They may turn to local sources of information; namely, the
newspapers, magazines, and such reference books as are available

and to county farm and home demonstration
study of the present sources of information and education, with recommendations for improvement, is included in the
report of this committee.
in public libraries,

agents.

A

Any arbitrary limitation on the size of the property seems inadvisable, since in many localities the problem of improving the
grounds immediately about a farmhouse is quite as important to
the good appearance and pleasant living conditions of the neighborhood as are the small yards in the more congested districts,

and yet each may belong to small home owners of modest income.
The question of the development or maintenance of rented or
leased properties has not been considered.

Farmstead planning and planting have not been considered in
they were the subject of investigation by
the Committee on Farm and Village Housing of this Conference.
Landscape architecture deals with large and small tracts of land,
the placing of various structures and objects upon land, and the
planning of the land for the best possible use and enjoyment of
the owner or of the public. Its purpose is not limited to the imdetail in this report, since

provement of the appearance of land by planting.

The

services of a competent landscape architect should

accom-

ground space, greater convenience in use,
the saving of much trouble and annoyance to the owner, and often
an actual saving in cost both in development and in subsequent
plish better utilization of

maintenance.

Present Conditions Throughout This Country in Regard to
Landscape Planning and Planting of the Small Home

The amount of planting to be found on home grounds varies
greatly in different sections of the country. In the older settled
regions trees are abundant both in city and country except in new
subdivisions laid out on

farm land or

in those sections

where
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major grading operations have destroyed existing growths. In
more recently settled regions, there is usually a regrettable lack of
tree planting, especially in the open country and the smaller vilThere has been much less general shrub planting than tree
lages.
On the old places there were often shrubs of various
planting.
kinds in the gardens and also as a partial setting for the house.
The lilac by the corner of the New England house and the corresponding crepe myrtle in the South frequently secured their good
location through chance rather than by intention.
In the last quarter century interest in the planning

of the

home grounds

has developed extensively.

and planting

Its

beginnings

were in neighborhoods adjacent to large estates on which planting
was directed by professional designers, and in small communities
about the larger cities. This interest has spread until new communities may be found in most parts of the country where good
planting has improved the appearance of home surroundings.

Although the greatest attention has been given to this phase of
in the region extending from the Atlantic Ocean
to the Mississippi River between the Ohio and the Potomac Rivers
and the Canadian boundary, and although there are many communities all over the country where much good planting and some

home development

is far from general.
successful improvement of home grounds in any community
can be traced to a few enthusiastic individuals who are interested

planning has been done, such practice

The

in bettering the appearance of the surroundings of their own
homes. Such persons talk about their achievements and plans, and
others become interested before they are aware of it. This fre-

quently results in a local committee's or other organization's fostering a movement to interest the community in the improvement of
surroundings. Inspirational talks by those in whom the community has confidence, the example of a well-planted home, and
competitions on the improvement of grounds seem to be the most

home

methods of securing results. The Agricultural Extension
Service of one State has aroused interest by judging communities,
one of the points in the score being the attractiveness of the home
fruitful

grounds of the neighborhood.
Although there is an apparent lack of interest in many communities, undoubtedly more of it is due to ignorance of the possibilities

within their reach or to conditions beyond the control of
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A vine, or at least a geratomato can, may be noticed today even in tenement
or crowded small-house communities, and the area about

the individual than to lack of interest.

nium

in a

districts

is swept.
There are a large number of American homes
whose lawns are kept neatly mowed, but which are lacking in
The example of
attractive, permanent tree and shrub planting.
in
home
is
a helpful influwell-designed
grounds
any community

the door

ence to this type of householder.

In

many

southern cotton mill

towns remarkable improvements have been accomplished by the
leadership of those who could give real information. Throughout
the country the removal of high board fences about back yards
has transformed many city blocks. The publicity of plainly seen
backyards has made slovenliness shameful, resulting in a marked
improvement in the treatment and maintenance of these areas.

There is an evident lack of concise and trustworthy information
on planning and planting for definite locations. Reliable information is needed regarding the planning of home grounds, including
information on suitable varieties of plants for various places and
purposes.

General Principles of Landscape Planning and Planting for
Small Home Grounds
Existing differences

make every landscape problem an

individual

model arrangement which would
be generally applicable to the grounds of the small house. The
factors which control the design may be grouped as follows
First, the influence of climate, which demands one treatment in
New Mexico and another in Vermont; second, the character of
the project, whether it is a city row-house with a small backyard,
a village home with larger grounds, or an intensive farm where
one.

It is

impossible to suggest a

:

the economic use of the land

topography and
flat

is

soil conditions,

of primary importance third, the
which require one treatment for
;

sandy country and quite another for rocky mountainous land

fourth, the style

and plan of the house, the

;

special uses of the

land; and fifth, the requirements of the individual family, their
scale of living, their personal preferences, and the expenditures
which they can afford for the maintenance of their grounds.

But

in spite of the differences

basic principles which
grounds are the same.

which these factors impose, the

govern the development of small home
There are three fundamental considera-
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the approach, the service area, and the part of the grounds
reserved for pleasure.

tions

:

The approach
with

is

the area between the

highway and the house,

driveway or footpath to the entrance door. This is the part
of his grounds by which the owner is judged by the visitor or the
its

casual passer-by, and it should be treated with as much dignity as
In most cases, the
the size and character of the house require.

garden

will

be a secluded outdoor living area away from the tur-

moil of the street, but a cottage or a small house on a quiet village
street may have an entrance treatment of the greatest informality

A

with a footpath through a simple garden to the door.
house on
a larger lot may have a driveway to its entrance door, but it should
be designed for beauty of line as well as for practical use.
The service areas include the kitchen yard, the garage space and

perhaps a space for turning a

car, the

laundry yard, the vege-

and any other areas which are planned for use rather
than for beauty. Although on a large estate these may be separate, in the grounds of a small house they are usually combined.
Sometimes this service yard consists simply of a widening of the
garage driveway at the kitchen door to allow room for garbage

table garden,

and ash cans.

If the

garage

is

close to the house,

it is

possible

by connecting them with fence, wall, or
The
hedge, partly screening the service yard between them.
laundry yard may be hidden from the garden by planting or it
may consist simply of a removable clothes reel which is put away
when not in use. The vegetable garden may well be a most
attractive part of the small house grounds.
to give architectural unity

The

part of the grounds reserved for pleasure, including the
terrace, the lawn, the garden, and the area devoted to play, or what-

ever part of these the grounds of the small house contain, must be
planned for use as well as for appearance. Some part of it must
connect closely with the living rooms of the house to allow easy

lawn being so planned as to afford a place to sit under
a playground for the children being equipped with
and
the trees,
simple apparatus which will give them pleasure and exercise.
access, the

The development

of the small place, though similar in principle
Here harto that of a great estate, is quite different in detail.
mony between the house and garden means not elaboration but
simplicity

;

not large units but small ones which will be in keeping
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with the character and size of the house.

In addition to simplicity

of design there must be simplicity in the use of trees, shrubs and

herbaceous plants. Without overcrowding it will be impossible to
use the variety that one sees in large gardens. Exotic plants are
usually out of keeping. The best effect is attained by confining
the planting to the shade trees which are native in that part of the
country, to fruit trees and dwarf fruits which are useful as well
as ornamental, and to the hardy shrubs and flowers.
Good design is as important in the development of the small

home grounds

as in the larger estates
the house should be deto
fit
lot
rather
the
than
the
small
lot forced to conform to
signed
the house. The owner of the small house lot will obtain the most
satisfactory results
in the principles of

from taking advice from persons experienced
good design.

Development and Maintenance
Selection and Plan of

House

Site.

of

Selection

the

house

by the lot's shape, size, topography, and orientaservice side of the house may well be near one side of

site is controlled

tion.

The

the property to conserve open space, while the front of the house
should be on or near the building line, if any; if not, such set back
is

recommended

and provide a

as will play fair with neighbors

A

drive and walk (often comfeeling of space along the street.
bined) to the service area and garage are advisable. Ten feet be-

tween house and property
this purpose.

will

line is the

minimum width

to be

used for

The

depend on

orientation of the house by points of the compass
the local climate and the prevailing winds.
It is

best to leave the largest free area possible on the living
sides of the grounds.

Excavation and Grading.

If top-soil or

loam

and garden

exists

on the

lot,

the operations of grading and building should be so done as to
save all of this soil. The house should be so placed in regard to

the proposed finished surface of the lot, and the grounds so planned
that there will remain from any excavations enough earth to grade

A

the

lot.
It is usually easier to sell earth than to buy it.
balance
of quantities excavated and used in grading is the ideal solution.
On steep hill-side streets the lot owners on the lower side may

not always be able to do

this.

In such locations

it is

sometimes

better to place the house on the down-hill side below the sidewalk
level in order to reduce the amount of filling necessary to make
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the lot usable, bearing in mind the necessity of meeting the problems of existing surface and sanitary drainage. Trees or other

natural growth should be saved wherever possible, always keeping
in view the fact, however, that on a small lot the house itself is
really the most important factor. In far too many cases, the first
impulse to "clear the land" does real damage to final appearance.
In all cases it is more satisfactory to do nothing about the actual

and planting areas
and other structures are entirely finished.

finished grading, preparation of lawns,

until

after the house

It is

an unfortunate habit of many builders to bury their surplus bricks,
mortar, and other rubbish just beneath the finished surface of the
ground and close to the building, to save carting away. This ought
to be prevented in all new building, and where the condition already
exists this material must be removed before lawns and planting
beds are made.
For lawns the loam or top-soil needs to be of sufficient depth
to provide a satisfactory seed-bed and the surface of the ground
should be brought to the final levels and slopes before the loam
is put on so that the depth of the loam or top-soil will be uniform.
All spaces that are to have shrubs and plants should be dug out
to an additional depth of six to twelve inches and this space filled
;

in with good loam, so that the total depth in those areas will be
twelve to eighteen inches. For lawns the best plants or quality
of grass seed is the safest investment, but the exact kinds or mix-

tures will vary with the local character of the soil and climate, and
the information on this should be obtained from local sources.

Meager use of grass or seed encourages weeds. Certain sections
of the country require sprigging or vegetative methods of establishing lawns. Expensive sodding is not justified except for driveedgings, steep banks, and sometimes in drying
areas where intensive use is likely to occur before
or
similar
yards
the grass has developed sufficiently.

way and walk

Trees on the small home grounds

may

be divided into three

groups those for shade, those for decoration and screening, and
those planted for fruit. Shade trees are better if the high-branching or high-headed types are used so that their shade will cover a
:

large free area, thus affording circulation of air and unobstructed
views beneath them. Trees for decoration and screening may be

evergreen or deciduous kinds or the flowering trees of various
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Quick-growing trees require more food and, therefore, develop in most cases larger root systems that may interfere with
neighboring plants; for this reason care must be used in their
sorts.

Fruit trees may sometimes combine the use of shade
and decoration with the added advantage of economic utility. Since
most varieties of fruit trees are pleasing in appearance, those
selected will vary with local conditions and individual preferences
In general, shade trees in the North should be
of the owner.
located at a sufficient distance from the house so that the shadows
will fall around the building rather than directly on or over it,
while in the South shade on the house is usually desirable.
A few flowering or broad-leaved and other evergreen shrubs
well placed at important points around the house produce more
effective and satisfactory results than can be obtained by the too
frequent custom of planting a continuous row completely across
the front or around the sides.
Coniferous evergreens used this
location.

and, except in the case of smaller spreading forms, become difficult to control in a few years on account of
their growth.
Many of the larger shrubs are useful and orna-

way produce monotony

mental in border and screen plantings. The extravagant use of
trees and shrubs of, variegated foliage and the scattering of blue

and yellow evergreens as lawn specimens are not in accord with
good taste. Bush fruits may often be used as hedges or as borders
of gardens where there is limited space, combining beauty and
It should be kept in mind that plants will grow, and
utility.
enough space should be provided

in the original planting to allow
for their ultimate full development.
Fertilizers. When available, organic fertilizer or manure is

preferable to any of the commercial mixtures. The quantity to be
used depends largely upon the quality of the loam or topsoil and
the type of growth to be supported. Manures should be thoroughly
composted or baked to destroy weed seeds.
Walks, Paths, and Drives. Party drives or walks have the ad-

vantage of saving space under crowded conditions but are difficult
of satisfactory maintenance, and complications may arise on change
of ownership. Individual drives and walks are, therefore, prefer-

where space permits. Both walks and drives should lead with
reasonable directness to their objective point. It is better to make
able

them

as

narrow as convenience

will allow.

In general these fea-
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tures tend toward too great width. Brick, native flat stone, and
gravel or crushed stone walks are usually more pleasing, but where
concrete seems necessary its appearance may be improved by
special treatment of the surface or by combination with other
materials, such as brick or stone.

Many

materials are in cur-

rent use for driveways; their selection depends upon cost and
Reliable information as to
upon the general surroundings.

use

of

these

materials

is

available

from U.

Government

S.

Bulletins.

Drainage. Provision must be made for taking the water from
the roof leaders or down-spouts under ground to either the storm
sewer or, in porous soil, to one or more dry-wells. The latter

away from the
The curon the ground from

should, where possible, be located at least ten feet

house foundations and not beneath any planting areas.

rent practice of allowing rain-water to spill
the roof-leaders or down-spouts is poor economy in the long run,
as

may

it

cause

damp

cellars

foundations and plants.
where possible, be sloped

and wash the

The
away

soil

away from

the

ground surface should,
from the house on all sides for a
finished

distance of at least ten feet with a total drop of not less than six
Soils in some parts of the country may require special tile
drainage below the surface to lower the ground water and encourinches.

age normal plant growth.

Water Supply. Where water
have

at least

and one

is

available, each

house should

one in front
where they will not interfere with
Where possible, a permanent or temporary pipe

two

sill-cocks, hydrants, or water-outlets,

in the rear, located

the planting.
connection to the rear of the garden area is also desirable; this
will save much wear and tear on hose and will prevent as well the

breakage caused by taking the hose over plants and shrubs. This
provision for outdoor water supply is often desirable for the best

development of lawns and vegetation in most parts of the country,
but
if

is

too frequently overlooked.

these

outdoor water

facilities

The

additional cost

are installed

is

small

with the main

service.

Home

Sewerage. In many communities sanitation

cared for

In districts where this
local sewer system.
be used. Local ordican
or
tanks
cesspools
impossible, septic

by connection with the
is

is
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nances will usually control their location and type, and informa1
tion as to construction is contained in several government bulletins.

Yards. For the purpose of
considered under three heads:

report the term "yard" is
(a) front yards; (b) rear or

this

garden yards; (c) service yards.
In front yards the accepted treatment varies greatly with local
custom in different parts of the country. In many localities the
front yards are kept open and free from enclosure, thus adding
to the apparent width

and open feeling of the

street; in other

yards are given individual privacy by enclosures
This treatment is recomof screen planting, hedges or fences.
mended for front yards located on through traffic streets. Each
localities the front

type

requires

maintenance; most fences require painting, and

hedges usually require pruning. Whatever scheme of front yard
treatment may be followed, it is a desirable ideal that community

produce a harmonious effect as regards enclosures for
yards on a given street, so that the general appearance of the

interest
all

street

may

be one of unity rather than of a series of unrelated and

The important thing is to keep the front yard
simple and uncluttered by a variety of plants unrelated either in
size, color, or kind.
different spots.

Rear or garden yards are today's conversion of the old backyard into the outdoor living room, and must be planned with a view

from the living portion of the house. The
form
is
an
area of turf or grass bordered by flowers
simplest
and shrubs. Privacy is essential and may be secured by fences,
to ease of access

hedges, or screen planting of small flowering trees and large
shrubs, depending upon the space available. Planting for privacy
in rear yards is particularly important where the front yard is

open to the public view.
width of at least five feet.

Shrubs for screen planting require a

Sufficiently high hedges can be grown
width of two feet with some plants, while a vine-covered
fence can be used in a width of six to eight inches.

in a

Service yards comprise that part of the house lot given up
and other service features. In the

to drying yard, garage drive,

small lot these will frequently be adjacent to and

may

be separated

Public Health Reprint 625; Supplement 58, Public Health Reports;
Public Health Bulletin 101; Farmers' Bulletin 1227, and other reports from
this Conference.
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from the rear or garden yard by a fence, lattice, or wall connecting
house and garage. While any of these may be more expensive
than a hedge or shrubs for enclosure, it is usually justified on the
small property by the resulting

economy of space.
Maintenance. Proper maintenance is as important to the good
appearance of the small home grounds as good design and construction of the original layout.
Many current periodicals give
detailed instructions as to the general care of the grounds in the

various sections of the country. In general, during the growing
season all vegetation needs frequent attention, including cultiva-

and fertilizing to promote its best development.
In the dormant season some plants must be protected to keep
them in condition for the next season's growth. Care and maintion, irrigation,

tenance of walks, drives, fences, and other structures on the
grounds will prevent large repair bills which may be caused by
neglect over a period of time.

In any planting various replacements will be necessary from
time to time according to the type of plants used, as each type
has a normal period of life. The frequency of such replacements
may be reduced by using the longer lived plants as well as by

Likewise repairs may be necessary due to
outside agencies, such as disease, storms, and so forth, but the
cost of such repairs will be minimized by timely care which should

good maintenance.

keep the plants in a general healthy condition to better

resist

such

attacks.

Conclusion. The development of

home grounds comprises

phases, such as proper planning, grading, construction, drainage, planting and maintenance. Each of these is dependent upon
the efficiency of the others for its successful functioning and its

many

proper contribution to the total

effect.

While there are many

sources and agencies providing general information on this subject
it has been demonstrated that in the same manner as in the planning

of his house, even the owner of the small house lot will obtain
better results with the minimum expenditure of time, worry and
funds, through the employment of unbiased and reputable professional advice in the planning of his grounds.

The Economic Value

of

Planning and Planting

Aside from the personal satisfaction to be derived from attrachome surroundings, planning and planting of home grounds

tive
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utilitarian value.
There can be no question,
for example, as to the usefulness of grass, vines, or flowers in
preserving terrace slopes. Trees are considered of such value as

have an economic or

windbreaks that Congress, in 1924, passed an act providing for
the distribution of seeds and seedlings to farmers for this purBut in addition to these accepted facts the dollars-andpose.
cents value to the

owner of well-planned and planted home grounds

should be considered.

home grounds important from an economic
Considered from the point of view of the seller, the

Is the planting of

standpoint?

fact that attractive planning of small home grounds adds to the
value of the property is so well established that it seems almost
This is borne out by the
needless to give specific instances.

nurseryman who is frequently called upon by the real estate dealer
to plant the grounds of houses on Saturday which he expects to
sell on Sunday.
Shrubbery and flowers, properly placed, not only
add to the appearance of the property but very often attract purchasers.

Property that

is

well-planted will undoubtedly attract

more people than barren property, thus enabling the owner

to pick

customer to better advantage and secure a sale price at an
increase over the cost of the planting.
his

There are many factors which enter into the valuation placed
upon planting. While it would be impossible to give a valuation
for every kind of plant and its placing, the value of good landscape design does have a definite ratio to the value of the house.
For example, in one subdivision the very modest planting which
cost about $30 for each house was used as a basis for adding $100
to the price of each. These values vary up to a ratio of $100 in
planting to $500 in price, and the estimated value of well-planned
grounds has even run as high as 50 per cent of the value of the
From one state comes an estimate made by the Acting
house.
Extension Horticulturist that in most instances proper planning
and good planting have increased the value of property from 24
to 35 per cent.
The value of trees has been definitely established for the purpose of appraisal. According to a formula evolved by Dr. E. P.

maple or American elm, in perfect condition and on a good location having a residential value of $2,000
were
per acre, would have a value of $113. If, however, this tree

Felt, a twelve-inch sugar
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on property with residential value per acre of $5,000, the tree
would be worth 2*/2 times as much, namely, $282.50. This latter
The
valuation is by no means excessive in congested districts.
American Tree Association has likewise sponsored a formula. It
suggests the computing of the area of a cross section of a tree,
four feet from the ground, and then allowing a value of $1.00

per square inch. Thus, a tree eighteen inches in diameter would
have a value of $254.47.

The National

Association of Real Estate Boards advises the

planting of trees on any piece of real estate for which there is no
immediate use, pointing out that trees and shrubbery immediately

add to the desirability of any plot and will increase its sales value.
Promiscuous placing of trees, however, is not advocated, since the
plot may become more valuable as a home site if the trees have
been placed with regard to a definite landscape plan, including the
possible location of a house.

Obviously the owner of a very small home

site will

not be inter-

ested in planting numerous trees. There is no question, however,
that a well-planned and planted house lot, whether simply or elab-

A

much more salable than one without planting.
sent
out by a leading garden magazine a few years
questionnaire
ago brought expressions from real estate dealers in all parts of the
country on the value of land improvement. One dealer in Pineis

orately done,

North Carolina, states that the expenditure for planting on
of an amount equal to 5 per cent of the cost of the dwelling
will add 20 per cent to the sales value of the property.
This
amount, added to that expended in the construction operations,
will make little difference in the total cost of a home.
Failure to
hurst,

any

lot

plant at

all

is

actual extravagance.

real estate dealer estimates that

of

\y2

A

Plainfield,

to 2 per cent of the purchase price of a

sale value 5 per cent.

A

New

Jersey

an investment in shrubs and flowers

home enhances

the

Pasadena, California, dealer says that

a place well planned and planted sells quickly and that the owner
not only gets back the money spent on the planting but additional
profit as well.

If suburban

home owners

realized fully the financial

as well as

the aesthetic value that trees, shrubs, and other plants add to their
properties, we would see within a very short time a radical change
in

most

residential districts within fifty miles of

any metropolis.
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Opinions of real estate dealers and other well-informed persons
it clear that the house owner of sound
judgment will add

make

value to his

home by proper development and

care of the grounds.

OPEN SPACES IN RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS
Open spaces are essential in the community to admit air and
Their importance
sunlight and a view of the heavens above.
increases as buildings grow more numerous, become taller and the
shadows deepen, often to the full exclusion of the sunlight. They
are the real lungs and the real essence of a city livable and beautiful.
Of the visible elements about us in our municipalities they

alone feed the imagination of young and old and give to life a
greater perspective and a broader meaning.
The green in the city plan represents the living green in contrast
with the dead mortar of buildings, the cement of streets and side-

walks.

It is the

man

mediator of nature.
can

This

Where

is vital

in

trees

and other plants

our manufacturing

will grow,
cities
today whose gas and smoke help to poison the air. The green has
a cooling effect in the torrid heat of summer. It is the country
live.

moved

into the city,

that

essential to full

is

to urban life a new and
enjoyment and health.

and adds

vital interest

Open spaces of the more intimate residential character, which
we prefer to think of as sun openings, include the interiors of blocks
surrounded by separate homes or groups of homes, community
gardens, open fields and parks, waterways and lakes, playgrounds,
settings for

community buildings and

landing places for domestic aircraft.

however,

we must

local business centers,

As we

and

think of sun openings,

be duly mindful of the treeless spaces in some
much in need of shade as some

sections of our country that are as

places are of sun.

Interiors of Blocks

homes or groups of
more
and
more
as
homes are being recognized
important sources
of beauty and livableness. Houses that for generations have been
Interiors of blocks surrounded by separate

turned as a matter of course to the street are

now

being reversed

and are looking into the backyards and into the middle of the
Blocks of various sizes offer opportunity for interior
block development for community use.
Generous open spaces are absolutely essential for our modern

blocks.
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for apartments, whatever their
tidy or they will lose their

must be well kept and

entirely.

An

ill-kept,

worn-out lawn surface, weedy

flower bed, or littered shrubbery mass is as detrimental to neighborhood life as an ill-kept, mismanaged home, and perhaps more
so because it is so much more in evidence.
Where apartments
occupy the perimeter of entire blocks, the interior open space can
be developed with a simple layout of walks, grass, hedges, shrubs

and

may be reserved for the play of the smaller
Efforts of this kind as represented in Sunnyside,
Island, and the Marshall Field and Rosenwald Apartments

trees.

Space

youngsters.

Long

of Chicago are illustrative of what can be done in this connection.
super block in the new town of Radburn in New Jersey is

A

several times as large as the average city block
interior park area of considerable extent for

and permits an
homes that are

grouped along its perimeter. This gives opportunity not only for
views of a country-like character but facilities for the play of
young and old.
Community areas within the blocks or close to them might be
developed not only in the form of parks but as community gardens especially vegetable gardens, including bush and tree fruit.

In a plan for a Greater West Park System of Chicago, these community kitchen gardens formed an important part, not only for
the open space they gave but also for the vegetables and flowers
they furnished at a reasonable price, as well as for the interest
and the knowledge of the growing things that they promoted. By

such contact the knowledge and the imagination of the city dweller
are given the opportunity to expand in the crowded cities and
towns that tend to cramp the mind and the spirit of those that

dwell in them.

Open

Fields and Parks

On

a broader scale, and in larger communities, open fields and
also be considered as essential to community developshould
parks
ment either for surrounding buildings or as a division between
residence and factory.

It is

a great pity to see what were once

covered with buildings. The city or town
should have grown around such open spaces instead of upon them
in the interest of both health and beauty. Buildings of large dimen-

beautiful fields

sions,

now

whether public or semi-public, might get their

real setting
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on the edge of such a

field instead of losing their architectural
in
the
midst
of
a
beauty
densely planned city. There are instances
of big open spaces that have become the centers of community

developments.

Some

villages afford great opportunities for the landscape de-

draw the surrounding country into his picture by the openof
views of agricultural areas, farmsteads, distant villages,
ing up
and church towers, and by screening undesirable views with plantsigner to

From the standpoint of developing and preserving the beauty
of our native landscape there is no greater possibility than that
offered by these now sparsely settled rural communities situated in
ing.

beautiful environments. There is the opportunity in such a community to incorporate panels of green and stretches of water into
the village center scheme so as to express in a very real way the
ideal of beauty.

community

Water
Water has
It

may

in the

Open Spaces

great possibilities in the town or village plan.
take the form of passive mirrors of reflection for day

and night

its

effects

and

uses, or the

more

active manifestations of

playing fountains and running streams.
Inland lakes may afford a very desirable setting for residences,
the water providing for the enjoyment of canoeing, swimming,
fishing,

and winter sports in some sections. The water affords
on hot days, and the beauty of the reflection of sky

cool breezes

and land. With the proper border planting, buildings need not
become too obtrusive along these water bodies. Pools of adequate
dimensions

may

be used for the sailing of miniature boats.

Where

canals have been introduced they may be made features of beauty
as well as utility by having well-developed green borders along

them or buildings of

architectural merit extending to the water's

right use of canals, many European cities have become
and famous. By a right use of these and other stretches
of water, life in our own communities may be made richer because

edge.

By a

interesting

of the vaster stores of beauty that are furnished for the imagination to feed upon.

The same may be

said about rivers or creeks flowing through

They may have broad borders of green
and become ribbon parks that meander through the city. It is well

the residential section.

to call attention to the fact, however, that such canals or rivers,
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must be kept clean and orderly if they
are to enhance the beauty of the residential section rather than
destroy it. One often sees the possibility of beautifying even the

as well as their borders,

streams that have become ill-smelling sewers, or ditches that are
with waste and rubbish. These water courses may do much

filled

to beautify the residential sections, and they are one of the most
important focal spots in the development of a residential town.

The Playground

When

places of play are well planted with trees and other plants
improve their appearance they become desirable features. Some
playgrounds might be objectionable in residential sections. This,
however, depends on the design of the playground. In an otherwise well-planned community an ordinary fenced-in playground
to

or no plant life is apt to be ugly and barren.
Play
such as sand, lawn, or light play apparatus for small
children, or such as archery, croquet or light ball playing for larger
children or for grown-ups, need not become objectionable if well

with

little

facilities,

necessary

may

fit

The

do not require the large spaces
football, or running tracks, and they

Facilities of that type

planned.

for

baseball,

more appropriately

into the residential environment.

a playground for the older youngsters is at
The school in the playground or surrounded by a small

real place for

the school.

park, or both, gives a new purpose to the city development of our
country. To take care of the needs of the community, whether

an area from eight to fifteen acres is needed for the
school and grounds. The school should be the community center
from the beginning of school days to the close of life; and its whole

rich or poor,

environment and equipment both indoors and out should be such
as to give the community what it needs. It is most essential that
the city child come in contact with the living green and with the
beauty of the flowers and the birds in the school grounds. It is

have a setting appropriate
school
development should provide places
importance.
indoors and out for community play, recreation, and other activities

most

to

essential that the school building

its

The

for children and adults.

Settings for

One

Community Buildings

of the usual difficulties in the urban plan is the absence of
proper spacing or perspective in front of and in conjunction with
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public or semi -public buildings of distinctive and interesting architecture.
Frequently the aesthetic and impressive advantage of

having one or several of these buildings on a somewhat higher
topographic position than others is overlooked. Public or semipublic buildings should be erected in our cities with full provision
for seeing and enjoying their beauty, even at the sacrifice of valuThere is
able space, and especially in the residential sections.

ample precedent

in this country

and abroad for such considerations.

Local Business Centers

Along with the idea of the residential neighborhood there

is

being recognized the conception of the local business center servSmall groups of stores are
ing such residential neighborhood.

coming

into existence close to

where people

live,

and even the

theaters are being decentralized in the larger communities. These
community centers should be developed with proper regard for

open space that will afford leisurely, comfortable shopping, uninterrupted circulation of vehicles, and ample, convenient and
better looking spaces for the parking of automobiles.
The local
business centers should have trees, at least, and even enclosures

of hedges here and there. There should be walls of green around
the parking areas to screen them from sight as much as possible.

The city streets lose a great deal of their beauty and effectiveness by having cars parked along them. Traffic and free movement are hampered to a great degree and often the thoroughfares,
which are already unduly narrow, become congested. When numbers of people are bound for a few destinations, such as churches
or theaters, the streets are congested with motor vehicles everywhere. The picture is an ugly one, apart from the objection of

inconvenience.

our

To

obtain the greatest efficiency and comfort from
parking spaces must be provided elsewhere.

streets, orderly

Landing Places

for

Domestic Aircraft

In spite of the fact that airports are associated today with noises
that

make them

questionable companion features for residences,
reason
to suppose that time will bring not only
every
more planes but more noiseless ones. In the meantime an effort

there

is

should be

made

to

make

attractive, as well as

more

efficient, all

airports, particularly the kinds that are intended to serve aircraft
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of a given residential neighborhood. Where possible, a good turf
should be maintained. Attention should be given to the entrance
portions of the field. The appearance, particularly as considered
from the air, should be kept in mind.

HIGHWAYS, URBAN AND RURAL
The
and

Conference on

interest of the President's

Home Ownership

and from the home.

in

A

highways

home

of

is

little

Home

Building

means of getting

as a

is

value

if

it

is

to

so far

removed from necessary every-day activities that excessive effort
is required or an undue amount of time is consumed in reaching

work of the day.
Not only must the approach be physically convenient but it
must be aesthetically satisfying or the home will fail to win, and
the

hold in largest measure, the affections.
Without the steadying
influence of a deep interest in home and home life a population
tends to become vacillating and irresponsible; therefore the need
of attractive home surroundings.
With a convenient, safe, and
pleasant way established to and from business, an important adjunct to contented lives has been provided.
The convenience and beauty of highways are also factors in our

away from the home, since we use them to visit neighbors,
relatives, and more distant friends to reach places of amusement,
and for the mere joy of roving. Travelways are surely of sufficient importance for the home owner to be well informed as to
leisure

;

their

good design and maintenance, and to take an interest in seeing
own community.

that the best principles are applied in his

Types

Use

of Streets in Incorporated Cities and Villages. The
of incorporated cities and villages may well be classed
from the standpoint of use into thoroughfares, residential streets,

streets

commercial

streets,

and

industrial streets.

The thoroughfare
through

traffic.

tion as possible.

own parking
and usually

or main arterial highway is primarily for
It should be wide and kept as free from obstruc-

Buildings along

it

should be provided with their

places for automobiles, off the

distinctly separated

from

it.

main traveled way
paralleled by a

When

secondary street separated only by a tree planting space or other
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narrow

strip, the

same

the

development of

this adjoining street

should be

as for other commercial, industrial or residential streets.

Frontage on a through

traffic

except possibly for
liberal open space on the side
building

street is not desirable

for

home

multi-family buildings that have
away from the thoroughfare.

Residential streets, as a rule, should be so located and designed
as not to invite through

when developed
main thoroughfares in such a man-

traffic.

on a community basis just

off

They

are best

does not find them sufficiently direct to be
Often footways can be provided at convenient points

ner that through
inviting.

traffic

in addition to those paralleling the driveways, thus providing for

more

communication for pedestrians than for automobiles.
Residential streets should be well shaded.
Commercial streets should be properly articulated with, but not
part of, main thoroughfares.
They should be so arranged
direct

that traffic from the main thoroughfare readily finds its way into
them and through them. They need liberal parking areas adjoining for the use of patrons, and liberal sidewalks, as well as plenty
of shade.
Lack of shade in retail business districts is one
of the factors in the falling off in trade which comes every summer in most parts of the United States.

Business streets are also needed near residential areas so that
family requirements

may

be supplied with reasonable convenience.

Industrial streets provide the last link of the connection between

home and

means of livelihood of a large part of our popshould
not be coincident with through traffic streets
They
but should be easily accessible from them. Industrial streets should
the

the

ulation.

liberal planting spaces and trees wherever the
presence of excess smoke, dust, or fumes does not prevent their

be provided with
growth.

Parkways

City and Country.

Meaning of Term.

Park-

ways as discussed in this report refer to travelways used to connect
various areas of a park system similar to those in Boston, Kansas

New York, Philadelphia, and Westchester County,
or
as
York,
may be developed for more scattered areas.
parkway has the same primary function as a boulevard how-

City, Chicago,

New

A

;

distinguished from a boulevard when it has sufficient
width and area to be given a park-like treatment. It may be
ever,

it

is
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described as an attenuated park with a roadway, walks or paths
through it, or with roadways alongside of it, or both.

A

parkway is developed primarily to
Purpose of a Parkway.
connect the various units of a park system with a park-like travelway or one treated with park-like effect; to provide easy access to and from a city, and to various parts of a city, while
providing a pleasurable medium to the motorist, hiker, or rider.
In Westchester County, New York, parkways have been devel-

oped

in

many

cases along the stream beds or water courses,

and

on both

sides, thus preventing the
streams from becoming either open sewers or being obliterated
by enclosure in concrete aqueducts. These parkways provide
motor drives and locations for trunk line sewers. It was pro-

consist of controlling strips

posed at one time to tunnel and fill for street purposes the
Bronx River Valley which connects upper New York and WestChester County.

treatment

How much

more

effective is the present

parkway

!

Boston was undoubtedly the pioneer in the development of metropolitan parks and connecting parkways. This
system included surrounding villages, towns and cities, and a defiEarly History.

was developed to tie the parks together. This was soon
followed by Kansas City, Chicago and Minneapolis. All of these
were later overshadowed by the Greater New York parks and

nite plan

parkway system.

From

this beginning the development of city parks and parkextended until today it will include a majority of the
has
ways
cities of 50,000 population or more.
The development is much

more

elaborate and intensive in the

New

York, Boston, Chicago,

Detroit,

more congested areas such as
Kansas City, Cleveland,
Minneapolis, Baltimore, Memphis, and Seattle, to menSt. Louis,

tion a few.
It is clearly seen

parkways

from a study of the development of parks and

that the vast majority are a part of the municipal or

metropolitan system. What has been developed outside of these
areas has been in relatively densely populated counties, such as
Westchester County, New York Essex and Hudson counties, New
;

Jersey; and

Cook County,

Illinois.

be termed country parkways.

These

latter

would probably
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There is
strictly country parkways are too few today.
developing rapidly in the East a system of national parks, national
These

monuments, and State parks and forests. Maxifrom these areas can be much more readily obtained
if they are connected by a system of
country parkways. This is
in
true
areas
where
there
is
particularly
danger of the now available
forests, national

mum

benefits

land being developed later for commercial purposes.
Federal Highways, State Highways, Secondary

Roads.

Highways are the necessary connecting links between places.
People pass over them on business or for pleasure and commodities

many kinds are transported for short or long distances.
Originally in this country they supplemented waterways as a
means of communication and offered for many places the only
way, as, for example, the National Highway from the Chesapeake
of

Ohio River.
Later roads were primarily connections between the farm and
the village or railroad station. With the advent of motor vehicles
they have again assumed major importance as a means of commu-

Bay

to the

nication between distant points.

Federal Highways.

Federal highways assumed their important
our country. The arduous journey over

place late in the life of

long distances by horse and wagon was completed only by a
rugged few. Roads were not continuous and often long gaps
were encountered where no roads existed. Those which were made
passable all the year were largely toll roads, built adjacent to, or
between, the more populous sections of the country as an investment by the people of the locality. These were built in comparatively short units that helped locally but usually lacked continuity

for distant travel.
Rails spanned the United States in 1859

and

their advent re-

tarded possible highway development for a long time. Then came
the motor car. In the short time since it passed the experimental
stage

it

has become one of the biggest factors in present life and
It has created demands which it is almost impossible

civilization.

to satisfy.

As

demand

for conditions for the satisfactory operation of
the motor car developed, private enterprise contributed to the

a

development of through routes by forming highway and automobile
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efforts of these

associations aroused the interest of people in long distance travel
and their desire for better roads resulted in the Federal Aid Act

of 1916 and the collateral Bureau of Public Roads in the Department of Agriculture. Since then expansion has been rapid until
we now have numerous intersectional connections traversing the
entire country from East to West and North to South with
shorter spans connecting densely populated or important industrial
regions with other similar places or with recreational areas such
as National Parks.

Changes are taking place so rapidly that the planning of eight
or even five years ago may not now serve the purpose.
Our
national resources are being developed to an unbelievable extent,
and increasingly frequent
be noted.

conflicts in intended uses of land

The planning of highways

may

for the future must meet

demands for living, industry, and agricultural purposes; and it is
not only necessary to satisfy needs already created, but, by the
location of new highways, to influence and encourage the development and improvement of new or backward areas as a
homemakers.

benefit to

State Highways.

State highways connect the internal units of

the several States, whether one city to another, industrial areas,
urban areas to State parks or serve as connecting links between

adjacent States providing for through
by Federal highways.

traffic

such as

is

introduced

Cognizant of this added drain upon the several States and
seeking to establish uniform interstate communication, Federal
aid has been extended, including a small amount to Hawaii. With

were completed prior to August 31,
1931 (46,485 miles prior to June 30, 1925) at an estimated cost

this Federal aid 90,636 miles

of $378,476,076.
At present these Federal aid roads are only a small percentage
of the official State highway systems, but a gradual expansion of

Federal aid is taking place, which, coupled with intelligent and
somewhat uniform planning, should cause important improvements.
Secondary Roads.
Secondary roads are analogous to the
Federal and State highways form
capillary vessels in our body.
the main circulatory system, but secondary roads reach out to
feed the outlying sections and to bring their flow of traffic into
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main arteries. To strangle these with mud, poor planning or
no planning, impairs their value to the communities they should
serve, while, if roads do not exist, the sections lacking them are of
the

limited value to State or Nation.

The need

of these secondary roads must not be underrated. It
emphasized by the fact that in 1929, 9,724,950 passenger cars or
42 per cent of the total registration were registered in towns
of less than 1,000 population and on farms, while there were

is

registered on farms 4,910,300 passenger cars and 767,200 trucks,
a total of 5,677,500 motor vehicles aside from 846,162 tractors

which seldom use the roads. The number of motor vehicles on
farms more than doubled from 1919 to 1929.
It is not only the number of motor vehicles using secondary
roads which makes them important but the change in the use to

which they are .put. Foodstuffs must be delivered either to other
carriers or to urban areas on schedule time, regardless of weather.
Consolidated schools have added to the importance of this class
roads.
In 1929, 44,150 busses carried 1,277,000 children
425,750 miles to schools at a cost of $30,125,000, and in addition
to this, many children are taken in private motor cars.
This

of

means

that

motor vehicles must traverse the roads

times to meet definite needs in the

life

at regular

of today.

To meet the increasing demands upon them secondary roads
must be made not only twelve-month roads but they must be safe
and well-planned. Changing conditions often require that they be
replanned to meet the needs of present traffic, including possible
new points of origin and destination.
Abandoned Roads. Usually a road right-of-way
no longer kept up reverts to the original owners of or the
abutting property, and may therefore revert to farm lands, woods,

Byways.

that

or

is

grow up

to a

charming

lane.

New

England

particularly, as

population has drifted city- ward, has given over farm after farm
The roads sooner
to become pasture and eventually woodland.
or later go out of repair, become impassable, and minor streambeds appear in their place. Some of these hill roads become most

which to walk and study nature, watch the
and gain the quiet that refreshes and
In cases where roads fall into disuse as traffic ways it
calms.
should be considered whether it would not seem both feasible
delightful paths in

birds and small animals,
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and desirable to set aside the best of them for public use as
nature trails, under suitable local organizations.

Many

other sections of the country have bits of attractive, over-

grown wooded strips, enclosed by stone-walls or fences, that,
if opened up just enough for use and properly supplied with
nature trail signs, might become an asset of great value to the
people of the

locality.

Often they can be incorporated as ap-

proaches to county parks or as integral parts of them. Usually
is nil, thus enabling a community to obtain a start
toward a district reservation or park by formally taking title
through appropriate measures. Where the length and location of

the land value

the abandoned

way

are suitable,

it

may

be possible to create therein

a bridle path or short cut foot path
another.

The term

Trails.

from one settlement to

commonly understood applies to
unpaved and normally makes use of

"trail" as

a pedestrian path which is
the existing ground surface, or with slight grading in cross section
to present a safer or more comfortable means of journeying

through rural and wild country. From the time of the buffalo,
the Indian and the frontiersman, trails and "traces" have crossed
the wilderness for hundreds of miles, and some part of each succeeding generation has taken delight in traversing afoot the woods

and

mountains and
acquaintance with nature.
wilds,

valleys,

renewing again each year their

As a means

of recreation

trail travel

ranks high and is constantly growing in favor.
Trails are our most inexpensive travelways as well as our most
delightful ones.
They should be increased into local systems,
such as exist in the White Mountains and Adirondacks, and should

be tied into other systems by major connecting links which barely
cease at unavoidable urban areas to resume as quickly as possible
on the other side. The move to connect the entire Allegheny
ridge

is

well started.

Other sections of the country have trails which can and should
be developed. No better means than outdoor organizations can
be devised, for groups banded together through love of the hills
are reasonably certain to do a skillful and economic job of opening
up the desirable trails to scenic points and see that they are maintained.

Our

their limits.

National parks, of course, provide trails within
So also should State parks, county parks and munici-
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But there are many localities where a small interested group might make a start and shortly find a growing list
of workers willing to complete one extensive trail network of
pal reservations.

incomparable value to the district.
trail should have all the elements of variety, surprise, and
climax that the topography permits, but in construction should

A

hold steadfastly to the principle that it is desirable to do a miniof disturbing work no more than enough to permit of safe

mum

foot travel.

The fewer

evidences of

man-made way, the stronger
away from all things

will be the appeal to those seeking to get

urban.
Bridle Paths.

In our present state of development there are

two classes of people
The smaller class

interested in bridle paths.
is

that

among

the well-to-do

who

retain or

are recultivating their friendship for and their joy in using the
horse as companion and means of travel. For this class many

have been constructed along boulevards and parkways
and the parks and reservations they connect, also on large indi-

bridle paths

vidual estates or connected estate groups.
Such bridle paths serve a relatively small portion of the people
and are laid out by competent designers for beauty, safety and

general enjoyment.

The
is

larger class,

commonly

and one very much more wide-spread than
where

realized, consists of rural inhabitants in areas

and mountain topography preclude the possibility of any kind
of vehicle road to their isolated farms and cabins.

hill

One

has but to travel by automobile through any of the Tennessee or other similar mountain regions to be surprised at the
number of mule or horseback riders, especially on a Saturday after-

noon, who are seen riding to town or returning home with a sack
The riders are seen jogging
across the pommel of the saddle.
of
the
to
one
side
pavement upon which the automobile
along just
is

rolling.

That

this

group of people

travel- way that their habitual

is

entitled

to

the best

means of locomotion requires

is

just

as true as that six-lane concrete highways are the necessary facility
for motor transport elsewhere. There should be provided a suitable bridle path along every paved automobile highway in such
regions as these and with branches on the secondary roads.
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A normal

bridle path should be not less than eight feet in width.
It should have a surface neither too hard nor too soft and must be

graded and properly cross-drained to resist erosion. Grades may
be much steeper than on vehicular ways and fords may replace
bridges, though the latter should be provided where streams are
subject to high water beyond the safe fording depth, in order that
the way may always be open to travel.

Many sections of the open country of the Western States still
depend very largely on the horse. Where automobile ways and
The
lie together, a clean-cut separation is imperative.
nature of the two surfaces desired by both types of travelers makes
bridle paths

this

an easy matter.

most country bridle paths have occurred
With the
receive special care.
use
and
seldom
simply through
advent of automobile highways, however, it is advisable to sepa-

Up

to the present time,

rate the bridle path

from the surfaced roadway.

Usually a slight

widening of the berm or shoulder on one side of the paved way,
and the surfacing of the path with cinders, sand or gravel is all
that is required. In open country the bridle path may cut acrossadvantage, and then full attention
and
permanency must be considered.
age
lots to

to grades, location, drain-

Footpaths Along Highways. Modern conditions of automobile
use of highways, both for the safety of the pedestrian and for the

removal of one source of worry to the driver of the motor, require
the complete elimination of the pedestrian

from any paved

travel

way between urban centers. Especially is this true after sunset
when headlights, frequently dimmed on account of approaching
show the form of the pedestrian.
The danger is already recognized in some localities,

cars, fail to

for in Ohio
and other States we find signs near the edge of towns cautioning
the pedestrian to walk on the left side of the pavement in order
that approaching vehicles

may

be before his eyes rather than at his

Paved roads make easy walking, and it is evident that the
surface of the footway must be in competition with the smooth
road and must present some compelling reason why it should be
given preference, or the pedestrian will continue to walk on the
hard surfaced roadway. This means that the surface of the footback.

way cannot be rough

or

muddy

wide, but must be easy to walk on.

It need not be
or unpleasant.
Grades must not vary too much
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from the grade of the competing pavement or the latter will be
A location, on the other hand, that makes the footway

chosen.

the shorter route has distinct advantages.

One

in shade will suc-

A
cessfully compete even though more up and down in grade.
that
to
views
to
footway
swings away
give interesting
may appeal
a minor degree, though most highway pedestrians are local dwellers
who

are too familiar with the scenery to notice it. The general
and construction should be along the lines

principles of location

of creating a footway that the average countryside dweller will,
of his own volition, choose in preference to the paved road. Near

towns, where use is greater, this footway may more nearly resemble
the conventional city sidewalk both in size and location.
Local
conditions vary to such an extent that only underlying principles
can be mentioned.

The

creation of footways on existing roads with their many
homes cannot be left to the individuals dwelling on

miles and few

must come about through State, county, or township
and
be paid for by the taxes of the community. On new
authority
the
cost should be included as an integral part of the
highways
highway along with grading, paving, draining, and planting. As
the majority of highway users are in automobiles, and are primarily interested in a good wheel surface and possibilities of speed,
a considerable campaign of education must precede any very strong
movement for separate footways. This is true even though the
the road, but

possibility of collision with pedestrians is

fraught with greater

danger to the occupants of the moving vehicle either through the
results of hitting the pedestrian or of skidding or overturning in
a quick effort to avoid an accident.

Design

The design

of highways whether urban, suburban, or rural includes location to meet community needs, and a desirable width

and arrangement to meet

traffic

requirements, combined with the

greatest possible safety and attractiveness.
Community needs include freedom of entrance and exit to and

from the homes, for business and

social purposes,

with reasonable

directness between the usual destinations.

Topography has a great
In a

flat

country

it

is

influence

possible to

on the design of highways.

run the roads

straight, except
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In a hilly
perhaps when entering or leaving a stream valley.
or mountainous region they must curve frequently in order to
secure easy grades without excessive cuts and fills.
Often the
of locating a road for a large amount of traffic may be

difficulties

lessened by carrying the traffic in one direction at a different level
from that in the opposite direction. By such a division the individual road width

cut and

fill

for the

is

lessened with a greatly reduced amount of
that which would be required

two roads over

for one road of the combined width of the two.

It may require
a greater width for the right of way, but where such an arrangement is desirable land is usually cheap. Such an arrangement is

not only desirable for economy of construction but adds interest
to the road.
The extra width of the right-of-

and scenic value

way

is

always an asset because of the opportunity for special

plantings.

In addition to the above mentioned requirements highways
should be given recreational value by attractive locations and by
being made as sightly as possible. One way in which interest may
be increased is to so locate the road that the best outlooks possible

may

be secured from

it.

From

a rise of ground an extended view

of a farming country may be obtained. The road may follow a
charming stream in a wild valley for a few hundred feet, or a
glimpse of placid water may be seen by swinging to the right of

With a seeking

for desirable view-

a knoll instead of to the

left.

points, the beauty

often be greatly enhanced with

any increase

may

in cost or serviceability of the road.

nities for outlooks are greater in

one.

Most

districts,

little

a rough country than in a

however, offer

if

The opportuflat

sufficient irregularity of sur-

face to allow a choice of location of the road.

On

the plains roads

should be carried along slight elevations where possible so that
extended views may be obtained, as in a flat country a slight rise
give an interesting outlook. Often a slight devianarrowing of a street may, without interfering with its

of ground
tion or

may

and beauty, save a fine tree, and possibly avoid sacrificing
many, as was permitted in Biloxi, Mississippi, a few years ago
and on the streets of Washington, D. C, recently, as well as in
utility

many

other places.

After the roads and even suburban

streets

have been located to

secure the best possible outlooks, care should be exercised to
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save as

much

as possible of the existing plant material along the

right-of-way.

The

required width of a paved roadway depends on the density
of traffic. It may vary from the four- and even six-lane through
to the

highways

The

latter

may

narrow

local

roads that meet the community needs.

consist of only eight feet of paved surface with

shoulders sufficiently substantial to permit of passing at low speeds.
The alignment of highways both in plan and profile offer oppor-

beyond those generally recognized by the agencies
normally charged with determining their location and gradients.
A highway is either a work of art or merely a surface upon which
tunities in design

The usual requirements of maximum gradient, minimum
curvature, vision clearance over hilltops, and "banking" or superelevation on curves may be met adequately, but the result may be

to drive.

most unpleasant to the eye. Beauty of curvature in plan, the first
Also the
requisite of good design, seldom is properly studied.
or
must
be
coordinated
with
the
grade
profile
carefully
plan so
as to produce pleasing lines when seen foreshortened in perspective.
This is really the point of view from which a highway is seen by

who use it. These requirements of design are recognized by
a landscape designer when planning a park road or the streets of
a residential district. If it is worth while to give attention to the
those

more or
it is

less superficial

ornamentation of roadsides by planting,
and gradients of such

also important to design the basic lines

roads with due consideration for the beauty of the result, and to
the solution of the problem men properly trained in that

call into

Such added beauty can be produced by careful planning,
most cases with no additional expense and in some instances
with an actual saving in the cost of construction.
field.

in

there should be a strip of land at least
twenty-five feet in width to allow for shoulder, ditch, and slopes,
and to include appropriate planting from the ditch or the shoulder

Beyond

the paved

way

Through highways and pleasure drives of
various types usually require even a greater width of right-of-way.
Clumps of trees along the road afford shade and relieve the bareto the property line.

These tree groups may form more or
continuous shade, but should be so located that the trunks will
not obscure the view of approaching traffic and the tops will not
ness of the road surface.

less

obscure desirable distant views.
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Tree planting must be supplemented by shrub planting at many
points except where it obstructs the view of approaching traffic or
hides good outlooks.
Slopes may be covered with trailing or

ground cover plants to hold the

more

soil as

well as to

make

the roadside

Well-designed planting can reduce maintenance
costs not only on slopes but also on level surfaces because any
good soil not under desert conditions will produce a growth of
some kind, and by planting unobjectionable things the cost of
attractive.

controlling objectionable growths

may

When

be reduced.

the

well covered with desirable plants there is less chance
ground
for others to crowd in. The chief reason for planting, however,
is

is

to

make

the roadside attractive.

Although grass can be used

in

many

places,

it

is

better to

give variety by stretches of native plants of appropriate heights.
Those plants that might become troublesome weeds must be

omitted from highways adjoining highly cultivated farm lands,
while in a wooded area or in some wild region they may
well have a chance to compete for their existence.

new

On

the other

hand, plants
community must not be introduced if
they are vigorous and have a tendency to crowd out the native
to the

vegetation.
At desirable outlook points, or at points requiring traffic information, adequate turnouts should be constructed. These turnouts

need not be the smooth surface of the highway but should be sufficiently substantial to prevent the danger of miring in wet weather,

and should be of liberal enough dimensions to accommodate, under
normal conditions, all who might be interested in the marker or
the view.

Planting

Preserving Existing Planting.

It

seems almost unbelievable

that existing or native plants along our highways should be removed either for introduced plants or for no purpose whatsoever.

a tendency to cut down our native plants as mere
rubbish or as a nuisance detrimental either to road building or to

Yet there

is

the adjoining

fields.

They

are, generally speaking, of great bene-

On the plains the shelter of
these plants will preserve the moisture for considerable distances
fit

in giving both shade

and beauty.
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But there is something that is far more vital;
and these shrubs belong where they are.

into the fields.

namely, that these trees

typify New England, or the prairie country, or the mountains in the West. They are a vital part of all we call America,

They

To remove them

our country.

is

a crime, both culturally and

Man

can never plant more fittingly, more
before him, and he has become
because
existed
they
expressively,
a part of them, a part of the native landscape. They express life
spiritually speaking.

as well as he does and often serve as a thermometer by which his

native characteristics can be measured.

Elms

in

New

England and sugar maples

in Central

New York

give those parts of our country a distinct character and express
something noble and grand. Evergreens express the romance,
the ruggedness, and the severity of outstanding cliffs and crags,
as

much

as deciduous trees express the poetry, the peacefulness

and the friendship of the level land. It is unworthy of a great
people, a people of high cultural standards, to change the landscape to something

New

else.

Where new planting or
must be made it should be

Planting.

ing vegetation
native to the soil and climate, and

still

addition to the existof the

same

material,

better, native to the locality,

expresses the locality as The Master expressed it. This
does not mean that all kinds of plants that grow in certain localities
so that

it

should be introduced along our highways. Friendly compositions,
groups that are harmonious to each other in the way of growth
as well as in the

way

of their

own

individual

life,

are most desir-

able.

At

the intersection of main highways the most stately tree of

the locality should be used as an expression of real beauty and digTrees should not be planted in rows along our highways to
nity.

form the

stiff

and cold

lines of the city street

where men are

herded together into congested space, but like the broad, free
of the country, should be planted irregularly.

lines

The red maple seems to sing a more beautiful song in the misty
lowlands, whether in spring or in fall, and the red osier (dogwood)
is more expressive in the lowland landscape than on the hillsides.
The sumac,
lands when

more expressive on the hillside than in the lowturns a fiery red in the autumn sun and puts the

too, is
it
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The planting of a highway through the valley is
from planting one on the hillside, and the planting of a
road on the prairies is different from planting one on the mountains.
If all the roads of our prairie country were lined with
trees, the prairies would become a checkerboard, uninteresting
and unbeautiful, and the expression of freedom that belongs to
the plains would be a thing of the past. In many places on the
plains roses and prairie phlox and other prairie flowers could be
hills

aflame.

different

used along our highways with scattered hawthorn, crabapple,
and plum, and thus give the prairie some character without destroy-

A

road cutting through a valley should be
planted with low plants so as not to destroy the quietness and
peacefulness of the valley itself, whereas on a hillside it might
ing

its

great expanse.

well be planted with trees

of course permitting a view of the

valley below or of distant mountains, rivers, towns, or a single
church spire striving nobly towards the heavens. Views of the

surrounding country should be considered with

all

our roadside

planting.

The

space given to plants along the roadside should be suffiThere should be a

ciently large to allow for free development.

feeling of spaciousness. The possibilities for beautiful highways,
expressive of the beauty of our native land, are so great that, if
once started by minds of vision and great imagination, they will

on the whole development of landand
in
our country.
scape planning
planting
Factors in Securing and Maintaining Good Planting Along
result in a forceful influence

of All

Types. Effective handling of the street tree
problem
by placing the complete authority in some
branch of the municipal government, preferably in the hands of
an unpaid advisory commission, with a paid executive. Authority
as to planting on rural travelways should be vested in State and

Highways
is

best assured

county governments.

State and county commissions, with execuThe services

tives, as in the case of municipalities, are desirable.

of qualified landscape architects should be utilized in cooperation
with the highway engineers, either as full-time State employees,
or as consultants.

a law which provides for Federal aid on certain State highways to the extent of 50 per cent of the cost, and

Although there

is
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though highway beautification is one of the specified items for
which expenditures may be made under this law, the maximum
federal assistance allowed

frequently less than half the usual
cost of the paving and barest essentials, so that the use of any
federal funds for beautification under this law appears very unlikely.

Therefore

if

is

the Federal

Government

is

to be of

any

assistance in this important work of roadside improvement, steps
must be taken either to modify this law or to pass another making
specific financial provision for the purpose.

Possibly the one most important physical consideration affecting the planting of any type of travelway is the width of the right-

of-way. If the total width is insufficient to allow for the present
or possible future needs of its component parts, the planting is
sure to suffer, either because of lack of proper space for develop-

ment, or by actually being removed to make way for wider roadways or by the regrading of highway shoulders. Consequently
vitally important that in the case of new streets and roads to
be laid out, or existing ones which are to be widened, due consideration be given to the provision of sufficient width to allow
it is

for adequate plantings within the right of

property under protecting easements.
Overhead wires also form a serious
planting,

and,

if

either be placed

satisfactory

difficulty in

results

or on private

way

connection with

are to be obtained,

must

underground or in independent rights of way,

removed from highways.
In districts where the important problem

is

one of conserving

natural scenery with its existing flora, every effort should be made
to extend the application of conservation beyond the limits of the

of the adjacent
example of such an

actual dedicated right-of-way, so as to include

area which

is

pertinent to the picture.

An

all

is where a roadway follows a river bank; here all the
between
the roadway and the water should be considered
ground
one unit. In such cases as this, garden clubs and various civic
organizations might be helpful in securing effectively the desired

instance

control even though not always by legislation.

The planting of trees in rows is undesirable except in city streets
where space is lacking, or in areas calling for formal planting, or
in regions where intense heat requires uniform shade. It is actually
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unsafe on curving roads in rolling topography, because vision
be obscured by the row of tree trunks.

On

city streets those species of trees

may

should be used which will

succeed best under adverse conditions, but on rural ways native
materials should be used, not only because they are likely to be
more permanent than others, being in their natural environment,
but because they assist in producing regional individuality and

blend harmoniously with the surrounding landscape, thus making
the paved

roadway

itself less obtrusive.

Restrictions

The wide

rights-of-way and the parklike treatment of many
miles of parkways in and near progressive cities and towns in
this country are setting new standards for ingress and egress
for thousands of homes. Home owners are becoming discontented

with streets which have been permitted to be uglified.
In unzoned towns there may be overhead or other ugly signs which
announce a business conducted in a residence neighborhood there
;

be vaults permitted under the sidewalks in row-house, apartment and commercial districts which prevent the planting and

may

proper care of

trees.

There may be water plugs,

police, fire

and

post boxes, lighting fixtures, telephone poles and overhead wire
connections which, if improperly designed and placed, detract from
the pleasant appearance which a residence street should offer as

an approach to a home.
The unnecessary cluttering of business streets with overhead
signs, disorderly placards and large, blatant signs out of proportion
to the size of the buildings has been corrected in some cities
through voluntary associations of business men. The effort to
attract public attention by excesses in signs, whether it be in
color, shape or size, is apt to defeat its own ends. Automobile drivers find a particular shop for which they are looking
more easily when they are not obliged to single out the sign

number,

from a welter of commodity advertisements. There is a special
pleasure in shopping or marketing on streets where whatever
claim to architectural beauty the buildings
ruined by disfiguring signs.
It is a distinct

section

by

may

possess

is

not

disadvantage to be obliged to reach a residence
bus or automobile which must travel through

street car,

198
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down-at-the-heel business sections, uneven ribbon developments
of small shops unregulated in the matter of signs and general
Not much better is the area which has been misappearance.
takenly zoned for business in advance of the need and in consequence has been intermittently built up with gaudy filling stations,

ugly in architecture, unharmonious in color scheme and surrounded
by signs. When the vacant lots are used for batteries of billboards, the picture of an undesirable street approach

is

practically

completed. These recognized disabilities may harm a subdivision
or new residence neighborhood which is seeking stable citizens
as purchasers of homes.
Homes in suburban and rural sections are similarly affected.
It is a distinct disadvantage to be obliged to traverse State or
county highways which have become veritable billboard alleys
lined with sign-plastered filling stations, far-from-creditable lunch
stands, interspersed with uninviting tourist camps, automobile

and common trash dumps.
It is not enough that individual premises be well planned and
well cared for. Informed prospective home owners are more and

more demanding

that the streets in

front of their homes, the

premises of their neighbors and the thoroughfares connecting
their neighborhoods with the downtown business section be freed

from offending structures and whenever possible receive the
ministering aid of landscape design.
Methods of Securing Improvement.

In cities and towns
means by which improved conditions are brought about comprise: (1) Adequate regulations of signs and billboards; (2)

the

abolition of private vaults under public sidewalks; (3) zoning laws
which prohibit billboards and business structures in residence
districts,

which regulate signs

in

commercial

districts,

and, as

rapidly as public opinion can be led to support the regulation,
prohibit billboards in commercial districts; (4) private restrictions in subdivisions intended to harmonize architecture and land-

scape treatment ; and ( 5 ) adequate appropriations and supervision
for street trees and parking spaces. One of the best methods for
displacing disfiguring billboards and other structures on private
is the planting by the city of street trees,
grass strips and
which
screen
the
advertisements
from
shrubbery
public view and

property

make them appear out

of place by contrast with their surround-
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Something may be accomplished in the appearance of filling
through architectural contests, widely advertised. Zoning
laws which limit the signs to one on each place of business make
a real contribution. Where architectural control through subdiings.

stations

vision ownership or by reason of laws protecting near-by public
buildings and grounds has been tried the appearance of all business

structures has been improved. As the business value of architeccontrol of private buildings is more fully realized, new

tural

methods will probably be developed to protect home owners
from the worst excesses in commercial as well as residential
structures.

On

State and county roads in rural or semi-rural districts the

control of the public space is vested usually in the State Highway Commissions and in the county officials. With the advent

of regional and county zoning, home owners have effective means
for preventing billboards and other commercial structures on private property in areas zoned for residences and even, as in the
Maryland suburbs outside of Washington, to prohibit
billboards in commercial sections to limit signs on places of busi-

case of the

;

ness to one and to control future development effectively. To do
away with existing undesirable conditions is more difficult, as

zoning laws are not retroactive but public opinion can bring pressure on outdoor advertisers, on operators of unsightly filling sta;

and lunch stands, and on proprietors of stores and shops by
giving preference in their purchases to products not advertised on

tions

the landscape

and not sold

in

structures

which disfigure the

neighborhood.

LEGISLATION
After a study of other portions of its report, the Committee
on Landscape Planning and Planting submits the following recom-

mendations regarding legislation.
This committee recommends
:

That congressional action be secured requiring along all Federal or
Federal aid roads on which pedestrian travel is common a permanent sidewalk, on one or both sides, or a pedestrian trail that may fit the ground,
with a graded, drained, and surfaced walk not less than two feet wide that
1.

shall be kept open for all-year use, with notices requiring that these paths
be used instead of the highways.
2. That congressional action be secured requiring that all appropriate areas
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on Federal or Federal aid roads that are not required for road, walk, equestrian, or bicycle

path surfaces, or for drainage or wires, shall be used for

turf, planting, seats, shelters

That

and other aesthetic and recreational purposes.

Federal appropriations for such roads there shall be set aside
a suitable sum, not over one-tenth of the original amount, to be used for
development and planting of areas not required for traveled ways, drainage,
3.

in all

wires, and so forth this part of the total amount to be expended by persons
whose landscape and planting training, knowledge and experience fit them
;

who are responphases of the work, and in cooperation with civic, organizations, park and forest commissions.
4. That like action be secured in State legislatures with reference to State,
for such service, acting in cooperation with the engineers
sible for other

county, and township roadways.
5. That from one-fifth to one-tenth of any annual appropriation for highway maintenance be definitely set aside for the annual maintenance of the
areas not required for traveled ways, wires, and drainage

;

this expenditure

to be also under the direction of the competent landscape architect.
6. That highway authorities be given jurisdiction over offences to the
health and to the eyes within a stated distance from the roadways, such as
billboards, public dumps, and objectionable roadside stands and tourist camps.
7.

That a model enabling

act be provided for the acquisition

and the

holding, as public lands, of tracts of various size which are deemed worthy
of preservation for the future enjoyment of the public on account of unusual

landscape features the selection of these areas to be made by a commission
or board, and the property placed in the hands of unpaid trustees having
the power to hold it without taxes and to transfer it to the nation, State,
;

county, or township, and who may receive and expend public appropriations
and make charges for service so long as the receipts are all expended only
2
for the public welfare.

EDUCATION AND SERVICE
General Sources of Information

Many

agencies can supply the

home owner with

general informaSome of

tion in meeting his problems of landscape development.

these are commercial, others are non-commercial, both varying in
their standards.

Many
the

national agencies are engaged in this service.
Through
American Civic Association, the American Nature Association,

and the organization maintained by Better Homes in America,
much information has been circulated, most of it sound and valuable in scope and detail. These and other organizations should be
3

See Publications of Massachusetts Trustees of Public Reservations.
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to extend service of this type.

of the magazines and newspapers of the country now
attention to the subject of the improvement of home
grounds, and some have employed able writers and designers to
propose home betterment planning and planting campaigns. Sev-

Many

give

much

eral daily newspapers of national circulation present each week a
One largely circulated monthly magazine began
garden page.
more than twenty years ago, among the very first of its kind, to

provide "before and after" pictures and to stimulate the

garden movement by

articles

and

editorials as well as

home
corre-

by
garden magazines now have reader service
departments to which the home owner may send his questions
and problems for solution. There are many books on planting
and home grounds improvement, a number of which are listed in
spondence.

Many

the bibliography accompanying this report.

The householder who wishes

to

become well informed as

to

sometimes bothered by the indifferent
However, there
quality of the aid offered by inexpert advisers.

good principles of design

is

has occurred a vast stimulation of the sources of professional
advice that is at present available on planning and planting of
small

home grounds.

Not only have landscape

architects almost

universally responded to this need as it has been manifested, but
not infrequently professional groups of related ideals have shown

The engineering profession also realizes that regard for natural beauty is not inconsistent
with engineering success. Professional advice, then, is one of the
themselves both interested and helpful.

important

sources

available

for

reliable

information

on

the

subject.

on landscape planning and planting are available
the
U. S. Department of Agriculture and many of the
through
few lantern slides or film strips with accomState Colleges.
Bulletins

A

panying lectures are available through the

The American Federation

Agriculture,
Association of

U.

S.

of Arts,

Department of
The American

Nurserymen, Federated Garden Clubs, garden
magazines and some State Colleges of Agriculture. Many libraries maintain garden sections and several state libraries, state
departments of education and federated women's clubs have loan
services through

which packages of books and

tures are available.

collections of pic-
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Through the Yard and Garden Contests Association, a nonprofit organization,

home ground

beautification contests are spon-

sored in both city and country.

Another service of a similar type
is sponsored by a prominent magazine which seeks to organize
boys and girls of ages ranging from four to fifteen years into
Junior Garden Clubs, in an effort to contribute toward the proper
education of youth in gardening and nature.
Competitions are mainly on one of two bases, the relative
attractiveness at the time of judging or the amount of improvement during the season as indicated by the comparison of ratings
made spring and fall, or whatever the season that has been
selected for the improvement to be made.
Often these contests
are arranged on a two, a three, or a four year basis, but when
handled in this way there is usually some recognition made for

each year's progress.

Garden tours under the guidance of a landscape

architect

or gardener are successfully arousing interest in planning and
planting of home grounds in some sections of the country.

Detailed Sources of Information

Amateur groups,

as garden clubs, special plant societies and the
much to nationalize their

older horticultural societies have done

object through widespread membership and through radio addresses educationally contributed by broadcasting systems.
Garden clubs offer an opportunity for reaching masses of people by

increasing their interest in gardening and related subjects through
flower shows, "clinics" and contests, and through the promotion

of civic projects.

The American Association

of Nurserymen, the National Garden

Bureau, and, to a lesser extent, the Society of American Florists
and Ornamental Horticulturists, have participated in these move-

ments as a business-getting

policy.

Some

retail

nurseries have

landscape service departments which stand ready to assist the
home owner in the laying out of his grounds. While the service

rendered by the nurseryman, and in some cases by the seedsman
and the florist, may be said to be selfish in its aim, it is none the
less important.

A vast

improvement has occurred

in the character

of suggestions made by these commercial concerns, as well as a
large extension of their scope.
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At the present time there are many agencies throughout the
country turning out stock plans both in architecture and landscape
Their value to the home owner is debatable and is
architecture.
discussed later in this report.
Through the extremely important agency of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, county farm and home demonstration agents

have done much, and some states are extending

same

service in the

direction.

Through

mation has been made available to inquiring

admirable

this

these agents

much

citizens,

infor-

and

it

is

believed that as opportunities arise these federal and state agencies
will further extend the useful service they now render.

Extension Education
being offered by the Extension
State Colleges of Agriculture in cooperation

Education in landscaping
Services of

many

is

Not only do these
to
residents
advice
and
assistance
of the State in
give
agencies
but
do
much to stimuand
home
grounds,
they
planning
planting

with the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

toward that end.

late activities

A

survey of this service shows

that of forty states reporting, thirty employ landscape or horticultural specialists devoting full or part time to landscape work.

eighteen of the states, their services are available to
in twelve, to

farm communities

"Landscape Gardening"
usually in the

is

all

In

the people

;

only.

included in the extension service,

home demonstration program,

in

810 counties of

Six states report the program under way in
states report no landscape work carried
two
Only

twenty-five states.
all

counties.

on as part of extension projects.
Education on shade tree and forest protection

is

offered by

extension foresters in several states as a definite part of their pro-

grams.
In addition to the regular service maintained through the Extension Department, twelve states employ one or more landscape architects, foresters or other persons in the offices of
their State Highway Commissioners, whose duties include work

along with highway engineers in conserving, planting and caring for trees, shrubs, and ground cover along highways and who
cooperate with the engineers in locating highway routes so that
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other things

being equal, they shall

the

display

best

natural

scenery.

Twenty-three of the Land Grant Colleges offer elementary
courses in landscape architecture to prospective extension agents.
Twenty-nine states report fifty resident instructors in landscape

who

are available to organizations for lectures and
Forestry and landscape extension agents also
service.
of
Seventeen state Extension Foresters
render this type
report that they are available for lectures on shade tree matters
to garden clubs and other organizations in their respective states.
architecture

demonstrations.

The most effective
who are, after

adults

education can

public
all,

the

this field of adult education

home owners

and

be developed

for

of the country.

In

service, the extension divisions of

agricultural colleges have served the rural communities in states

where

it

has been instituted, not by doing the work for them, but
it should be done.
The present need is to

by demonstrating how
improve

this rural service

and provide similar service for urban

communities.

Professional or Technical Education

A system of education in the appreciation of landscaping must
meet the demand for the right kind of professional service. Misinformation may be worse than no information, and false standards

may

be

tance then

set

up even with the best

intentions.

First in impor-

the training of specialists or teachers of landscape
architecture.
Some three years ago an inquiry by a joint committee appointed by the National Conference on Instruction in
is

Landscape Architecture and the American Society of Landscape
Architects revealed that only a few schools met the minimum requirements established for professional instruction in landscape
architecture.

Many

schools were offering elementary courses in

so-called landscape architecture or "landscape gardening/'

were really courses
There is usually

which

in ornamental horticulture.

little time in elementary or secondary public
school programs for instruction in gardening or home improvement, and it is better to introduce these subjects to children of secondary school age through junior organizations outside the

schools.
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Service and Information

While there are many present sources of information on landscaping available to the householder of modest means, it is evident
is a lack of basic and specific advice available on the

that there

very important matter of planning, which must be well and efficiently done if construction, grading and planting are to produce
the most effective results in the use and enjoyment of the land.
There is ample evidence of the fact that when this importance is

understood, the majority of home owners are eager to act and
meet more than half way any offer of reliable assistance in

will

planning and planting their home grounds. This unquestionably
means that the unbiased advice of professional landscape architects, generally recognized as a necessity in the larger undertak-

by some means, be brought more to the attention of,
and within the reach of, the owners of small properties.
The manner in which this may be accomplished presents sevings, must,

eral problems.

The very nature

of a landscape problem, however

small, with the variations of topography, character of house, clisoil conditions makes it practically impossible to prestock
plans for landscape design which will be useful for
pare
more than one individual case. In many sections of the country

mate and

professional landscape advice, in the form of one or more visits
and perhaps a rough sketch, is available to the small home owner at

This is not a substitute for complete plans and
but
will
often solve simple problems. The establishsupervision,
ment of small home grounds service bureaus sponsored by local or
reasonable cost.

regional groups could be of great service to the community as a
whole in developing plans for the better design of this class of home

Some preliminary research has been done along this
by one local professional group. Also one of the home and
garden magazines is sponsoring a similar service.

grounds.
line

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Committee on Landscape Planning and Planting makes
following recommendations
1.

That teachers

of courses in landscape design shall have been trained in

accordance with the

minimum requirements adopted by

ference on Instruction in Landscape Architecture and the
of

the

:

Landscape Architects.

the National Con-

American Society
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2.

That general appreciation courses be encouraged in the colleges and
wherever proper instruction is available, to increase popular

universities,

interest in the value of landscape design.
3. That Small Grounds Service Bureaus be established, sponsored either
by the American Society of Landscape Architects or other qualified agents,
in the several regions of the country, where for a nominal charge, the owner
of a small lot can obtain help in the planning and planting of his home

grounds.

That there be established local or regional landscape centers sponsored
clubs, chambers of commerce or other civic organizations, whose
function would be to stimulate community improvement, initiate garden
contests, sponsor garden tours, help with flower and garden shows, act as
4.

by garden

lecture bureaus,

distribute available

literature,

or give information as

to

and answer the questions of interested persons by having an
expert at the center on certain days who would deal with various phases of
landscape work. The agencies might do a limited amount of demonstration

where

to get

it,

work provided they
ties in their

did not encroach upon professional or commercial activi-

communities.

5. That arrangements be made with country-wide broadcasting systems
and such national agencies as the U. S. Department of Agriculture and its
associated stations, for the regular broadcasting of timely information on the
subject of planning and planting.

6. That arrangements be made for the publication of a "digest" type of
magazine which would bring under one cover the newer ideas which are constantly being presented in the various home and garden magazines.

7. That to supplement the excellent literature already existing in libraries
and magazines on the subject of gardening and the free bulletins which are
available from various state and federal agencies the findings and suggestions of the Committee on Landscape Planning and Planting and similar
This might be
suggestions of this Conference be given wide distribution.

effected through existing organizations that are interested in landscape
design as an adjunct to their preliminary purpose, such as Better Homes in
America, Kindergarten Associations, National Recreation Association, U. S.

women's clubs. It is necessary, however, that a
where the material already collected can be kept
date and the supply renewed as demands require.

Children's Bureau, and

central office be maintained

up to
8.

That

in the states

where the extension

be developed and include in their personnel

services do not function, these

men

or

women

with thorough

training in landscape architecture. It would be the duty of these persons to
instruct and train the field agents in the elements of landscape design so that

they could give more intelligent advice on the simpler problems in their

fields.

That there be prepared and published by some national organization a
so-called "Primer of Planning and Planting the Small Home Grounds" for
use in the public schools. It should be compiled and edited by persons proThe tendency in most
ficient and qualified in the art of landscape design.
9.
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need of good planning.

is

to over-emphasize planting
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and neglect the basic

10. That there be prepared either by the Federal Government or some
other public agency, under professional guidance, a series of educational films

illustrating the advantages of

good planning and the application of the prinhome grounds which would be of con-

ciples of landscape design to small

siderable value in carrying a general

seeking

knowledge of the subject

to

those

it.

11. That an annual bibliography of "Small Home Grounds, Their Design
and Maintenance," with reference to. such books, magazine articles, government bulletins and other publications touching upon this subject be published

either by a governmental or other national agency.

That a careful study be made of the future development of parkways in
maximum benefits may be obtained from those areas and to
prevent the invasion of the quiet and primeval beauty of our country.
13. That a careful study be made of the possibility of future development
of country parkways as distinguished from the municipal or metropolitan
12.

order that the

system of parks.
14. That the various Federal, State, and county agencies concerned with
the development and maintenance of those publicly owned lands where the
good appearance of the property is a factor for consideration, be em-

powered through their present authority or by additional legislation to
employ adequately trained landscape architects on these problems, and,
where advisable, to provide for the collaboration of architects and engineers.
The committee believes the advice of experienced and properly qualified
landscape architects is essential in all problems of planning and maintenance
of public property, including the grounds of public buildings, for the use
and enjoyment of the people.
15. That in the construction of future highways adequate provision be
made for the safety of pedestrians in sections where pedestrian travel along
highways is common, particularly through villages and adjacent rural

communities.
16.

lation

That full consideration be given to the subjects
recommended in this report.

for proposed legis-
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CHAPTER

VI

HOUSING IN UNINCORPORATED AREAS
ADJACENT TO CITIES
THE PROBLEM
1

The trend toward

decentralization in American cities, as a reimproved transportation and particularly of increased use
of the automobile, has been considered generally as one of the
sult of

encouraging signs in urban development during the past decade.
Here, apparently, is opportunity to build homes with adequate
provisions for light and air, on low cost land. The extent of this

outward movement of population is clearly illustrated by the results of the 1930 census, which show more rapid rates of growth
for the suburban areas surrounding our metropolitan cities than
in such cities themselves.

The

actual results of such decentralization,

of those

who own

or hope to

from the standpoint

own suburban homes, have in many
Too often the unincorporated areas

instances been disappointing.
adjacent to the city limits have been inflated in value by the operations of the speculative "developer" subdivisions have been plotted
;

and

lots sold far in

out coherent plan

;

excess of any reasonable future demand, withthere is neither assurance of logical use of land,

nor advantageous regional development; anticipated street and
1

In some of its aspects the subject of housing in unincorporated areas
adjacent to cities falls within the realms of city planning and zoning and of
subdivision layout but in many phases, notably that of the governmental
organization necessary to adopt and enforce suitable regulations, it is outside both these fields. For that reason this report was prepared by the following specially appointed group so that the committees on city planning
and zoning and on subdivision layout might confine their work to their
allotted fields:

Morris Knowles, Past President, Engineers Society of Western PennPresident, Morris Knowles, Inc. Pittsburgh, Pa. Frank Burton,
Consulting Engineer: Former Commissioner of Buildings, City of Detroit;
Detroit, Michigan Alfred Bettman, Director and Vice-President, National
Conference on City Planning
Chairman, City Planning Commission of
Cincinnati; Cincinnati. Ohio: Harland Bartholomew, President, National
Conference on City Planning St. Louis, Mo. Dan H. Wheeler, Division
of Building and Housing, Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C..

sylvania

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

Secretary.
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sanitary improvements are not made, or must be installed later
heavy expense to the home owner. Utilities, when installed,

at

become needlessly expensive because of the lack of comprehensive
planning at the time subdivisions were platted, and because of the
widely scattered dwellings to be served.
Such areas often are beyond the scope of municipal zoning and
building regulations, sanitary codes and health ordinances, and
thus prove attractive to the unreliable builder. The protection of
home owner and of the public interest in this "no

the prospective

man's land"
to those

at the fringes of the city is

who would promote

a problem of importance

better housing.

REMEDIES TRIED
Efforts which have been

development

made to promote a logical and orderly
to such outlying areas include certain types of
regu-

by existing governmental agencies; and also the
ment of special authorities to deal with certain phases of
lation

establish-

the prob-

lem, particularly for the construction and operation of utility systems.

In order to bring about and make effective the recommendations
of this Conference, in such unincor-

made by various committees

porated territory the apparent remedy is jurisdictional control of
a county or extra-municipal nature on the supposition that such is
at present effective in urban incorporated territory.
Regulations
;

of private development may be classified into the three groups, subdivision regulations, zoning, and building and sanitary regulations,

each of which will be discussed

briefly.

In general, every home should be subject to public regulatory
measures and fit into the community plan of development and no
property sEould be considered as entitled to the highway, water,

and sanitation

facilities

furnished by the public unless the owner

himself into the public scheme of development.
There may, however, be exceptional situations of the single home
development, in which the owner of a tract of land, larger than
is

willing to

fit

the usual subdivision

and rely upon

his

lot,

own

desires to take advantage of outdoor life

transportation, water

and other

facilities;

then the public system of regulation should allow for such exception.
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CONTROL BY EXTENSION OF EXISTING GOVERN.
MENTAL ORGANIZATION
City and regional planning commissions, when properly supported by public opinion and the local legislative body, have been

some degree of coordination in the plans of private
and
to secure reservations for through highways and
developers
public open spaces. Their jurisdiction frequently extends beyond
the city limits and, therefore, in some places and to some extent
there is some measure of control over lot sizes and installation of
utilities.
However, such jurisdiction is exceptional and there are
able to secure

;

difficulties in

making

local

planning commissions effective outside

the city limits and the authority does not include building and
health regulations which become important subjects of regulation
in this outlying territory.
To protect the integrity of the master

plan or official plan of the community, only insofar as its general
features are concerned, is a difficult task in itself, without imposing
additional burdens.

Due to the fact that the zoning jurisdiction of the municipality
does not ordinarily extend beyond the city limits, township and
county zoning has been authorized in some states and a number
of ordinances, passed under such authority, are in operation. For
example, there are several township ordinances in effect in Penn-

New York

State it is reported that more rural
being zoned at the present time. Where the
township or county is largely built-up, the adoption of such ordinances seems practicable, but here, too, the remedy touches upon
sylvania,

and

in

than urban land

is

only one phase of the problem.
State building, housing, and sanitary codes are quite general in
effect, though seldom sufficiently complete and adequately armed
with means for administration and thorough enforcement as to

give protection in the built-up area outside the city limits, comparable to that provided by municipal codes within the city boundaries.

One encouraging feature in recent years has been the development, through private initiative, of a number of complete and
carefully planned suburban satellite communities. The majority
of these developments have been designed for the higher income
Radburn, New Jersey holds promise as a sueclass, though one
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cessful medium-cost housing scheme. However, it is important to
the region that these be designed as a unit of a comprehensive

regional plan.

Control by Annexation
Annexation of the outlying areas by the central

city is usually
accomplish. The rural political unit is loath to lose the
high value portion of its area. The development of local sentiment and pride in the suburban community often results in bitter
difficult to

opposition to any annexation plans, particularly where differences
in tax rate are considerable.
In many instances, the financial interest of the central city is

income
ices

opposed to annexation, the additional
on necessary serv-

to be secured being less than the charges

and improvements for the scattered developments outside the

State laws quite generally prevent annexations or consolidations without consent of the majority of voters in both politi-

city limits.

Such method does not appear

cal units.

to be generally applicable.

Control by Metropolitan Districts

Examples of this type of regional organization are the Massachusetts Metropolitan District, and Passaic Valley Sewerage District, the Chicago Sanitary District, and the East Bay Utility District

(San Francisco).

Generally created to construct and operate

an urban region, their important advantage
one or more
is that the boundaries may be fixed on a logical basis, such as waterutilities in

shed

lines,

and minor

political

boundaries ignored.

Districts of the

above type, being organized for single purposes, have been more
successful in planning and executing large public works than in
relating such construction to general planning features.

A

serious

the tendency toward a multiplicity of taxing units and
overlapping jurisdictions. They are not generally usable for the
purpose of control of suburban housing projects.

objection

is

Organization of Federated Municipal Government
This plan contemplates the preservation of a certain measure of
rule to the minor political units in the region and the set-up
of a central government of the commission or manager type, having jurisdiction over all features of common concern to the whole

home

region, such as through highways, transit, water supply, sewerage,
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or drainage and

may also comprehend regional planning, housing,
and regulatory codes covering building, sanitation, and zoning.
It is an attempt to satisfy local desires for home rule and still se-

cure the advantages of large districts for the comprehensive planning and execution of public affairs of general applicability to the

whole region, without the creation of overlapping commissions.
This plan seems to be sound in theory but is still in the experimental stage, there being as yet no such federated city in operation.

BASIS OF

AN ACCEPTABLE SOLUTION

would appear from an examination of the conditions which
American urban districts, that any acceptable solution
should be based upon the following principles
It

exist in

:

The home

builder in the outlying unincorporated area should

be provided with the same amenities, the same protection of investment, and the
same safeguards to health, as the dweller within the city limits.
1.

2.

Development of these areas should proceed according to a definite and
community or regional plan.
Home building should not be encouraged or permitted in advance of

effective
3.

utility installation, or

Economical

adequately secured plans for such installations.

and operation requires planning by a
organization for the entire territory irrespective of
minor political boundaries.
5. Likewise,
measures for the protection of public safety and health,
4.

district

or

utility construction

regional

through building and sanitary codes, and zoning and planning schemes, should
be developed on a regional basis.
6. The county or a rural political subdivision of it, such as a town or
township, under existing general laws and methods of administration, seldom
does or can furnish proper protection to the home builder in the unin-

An exception which should be
corporated areas adjacent to city limits.
noted is the condition in certain parts of the country, where satellite developments of a village character have powers sufficient to provide the
protection required; but this is not the prevailing situation.
7. Extension of municipal jurisdiction into the unincorporated areas, or
establishment of a federated type of regional government, or possibly more
complete and detailed state legislation with local administration, is necessary.

TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS
The most suitable type of organization and the most practical
method of control for outlying areas will depend upon the nature
of the region,

for example, whether the city be surrounded by

rural territory or by satellite towns, or whether the region be composed largely of adjoining or interdependent cities. No attempt
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made

will be

recommend a

in this report to

single solution

which

safeguard and promote the interests of better houssuggested, however, that the problem is largely that of

will adequately
It is

ing.

the organization
organization, that is, machinery of government,
of suitable authority to effectively plan and control development of

extra-municipal territory.
for consideration

The

following suggestions are offered

:

1.

City and regional planning enabling acts generally provide for sub-

division control in the unincorporated areas outside municipal limits ; * but
few authorities charged with this control require utility installations as a

condition to approval of the plat, and many exert only a perfunctory control,
without any definite and well-conceived plan on which to base judgment.
Street improvements and utilities should be installed by the developer, or

such installations later to be made adequately secured, as a condition to be
2
lots are offered for sale.
This requirement would prevent much

met before

ill-considered subdividing
2.

The

limits,

by action

and injurious land speculation

annexation

forced

of the state,

in

suburban areas.

unincorporated areas adjoining the city
for the general welfare of the region, might
of

be justified in some instances.
3.

The extension

city limits, in

should

be

of jurisdiction of the city into rural territory beyond the

such matters as zoning and building and sanitary regulations,

given

serious

consideration

and constitutional limitations de-

termined.
4. In some instances, strengthening of state building, housing, and sanitary codes might offer a satisfactory alternative means of controlling and
This would require,
protecting unincorporated areas at the city's fringes.

however, the setting up of adequate local machinery to carry out the state
it is not to be expected that centralized state inspec-

act or regulation, for

a proper substitute, for this

distinctly opposed to the present tendand therefore is not to be encouraged.
The situation is, however, one of enforcement, and offers complex problems
between state and local administration for which there is no existing experience which would enable one to express an opinion.

tion

is

encies

toward

is

local self-government

A

5.
metropolitan utility district, including both the incorporated and
unincorporated areas of an urban region, might be set up and administered
by a state authorized commission with jurisdiction over water supply, sewer-

and parks possibly also police,
and housing. Such a plan would be an enlargement of
that now in operation in the Boston region.
It, too, is a reversion from
municipal home rule, and in spite of apparent merit, would be found difficult
age, drainage, through highways, transit

;

health, sanitation,

1
See "A Standard City Planning Enabling Act" by the Advisory Committee on City Planning and Zoning of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
2

See reports of committees on City Planning and Zoning and on Sub-

division

Layout of

this Conference.

HOUSING IN UNINCORPORATED AREAS
of adoption and subsequent operation in
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most metropolitan regions of the

United States.

Perhaps the plan which shows greatest promise is that of the federated
The boundaries would be the natural limits of the region, as fixed
by topography, drainage lines, and social and commercial ties. The central
government would have jurisdiction over all public works and functions
affecting the region as a whole, and would be the one assessing, and possibly taxing, authority. The direction of purely local affairs would remain
with the constituent political units, and ready provision would be made for
consolidation and expansion. Regional planning, zoning, housing, and sanitary control would be among the most important functions of the central
6.

city.

authority of the federated city.
As the region would include* both urban and intervening rural territory,
it might be necessary to provide for classification of land as agricultural or
urban, for assessment and tax purposes. Thus the difficult situation near the
city's borders,

where annexation would produce a tax too high for agriand thus would encourage oversubdivision, might be

cultural land to bear
relieved.

Where a regional government of this general type cannot be established
through voluntary cooperation, and this will be difficult where there are
many minor political units with strong local prejudices, it seems reasonable
that the State, in the interest of the general welfare, should, upon consent
of the majority of the people resident within the territory affected, determine the boundaries of the region and set up the necessary machinery

for

its

government.
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pattern, 39-41; pattern, influence of
traffic and transportation on, 22;
pattern, study of, recommended,
44; pattern, suggestion for research concerning, 84; shifts, effect of, on stability of values, 4

INDEX
Preparation of Zoning Ordinances,
43fn
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers, 114fn
Proceedings of the National Conference on City Planning, 1914,
25fn; 1922, 25fn; 1922, 27fn. Volumes including and following 1925
known as Planning Problems of
the Town, City and Region
Protective covenants
56-58, 73-74
duration of, 74 importance of, to
home purchaser, 73-74
Public improvement cost, excess, in
relation to block length, (table),
114
cost of exPublic improvements
:

;

;
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regarding

types

of,

95-97;

eco-

nomic comparison of several different types of.
See Economic
comparison of several different
types of residential development
Residential
neighborhoods,
open
spaces in, 176-81
Restrictions:
deed,
56-58,
73-74;
deed, duration of, 74; deed, im-

portance of, to home purchaser,
73-74; private, as supplementary
to

zoning regulations, 11; proto
approaches
homes

tecting

123fn, 177, 213

through, 197-98
Rights-of-way, need for sufficiently
wide, 54, 191, 196
Roads abandoned, use of, for trails,
186-87; secondary, 185-86
Roadside: beauty, 191-92; improvement, governmental assistance in,
195-96; zoning, 34
Rosenwald Apartments, 177
Rural and urban highways, 181-200

Recommendations by Committee on
City Planning and Zoning, 41-44;
by Committee on Landscape Planning and Planting, 205-7; legisla-

Sanitary codes, state, applicable to
outlying areas, 213
Satellite communities, suburban, 213
School as a community center, 179

regarding landscape planning
and planting, 199-200
Recreation: areas, types of, 25-26;
centers in neighborhood unit, 10.
See also Open space; Parks, Playgrounds
Recreation Areas in Real Estate
Subdivisions, 27fn
References: landscape planning and
planting, 207-9; subdivision, 60-61,
rt6-67, 76-77, 82-83
Regional Plan of New York, 8

elementary, and the neighborhood
unit, 9-11
School of Citizenship and Public

:

(table), 112; cost of, per lot,
(table), 112; excess, cost of, in
relation to block length,
(diacess,

gram), 98
Radburn, N.

J.,

52,

:

Recentralization, 20
:

tive,

of

New York

and

Regional Survey
Its Environs, 2fn, 8fn, lOfn, 20fn,

;

Affairs, Syracuse University, Syracuse,
York, 79fn
Service areas, design of, on home

New

grounds, 167
Set-backs: 38-39, 54; study

Regional zoning. See Zoning
Regulation public, need for, 5
:

;

cost of, chargeable to front, side,

and rear yards,
site,

;

pub-

to promote orderly development of outlying areas, 213
Regulations, land subdivision, advantages of, 64-66; subdivision,
model, 16fn, 42. See also Subdivision regulations

in-town neighborhoods,

17-18
S.

Housing Cor-

poration, Vol. 2, SSfn, 78fn
Residence zones, 32
Residential areas, diagrams, 81
Residential development conclusions
:

in

assumed town

154-55

independent, for small
171-72; systems for outlying districts, 143-45
Sewers: sanitary, 128; sanitary and
storm, estimated cost of, in assumed town of 1,000 houses, 161-62
Shrub planting, lack of, 165
Shrubbery, utilitarian value of, 174
Shrubs in the planting of small home
grounds, 170
Signs, regulation of, 197
Site, subdivision, selecting the, 50
:

homes,

lic,

Report of the U.

of, rec-

ommended, 44
Sewer: improvements, costs of, in
assumed town site, 151 systems,

Sewerage

122fn

Replanning

:

of American Florists and
Ornamental Horticulturists, 202

Society

Spaciousness, need for,
sion layout, 52-53

in

subdivi-
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as a result of neighborof home life,
influence of layout on, 13 ; of investment in subdivision, 73-75
Stability and permanence of home
districts, 9
Stability:

hood planning, 6-7

Standard

;

Planning
Act. 6fn, 42, 216fn
Standard State Zoning
City

;

town site, 151
Subdivider, methods
for the, 49-61

Enabling

Subdividing, aim

of

procedure

of, 49
Subdivision: character and design
deof, 70-73
design of, 52-57
sign, considerations in, 70-73; de;

Louis, Mo., 2fn, 41fn
Strayer, Geo. D., 27fn
Streams as parkways, 27 opportunities in use of, for landscaping,
178-79
Street: cross-access, (diagram), 92;
cross-access, block pattern, (diagram), 106; design, 53-54; improvements, cost of, 87 improvements, major, estimated cost of, in
assumed town of. 1,000 houses, 15758 improvements, minor, estimated
cost of, in assumed town of 1,000

St.

:

;

;

;

houses, 158-59; improvements and
land, cost of, chargeable to front,
side, and rear yards, in assumed

town site, 154-56; improvements
and utilities, cost of, chargeable to
front, side, and rear yards in assumed town site, 154-56; improvements and utilities, cost of, increase
with lot increase, in assumed town
155-56
site,
improvements and
utilities, cost of, in assumed town
151-62;
improvements and
site,
;

cost of, in relation to size
of lots, 147-62 improvements and
utilities, elements of, affecting size
of lots, 148-50; improvements and
utilities, elements of, not affecting
size of lots, 148-50 plan, gridiron,
suggestion for research concerning, 84; widths, influence of, on
utilities,

;

;

129

and block pattern, influence
of, on costs of individual lot, 80-81
Streets: access and superblocks, 113Street

as boundaries of the neighborunit, 8; commercial, desirable characteristics of, 182; crossaccess, 117; cross-sections of, 94;
influence of, on lots, 12; in the
neighborhood unit, 10 ; major, 8, 71
minor, 71-72; residential, desirable

14

width of seconvelopment, 71
dary, 54; with street improvements, cost of land in, in assumed

Enabling

Act, 31fn
State highways, 185

utility costs,

and villages, 181-82; width and
arrangement of, in subdivision de-

;

hood

;

characteristics of, 182; thoroughfare, desirable characteristics of,
181 ; use of, in incorporated cities

;

affect of,

sign,

on cost

of

home,

78-82; design, technical service in,
51
development, facilities necessary for, 14; excess, 2fn, 49, 211;
improving character of, 50; influence of position of, in plan of city,
68-73; layout, 47-124; layout, job
of city plan commission in regard
to, 62-67; regulations, 11-16, 6466 regulations, advantages of, 6466; regulations, model, 16fn, 42;
regulations, recommendations concerning, 42; selecting the site for,
50; size of, 70-71
trend
Suburban
decentralization,
toward, 211 development in rela;

;

:

;

tion

to

population pattern, 40;
satellite communities, 213
Sunlight, orientation for, 55
Sunny side, 177
access
streets,
Super-blocks and
113-14
Swan, Herbert S., 38fn

Taxation

in relation to zoning, 39;

recommended, 44
Telephone: lines, 128-29; lines, underground and overhead installastudy

of,

tion of, 132, 135; service for out-

lying districts, 145-46
Terminals, automobile, 23-24
Topographic map in designing subdivisions, 52
Topography: importance of, in subdivision

layout,

51

;

influence

of,

on design of highways, 190-91

Town

site,

in,

150-62

assumed, cost of

utilities

and transportation^ 22-24;
recommendations concerning, 43
Traffic congestion and regulation,
Traffic

22-23
Trails, 187-88

Transportation, mass, 43
Transportation and traffic. 22-24

Tree

planting, lack of, 165

INDEX
in the planting of small home
grounds, 169-70; roadside, 192-93;
row-planting of, 196-97; utilitarian value of, 174-75
Trenches, joint uses of, for utilities,
133-36

Trees

:

adjacent to
211-17; principles for protection of home builder in, 215;
suggestions for methods of control of, 216-17
United States Bureau of the Census,

Unincorporated areas:
cities,

9m

in relation to size of lots, 148-62;
elements of, affecting size of lots,
148-50; elements of, not affecting
size of lots, 148-50
Utility service, systems for, in outlying districts, 143-46
Utility services, importance of, 50

Walks

for small

home grounds,

170-

71

Washington, D. C, 1, 23fn, 191
Water improvements, cost of, in assumed town site, 151
in open
:

;

use of, in landscape design, 178; mains, 128; supply, estimated cost of, in assumed town
spaces,

United States B'ureau of Industrial
Housing and Transportation, 55fn,
78fn

United States Children's Bureau, 206
United States Department of Agriculture. 201, 203, 206
United States Department of Commerce, 2fn, 6m, 23fn, 42fn, 43fn,
66,
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216fn

United States Housing Corporation,
55

Urban and rural highways, 181-200
Utilities: 24; cost of, 80, 88-89, 125,
in assumed
126, 139-42; cost of,
town site, 150-62; for houses, 12562; glossary, 146; house services,
joint uses of trenches for, 135-36;
installation of, 125, 126; installation of, at outset of development,
142 installed before purchase, 68
installment of, required, 49; in the
;

;

10; investiganeighborhood
tion of, by home buyers, 142 location of, 127-28 location of meters

of

houses,

1,000

contamination

of,

159-60;
135fn;

supply,
supply,
171 ;

home grounds,

outside, for

supply systems for outlying districts,
143-45; system, cost of,
chargeable to front, side, and rear
yards, in assumed town site, 154-

Welwyn, 79
Whitten,

Robert,

lOfn,

40fn,

78fn,

79fn, 85, 87, 95
Wier, L. H., 25fn

Wright, Henry, 37fn

Yard and Garden Contests Associa202

tion,

Yard
Yards

requirements, front, 38-39

side, front, and rear, cost of
utilities chargeable to, in assumed
:

town

site,

treatment

154-56;

of,

172-73

unit,

;

;

136-37; methods of installa127-36 placement of, 54, 126
72provision of, at outset, 14-16,
73; relation of population density
required installation of, 14
to, 36
results of proper development of,
128127; single main system of,
in rela29; size and shape of lot
tion to cost of, 140-41 street line,
133-35;
joint use of trenches for,
summary of costs per lot, in assumed town site, (table), 153;
two-main system of, 129-31

for,

;

tion,

;

;

;

;

Utilities

and

street

improvements:

cost of, chargeable to front, side,
and rear yards, in assumed town
in assumed
site, 154-56; cost of,
town site, 151-62; cost of, increase with lot increase, in assumed town site, 155-56; cost of,

Zones, relationship
29-38
2,

Zoning

:

of,
;

32

administration,
30-31; county,

37-38; benefits of,
213; enabling legislation for, 35;
importance of, to home neighborhoods, 29-30; in non-urban districts, 34-35
legal effectiveness of,
30; ordinances, 38; ordinances,
importance of consulting in locating home, 69-70 ordinances, preparation of, 43fn
plan, value of,
34 protection from congestion and
invasion through, 33 recommendations concerning, 44 regional, 215 ;
;

;

;

;

;

;

regional and county, influence on

landscape betterment, 199

;

regula-

regulations, essence
31-32 ; regulations, framing of,
relation of, to decentralization,
34; roadside, 34; taxation in
lation to, 39
Zoning and city planning, 1-45
tions,

11

;

of,

37
33;

re-

